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Abstract
Current studies on heavy hadrons in nuclear medium are reviewed with a summary of the basic
theoretical concepts of QCD, namely chiral symmetry, heavy quark spin symmetry, and the effective
Lagrangian approach. The nuclear matter is an interesting place to study the properties of heavy
hadrons from many different points of view. We emphasize the importance of the following topics:
(i) charm/bottom hadron-nucleon interaction, (ii) structure of charm/bottom nuclei, and (iii) QCD
vacuum properties and hadron modifications in nuclear medium. We pick up three different groups of
heavy hadrons, quarkonia (J/ψ, Υ), heavy-light mesons (D/D¯, B¯/B) and heavy baryons (Λc, Λb). The
modifications of those hadrons in nuclear matter provide us with important information to investigate
the essential properties of heavy hadrons. We also give the discussions about the heavy hadrons, not
only in infinite nuclear matter, but also in finite-size atomic nuclei with finite baryon numbers, to serve
future experiments.
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1 Introduction
It is an important problem to understand hadron properties based on the fundamental theory of the strong
interaction, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Due to the non-trivial features of the QCD dynamics at
low energies, the hadron physics shows us many interesting and even unexpected non-trivial phenomena.
The fact that hadronic phenomena are so rich implies that various studies from many different views are
useful and indispensable to reveal the nature of the hadron dynamics. Not only isolated hadrons but
also hadronic matter under extreme conditions of high temperature, of high baryon density, and of many
different flavors provide important hints to understand the hadron dynamics.
One of familiar forms of hadronic matter is the atomic nucleus, the composite system of protons and
neutrons. The nuclear physics has been developed so far, based on various phenomenological approaches
(shell models, collective models, and so on). Recently, ab-initio calculations are being realized such that
many-body nuclear problems are solved starting from the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction determined
phenomenologically with high precision [1–3]. Yet a large step forward has been made; the lattice QCD
has derived the nucleon-nucleon interaction [4, 5]. Thus the so far missing path from QCD to nucleus is
now being exploited.
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Nevertheless, if we look at the problem, for instance, of neutron stars, we confront with a difficulty
in explaining the so-called twice the solar mass problem. Because of the high density environment in
the inside of the neutron star, the strangeness, the third flavor of quarks, appears as an explicit degree
of freedom. This occurs primarily in the form of hyperons forming hypernuclei, composite systems of
hyperons, such as Λ and Σ, together with protons and neutrons. Hypernuclear physics is then an active
field, where one of the current goals is to determine the two-body and even three-body forces for hyperons
and nucleons to explain the stability of the massive neutron stars [3, 6, 7].
The dynamics of strange hadrons can provide the new energy scale, several hundred MeV, which
is much larger than nuclear physics scale of order a few or ten MeV at most (single-particle motion,
surface vibration, rotation of deformed nuclei, nucleon pairings and so on). As a famous example actively
studied, we expect that (anti-)kaons appear in nuclear matter as an active degrees of freedom [8]. This
is another possible form of dense strangeness flavored matter. Because of that large energy scale, we
need to consider the properties of hadrons explicitly.1 Anti-kaons in the nuclear matter have long been
discussed in various respects. They interact with nucleons attractively in particular in S-wave. Because
of the suppressed kinetic energy due to their rather large mass, even small attraction is enough to trap
them in a nucleus. A well-known and the simplest system of such is Λ(1405) as a quasi-bound state of
K¯N , the first negative parity excited state of Λ [10]. Partly due to the difficulty of the quark model in
explaining the state despite its general success, such an idea was proposed many years ago [11]. After
some time, it has been revived due to the developments of chiral theories of QCD. It has now become
one of active subjects to confirm its nature of the K¯N quasi-bound state. Once this will turn out to be
the case, the impact on the hadron and nuclear physics is very large, where we expect to see many rich
and unexpected phenomena.
The strangeness does not only bring new phenomena but also plays a role of impurity to analyze
aspects of the strong interaction that we cannot see easily without it. First of all, obviously, the strange
quark brings another energy scale such that we may be able to see the QCD dynamics at various energy
scales. One example is already seen above; the attractive force between the anti-kaon and the nucleon as
a consequence of the low energy theorems of the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry has a different
energy scale from that between the pion and the nucleon.2 Another example is the mass inversion of the
Λ(1820)-Σ(1775) of spin and parity JP = 5/2− in comparison with the ground states Λ(1116)-Σ(1190).
These examples show that by using an impurity the properties of the system changes, and it brings us
useful information to understand the underlying mechanism of hadron dynamics.
Turning to the nuclear matter, study of hadrons in nuclear medium provides also a unique tool for
investigating the vacuum structure of QCD. In the QCD vacuum, it is known that there appear several
different types of the quark and gluon condensates as a result of non-perturbative effects from QCD at
low energy. Those condensates are decisive for the hadron properties (mass, interaction and so on). One
of the most important condensates is the chiral condensate induced by the dynamical breaking of chiral
symmetry. In fact, the light mass of the pion can be explained as the nature of the Nambu-Goldstone
boson, which appears as the lowest energy states in the symmetry-broken vacuum. The small but finite
1This may be contrasted with the traditional view of nuclear physics, namely the nucleon dynamics is not seen directly,
but it is “renormalized” to the low energy degrees of freedom such as the collective modes (e.g. surface vibration, rotation,
nucleon pairings) [9].
2We notice that, for the light u and d flavors, the first excited state of the nucleon, N(1535) with spin-parity JP = 1/2−,
is well explained as an orbital excitation of valence quarks (P-wave excitation), but with an s quark the corresponding state,
Λ(1405) with JP = 1/2−, shows up with very different structure governed by the K¯N -piΣ dynamics.
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mass of the pion is understood by the Gell-Mann–Oaks–Renner relation [12], where the pion mass is
related to the small explicit breaking of chiral symmetry for u, d quarks and to the chiral condensate
in vacuum. As a consequence of the spontaneous symmetry breaking, the interaction of pions with a
matter field is constrained by chiral symmetry, such as by the Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction [13, 14],3
as well as by the Goldberger-Treiman relation for the axial-vector coupling. As another example, the
gluon condensate is related to the hadron mass generation as a consequence of the scale anomaly (the
trace anomaly). However, it is still a non-trivial problem how those quark and gluon condensates affect
the hadron properties. This problem can be accessed by observing the modifications of hadrons when
those condensates change in nuclear matter (see Refs. [15, 16] for recent reviews). For example, it is
known both in experiments and in theories that the spectra of vector mesons change in atomic nuclei. In
this respect, φ meson with s quarks in nuclear matter, which is related to the problem of the ss¯ contents
in a nucleon, is also interesting [17–19]. Therefore, the nuclei can be used as a good stage to investigate
the hadron properties from QCD.
Having said so much, now we attempt to make further extensions of flavors to the heavy flavor region,
namely the charm and bottom flavors, in the hadronic matter. The introduction of heavy quarks changes
the nuclear system to be free from the constraint governed by chiral symmetry. The problem is very
challenging because so far we have little experimental data. Because the charm (bottom) quark is very
heavy as compared to the u, d and s quarks, it is natural that they do not appear in ordinary hadronic
matter, nuclei. But they must show up under extreme conditions which we do not know much about.
Thus we expect yet unexperienced phenomena in the presence of the charm (bottom) quark. Not only
that, it should provide useful information for the QCD dynamics of hadrons. In fact, in the past decade
we have experienced exciting time for discoveries of many exotic charm (and bottom as well) hadrons,
called X, Y , Z states [20–22] as well as Pc(4380) and Pc(4450) states [23] and X(5586) state [24], which
were observed in accelerator facilities. Their existence strongly suggests that our naive picture of hadrons,
namely three quarks for a baryon and quark-antiquark for a meson, is not sufficient, as already suggested
by Λ(1405). The understanding of exotic hadrons is the latest hot topic in hadron physics [20–22].
There are novel features for charm and bottom quarks, which are qualitatively different from the light
quarks [25, 26].
First, charm and bottom quarks have heavy masses: mc = 1.275± 0.025 GeV and mb = 4.66± 0.03
GeV [27]. Those masses are much larger than the typical scale of the low energy QCD, ΛQCD = 214± 7
MeV (MS scheme with Nf = 5 [27].), which gives the energy scales of the hadron dynamics. Therefore,
naively to say, we may expect that a charm (bottom) quark can play the role of an “impurity particle”.
This is a new degree of freedom in the low energy QCD, which would not be much affected by the change
of vacuum. This property shows up when we study the change of heavy hadrons in nuclear medium; we
can separate the change of the light degrees of freedom from the heavy quark (the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation).
Second, the heavy quark interaction has a special property in coupling to a gluon field; the spin-flip
process of the heavy quark is suppressed by the 1/mQ factor with the heavy quark mass mQ. Especially,
it becomes completely zero when the heavy quark limit (mQ → ∞) is adopted. The suppression of the
spin-flip interaction is helpful to separate the light degrees of freedom from the heavy quark. In fact, this
property leads the heavy quark spin symmetry as a novel symmetry in the heavy quark sector, which
3This is the driving interaction to provide the strong K¯N attraction for Λ(1405), when the K¯ meson is regarded as the
Nambu-Goldstone boson, as stated above.
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Figure 1: A schematic figure for topics covered by studies of heavy hadrons in nuclear medium.
plays the significant role in the heavy hadron dynamics.
Those two properties of a heavy quark, namely the separation of degree of freedom and the suppression
of the spin-flip process, are crucial to explain many properties (mass splittings, branching ratios of decays
and so on) of the charm/bottom hadrons.
Given those unique properties of the heavy quarks, we expect it quite interesting to study the “heavy-
flavor nuclei” which are nuclei containing a charm quark or a bottom quark as an impurity particle, with
the extension of flavors from up, down and strangeness to charm and bottom. There are many open
problems, which should be addressed in the study of the heavy-flavor nuclei: how the nuclear structure
changes by a heavy impurity hadron, how the hadron-hadron interactions as well as the hadron masses
are affected by the change of the QCD vacuum, what kind of low energy mode heavy-flavor nuclei can
have, and so on (Fig. 1).
Our purpose in this review is to survey the preceding and current studies of the charm/bottom hadrons
in heavy-flavor nuclei. The main issues are summarized as the following three items.
1. Charm/bottom hadron-nucleon interaction
2. Structure of charm/bottom nuclei
3. QCD vacuum and hadron properties in nuclear medium
1. Charm/bottom hadron-nucleon interaction.— Charm/bottom hadron-nucleon interaction is one of
the most basic ingredients to study the charm/bottom nuclei. However, the biggest problem is that there
is only poor information from experiments, especially at low-energy scattering. In literature, instead,
there have been theoretical studies about various types of the charm/bottom hadron-nucleon interaction.
As a naive extension from SU(3) symmetry, which is valid in light flavors up to strangeness, we may
consider the SU(4) flavor symmetry including a charm flavor. We may also consider SU(5) symmetry
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up to the bottom flavor. Although the SU(4) and/or SU(5) symmetries would be useful for classifying
the hadron states, we have to keep in mind that those symmetries cannot be applied for the hadron
spectroscopy.4 When we regard the mass of the charm/bottom quark mQ much heavier than the typical
low-energy scale ΛQCD, it is a natural way to consider the heavy quark limit (mQ →∞, ΛQCD/mQ → 0)
as the leading approximation.
Whatever symmetries are adopted for heavy quarks, it is an important question to ask what kind of
hadron interactions is working. At long distances, there are various types of meson exchange forces such
as vector meson exchanges providing strong repulsion or attraction (depending on baryon charges) [29],
and a pion exchange leading to tensor force which is crucial for the binding of the deuteron [30, 31].
At short distances, it is also possible to have direct quark exchanges [32–34] and multi-gluon (Pomeron)
exchanges [35], and so on. Recently, it has become possible to study the hadron interactions from the
first principle due to the rapid development of the lattice QCD computations [4, 36, 37]. We will overview
the current status of the understanding of the heavy-hadron interaction in various approaches.
2. Structure of charm/bottom nuclei.— Based on the charm/bottom hadron-nucleon interaction, we
investigate the properties of the charm/bottom nuclei as many-body systems in several theoretical ap-
proaches. In our approach, we regard the nuclear matter as an almost free Fermi gas, and investigate the
medium effects for the charm/bottom hadrons by considering the Pauli exclusion effect from the occu-
pied Fermi sea of the nucleons (Sect. 2.4.2). By this method, we obtain the effective masses, the effective
coupling constants, and the decay widths of the charm/bottom hadrons in nuclear medium (cf. G-matrix
formalism [38]). We note that the nuclear matter as a free Fermi gas is quite unstable for any small
attraction between nucleons, leading to another state as the most stable state (cf. the BCS instability in
superconductivity [39]).5 This is called the Fermi instability. It is an important subject to investigate the
effect of the Fermi instability when the heavy hadron exists as an impurity particle in nuclear matter.6
As a feedback effect, the behavior of nucleons in nuclear matter is also affected by the existence of heavy
hadrons, and it can change the nuclear matter. Eventually, we have to analyze the dynamics both for
heavy hadrons and nucleons in a self-consistent way.
3. QCD vacuum and hadron properties in nuclear medium.— The quark condensates and gluon con-
densates are directly related to the properties of the QCD ground state. When those quantities are mod-
ified in nuclear matter, the modification affects the properties of hadrons in nuclear matter (Sect. 2.4.4).
Here we consider several basic topics of the QCD vacuum properties. As is known, chiral symmetry plays
an important role for the generation of the hadron masses and interactions at low energy as the result of
the dynamical breaking in vacuum. In the light flavor sector, it has been studied that, as a precursory
signal, the partial restoration of chiral symmetry inside nuclei can be observed through the change of
hadron properties (e.g. mass modification) [40]. We may ask what kind of condensate is responsible for
the properties of heavy hadrons in nuclear medium. For example, the gluon condensate is an interesting
quantity for heavy hadrons, because it will be expected that the gluon dynamics dominates over the light
quark dynamics in heavy flavor sector [41, 42]. The light quark condensate 〈q¯q〉 is also important for the
mass generation of the heavy-light mesons as well as of heavy-light-light and heavy-heavy-light baryons.
4See for example Ref. [28].
5This is an example of the quantum fluctuations, which are important in the state with finite baryon number density.
Such fluctuation effect is suppressed at finite temperature.
6The Kondo effect is a known phenomena caused by the Fermi instability when the heavy impurity particle with non-
Abelian interaction exists (see Sect. 4).
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From the above considerations, we will discuss how the charm/bottom hadrons behave inside nuclei.
However, we have to say that this field is still in progress, and the systematic knowledge has not yet
been obtained so far. The purpose of this review is, therefore, to summarize the current results in the
theoretical schemes studied so far, to point out the important views and unsolved problems, and to
motivate the readers to study further in coming future.
It is worthwhile to remind the readers of the important points of view through this review. First,
we emphasize the role of “symmetry”, such as chiral symmetry and heavy quark symmetry, in the
heavy hadron systems. Symmetries enable us to understand general features of the physical systems
in a model-independent manner, although we have to rely on model-dependent calculations to obtain
numerical results to be connected with experimental data in many cases. Second, we emphasize the
importance of the “finite size” of the charm/bottom nuclei. Of course, it is very useful in theoretical
analysis to consider the infinite volume of nuclear matter, because the theoretical treatment is much
easier than that in finite systems. However, we should not ignore the properties of finite systems, such
as surface effects and discrete energy levels, which are characteristic aspects of nuclei. The few-body
calculation is also important to understand the charm/bottom nuclei to compare the theoretical results
with experimental data. In literature, there have been some few-body calculations performed so far, but
the applied systems are still limited. As one of the techniques of the few-body calculation, we will pick
up the Gaussian expansion method and explain some details which would provide us with a useful tool
to investigate the charm/bottom nuclei.
This review is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we will overview the basics of the theoretical approaches.
We summarize the basic properties of QCD (Sect. 2.1), give explanation about chiral symmetry and
heavy quark symmetry (Sect. 2.2), and introduce hadron effective theories. (Sect. 2.3). We discuss some
technical descriptions for nuclei, such as few-body calculation, propagators of nucleons in nuclear matter,
and general properties of chiral symmetry in nuclear medium (Sect. 2.4). In the following sections,
we survey the current status of theoretical studies of the charm/bottom nuclei. Here we separate the
discussions about the heavy hadrons according to the combinations of light quark q and heavy quark Q:
(i) Q¯Q mesons (e.g. ηc and J/ψ) in Sect. 3, (ii) q¯Q and qQ¯ mesons (e.g. D and D
∗, D¯ and D¯∗) in Sect. 4
and (iii) Qqq baryons (e.g. Λc, Σc and Σ
∗
c) in Sect. 5, respectively. For each type of heavy hadron, we
focus on the three different properties: (a) heavy hadron-nucleon interaction, (b) few-body systems and
(c) heavy hadrons in nuclear matter. The last section is devoted to summary and future perspectives.
2 Theoretical basics
The basic theory of hadrons is, needless to say, given by the quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In
contrast, the effective theories are often used in the actual studies of heavy hadrons rather than QCD.
In this section, we will see theoretical tools for heavy hadrons in nuclear systems, by considering how
the heavy hadron effective theory is connected to QCD through the symmetries, such as chiral symmetry
and heavy quark symmetry.
2.1 Properties of QCD
Let us start from the QCD Lagrangian
LQCD = −1
4
GaµνG
aµν + q¯(i /D −mq)q. (2.1.1)
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The first term is the pure gluonic part made of the gluon field Aaµ (a = 1, . . . , 8) which belongs to the
adjoint representation of color SU(3) symmetry. The field strength tensor is defined by
Gaµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − gfabcAbµAcν , (2.1.2)
where g is the gauge coupling and fabc are the structure constants defined by [T a, T b] = ifabcT c with
T a being the generator of the color SU(3) symmetry. The quark field q belongs to the fundamental
representation of color SU(3), and the coupling to the gauge field is given by the covariant derivative
Dµ = ∂µ + igA
a
µT
a. (2.1.3)
The generators in the fundamental representation are expressed by the three-by-three Gell-Mann matrices
as T a = λa/2. The quark field has six flavor indices
q =
(
u d s c b t
)t
. (2.1.4)
Each component carries the flavor quantum number (isospin I, third component of the isospin I3,
strangeness S, charm C, bottomness B and topness T ) as follows:
u : I = 1/2, I3 = +1/2, (2.1.5)
d : I = 1/2, I3 = −1/2, (2.1.6)
s : S = −1, (2.1.7)
c : C = +1, (2.1.8)
b : B = −1, (2.1.9)
t : T = +1. (2.1.10)
In Eq. (2.1.1), mq is the mass of the quark with the flavor q generated by the Higgs mechanism.
QCD is a renormalizable quantum field theory, and the running coupling constant decreases at high
energy due to the asymptotic freedom. At low energy, the coupling constant blows up and the perturbative
calculation breaks down. This occurs at the energy scale ΛQCD which is specified below. As a result, in
contrast to the simplicity of the QCD Lagrangian, the content which is induced from the Lagrangian is
much complicated and provides rich structure of vacuum. According to the renormalization group, the
fine structure “constant” αs = g
2/4pi is not actually the constant, but runs as a function of the energy
scale parameter µ by
µ2
dαs
dµ2
= β(αs) ≡ −
(
b1α
2
s + b2α
3
s + · · ·
)
, (2.1.11)
where β(αs) is the Gell-Mann–Low beta function. The explicit form of the beta function is given in
powers of αs in perturbative calculation at high energy scale, where the coefficients b1, b2, · · · , at each
order can be calculated. For example, it is known that we obtain b1 = (33− 2Nf )/12pi with the number
of flavors Nf at one-loop level. At this order, the solution of Eq. (2.1.11) is given by
αs(µ
2) =
4pi(
11− 23Nf
)
ln
(
µ2
Λ2QCD
), (2.1.12)
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with the parameter ΛQCD for ΛQCD  µ. The value of ΛQCD can be estimated by fitting the coupling
strength αs(µ
2
0) to reproduce experimental observables at some high energy scale µ0. The explicit value
depends on the number of flavors and the renormalization scheme adopted in the calculation of the
renormalization group equation. From the recent analysis [27], it is determined as ΛQCD = 214± 7 MeV
in the MS scheme with Nf = 5. Note that the solution (2.1.12) is correct only at high energy scale more
than a few GeV, because the perturbative expansion in terms of αs in the right hand side of Eq. (2.1.11)
should be valid at perturbative level. Nevertheless, when we regard µ as small quantity and set µ ' ΛQCD,
we find that αs becomes a large coupling constant. Such a strong coupling indicates the break-down of
the perturbative calculation. Therefore, we need essentially non-perturbative approaches to analyze the
low energy phenomena of QCD. It is very difficult to accomplish this by analytical calculations, and we
need the numerical calculation by the lattice QCD simulations as first principle approach. However, in
some cases, we can use a phenomenological framework by focusing on the proper symmetries in QCD
and assuming that the hadronic degrees of freedom are fundamental. In the following, we will explain
two symmetries, chiral symmetry for light quarks and spin symmetry for heavy quarks, and introduce
the hadron effective theories based on those symmetries.
2.2 Symmetries
2.2.1 Chiral symmetry
Light quarks and chiral symmetry Chiral symmetry is a guiding principle to study the low-energy
phenomena of the strong interaction, which is approximately realized in the light quark sector of QCD [43–
45]. The light quarks satisfy
mq  ΛQCD, (2.2.13)
namely, the quarks whose masses are much smaller than the QCD scale. For up and down quarks,
Eq. (2.2.13) is well satisfied. For these light quarks, it is reasonable to start from the massless Lagrangian
Lmassless = q¯i /Dq, (2.2.14)
with q = (u, d)t and to treat the effect of the quark mass mq perturbatively. For the discussion of chiral
symmetry, we introduce the projection operators
PL =
1− γ5
2
, PR =
1 + γ5
2
, (2.2.15)
and define the left- and right-handed quarks as
qL = PLq, qR = PRq. (2.2.16)
In the massless Lagrangian (2.2.14), the left-handed quarks are separated from the right-handed quarks
by this decomposition:
Lmassless = q¯Li /DqL + q¯Ri /DqR. (2.2.17)
This Lagrangian is invariant under global U(2)R⊗U(2)L transformation. The vector U(1) part is realized
as the conservation of the quark number, while the axial U(1)A symmetry is explicitly broken by quantum
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anomaly [46]. The invariance under the SU(2)R ⊗ SU(2)L transformation is called chiral symmetry:
qR → RqR, R = eiθiRT i ∈ SU(2)R, (2.2.18)
qL → LqL, L = eiθiLT i ∈ SU(2)L, (2.2.19)
with i = 1, . . . , 3 and T i being the generator of SU(2). The scalar quark bilinear form mixes the left- and
right-handed components:
q¯q = q¯LqR + q¯RqL. (2.2.20)
The quark mass term in Eq. (2.1.1) therefore breaks chiral symmetry explicitly. In this way, chiral
symmetry is realized in the massless limit of the QCD Lagrangian. This ideal mq → 0 limit in QCD is
called chiral limit.
The transformation laws (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) are generated by (T i, 0) and (0, T i) of the Lie algebra
G. We define the vector and axial transformations as
qR → eiθiV T iqR, qL → eiθiV T iqL, (2.2.21)
qR → eiθiAT iqR, qL → e−iθiAT iqL, (2.2.22)
which are generated by (T i, T i) and (T i,−T i), respectively. If the mass of the up quark equals the
mass of the down quark, the quark mass term (2.2.20) is invariant under the vector transformation
(eiθ
i
V T
i
, eiθ
i
V T
i
) ∈ SU(2)V which is called isospin symmetry.
Spontaneous and explicit breaking of chiral symmetry In general, symmetries of the Lagrangian
may be broken by the ground state of the theory (vacuum | 0 〉). This is the phenomena called spontaneous
symmetry breaking [47–49]. In QCD, the vacuum expectation value of the q¯q operator is known to be
nonzero:
〈 0 |q¯q| 0 〉 6= 0. (2.2.23)
This quark condensate breaks chiral symmetry spontaneously as expected in Eq. (2.2.20). In the chiral
limit, vectorial SU(2)V subgroup (V, V ) of chiral SU(2)R ⊗ SU(2)L symmetry remains unbroken, thanks
to the Vafa-Witten theorem [50]. This indicates that 〈 0 |u¯u| 0 〉 = 〈 0 |d¯d| 0 〉 in the chiral limit. Thus, the
spontaneous breaking patten of chiral symmetry is
SU(2)R ⊗ SU(2)L → SU(2)V . (2.2.24)
As a consequence of the spontaneous symmetry breaking, a massless Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson
emerges for each broken generator in the Lorentz invariant system. In the case of two-flavor chiral sym-
metry (2.2.24), there appear three massless pions, pi0 and pi±, corresponding to three broken generators
(T i,−T i).
The explicit symmetry breaking is caused by the small but nonzero masses of the up and down
quarks. This effect can be introduced as an external current. The couplings to the scalar current s and
the pseudoscalar current p are given by
Lext = q¯(s− iγ5p)q = q¯LM†qR + q¯RMqL, (2.2.25)
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where we denote
s+ ip =M. (2.2.26)
The Lagrangian is invariant if the external fields transform as
M† → LM†R†, M→ RML†. (2.2.27)
In the isospin symmetric limit mu = md = mˆ, the quark masses are introduced by identifying
M =M† =
(
mˆ 0
0 mˆ
)
, (2.2.28)
which is not invariant under Eq. (2.2.27) and breaks chiral symmetry. Equations (2.2.27) and (2.2.28)
will be used in Section 2.3.1 to construct the effective Lagrangian.
The explicit breaking due to the quark masses causes the perturbative corrections to the chiral limit.
For instance, the pions become massive due to the explicit breaking. When the explicit breaking is small,
the pion mass mpi is given by the Gell-Mann–Oakes–Renner (GMOR) relation [12]
F 2m2pi = −mˆ〈 0 |q¯q| 0 〉+O(mˆ2), (2.2.29)
where F ' 93 MeV is the pion decay constant.
For later convenience, here we briefly mention the trace anomaly in QCD in the chiral limit. Consider
the global scale transformation of the space-time xµ → σxµ with a parameter σ. The quark and gluon
fields are transformed according to their canonical dimensions as
q(x)→ σ3/2q(σx), Aaµ(x)→ σAaµ(σx). (2.2.30)
The QCD action in the chiral limit (mq = 0) is invariant under this symmetry. The conserved current
associated with this transformation ∆µ is called dilatational current, and can be related with the energy-
momentum tensor as ∆µ = xνΘ
νµ. The conservation of the dilatational current is, however, broken
explicitly by the quantum effect, as shown in Refs. [51, 52]:
∂µ∆
µ = Θµµ =
β(αs)
2g
GaµνG
aµν , (2.2.31)
where β(αs) is the beta function in Eq. (2.1.11). The scale invariance of the classical Lagrangian is
thus broken with a nonzero gauge coupling constant g. Because this anomaly relates the trace of the
energy-momentum tensor with the gluon fields, it is called the trace anomaly.
2.2.2 Heavy quark symmetry
Heavy quark effective theory In contrast to the limit of the massless fermion, we now consider the
limit of infinitely massive fermion. Around this limit, we can obtain the heavy quark effective theory as
an expansion by 1/mQ with heavy quark mass mQ. This limit corresponds to regarding the charm and
bottom quark masses infinitely large. Let us start by separating the QCD Lagrangian (2.1.1) as
LQCD = Lheavy + Llight, (2.2.32)
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with the heavy quark part
Lheavy =
∑
Q
Q¯(iD/−mQ)Q, (2.2.33)
and the light quark and gluon part
Llight = −1
4
GaµνG
aµν +
∑
q
q¯(iD/−mq)q. (2.2.34)
In the former, Q is the heavy quark field, and in the latter, q is the light quark field.
Let us consider large mQ for a heavy quark. Here we focus on the system with a single heavy flavor.
It is convenient to introduce v-frame with four-velocity vµ, in which frame the heavy quark is at rest. We
regard that the most of energy-momentum of the heavy quark p is given by its on-mass-shell component.
Namely, we separate
pµ = mQv
µ + kµ, (2.2.35)
where we suppose that the off-mass-shell component, kµ, which is a residual part, is much smaller than
mQ (k
µ  mQ). The four-velocity vµ satisfies vµvµ = 1 and v0 > 0 from the on-mass-shell condition and
the propagation into the positive direction of time.7 Thus, the heavy quark momentum is separated to
the on-mass-shell part and the off-mass-shell part.
Let us define the effective field for the positive energy state in the heavy quark limit:
Qv(x) =
1 + v/
2
eimQv·xQ(x), (2.2.36)
with the original heavy quark field Q(x). We notice that Qv(x) satisfies the condition
v/Qv(x) = Qv(x). (2.2.37)
In the rest frame vµ = (1,~0 ), the projection operator (1 + v/)/2 picks up the upper two components in
four-component Dirac spinor in the standard representation. The factor eimQv·x leaves only the residual
momentum scale, kµ, as a dynamical variable in the effective field Qv. Hence Qv has no explicit mQ
dependence. Similarly, we define the effective field for the negative energy state as
Qv = 1− v/
2
eimQv·xQ(x), (2.2.38)
which satisfies the condition v/Qv = −Qv. Note the sign in the projection operator (1− v/)/2 because it
picks up the lower two components in the Dirac spinor in the rest frame.
When we use two effective fields Qv(x) and Qv(x), we can rewrite Lheavy as
Lheavy = Q¯vv ·iDQv − Q¯v(v ·iD + 2mQ)Qv + Q¯vi /D⊥Qv + Q¯vi /D⊥Qv, (2.2.39)
with Dµ⊥ = D
µ − vµv ·D. It is important to note that the mass of Qv is “zero” while the mass of Qv is
2mQ. This is because we measure the energy as the residual momentum for the positive energy state.
7We should not confuse the spatial component of vµ, ~v, with the three-dimensional velocity ~u. They are related by
~v = ~u/
√
1− |~u |2.
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Hence we may eliminate the negative energy state by regarding 2mQ as a large quantity. Physically, this
corresponds to neglect of the creation of Q¯Q pairs in the state. By using the equation of motion for Qv,
(v ·iD + 2mQ)Qv = i /D⊥Qv, (2.2.40)
we eliminate Qv in Lheavy, and obtain
Lheavy = Q¯v
(
v ·iD + i /D⊥ 1
v ·iD + 2mQ i /D⊥
)
Qv
= Q¯vv ·iDQv + Q¯v (iD⊥)
2
2mQ
Qv − gsQ¯v σµνG
µν
4mQ
Qv +O(1/m2Q), (2.2.41)
up to and including O(1/mQ). We note that this Lagrangian is valid at tree level, because we have used
the equation of motion (2.2.40). As we will see, the first and second terms are not affected by quantum
fluctuations (loop corrections), while the third term is. To take this effect into account, we introduce the
Wilson coefficient c(µ) at some energy scale µ. Finally, we obtain the result
Lheavy =
Nh∑
Q=1
(
Q¯vv ·iDQv + Q¯v (iD⊥)
2
2mQ
Qv − c(µ)gsQ¯v σµνG
µν
4mQ
Qv +O(1/m2Q)
)
, (2.2.42)
where the sum over various heavy flavors is taken (Nh the number of heavy flavor). This framework
is called the heavy quark effective theory (HQET). Equation (2.2.42) is the effective Lagrangian in the
HQET. The similar procedure is applicable to higher orders. In the higher orders, not only the heavy-
quark–gluon couplings, but also light-quark–heavy-quark couplings enter into the effective Lagrangian.
The analysis up to O(1/mnQ) with n ≥ 2 can be found in e.g. Ref. [53] for O(1/m2Q) and Ref. [54] for
O(1/m3Q) (see also Ref. [55] and references therein).
Heavy quark symmetry In the heavy quark limit (mQ →∞), the leading term v · iD in Eq. (2.2.42)
is important to realize the heavy spin-flavor SU(2Nh) symmetry. This symmetry implies simultaneously
(i) heavy-quark spin symmetry and (ii) heavy-quark flavor symmetry. As for (i), the operator changing
the heavy quark spin is absent in v · iD, and hence the heavy quark spin is a conserved quantity for any
non-perturbative dynamics acting on the heavy quark. As for (ii), there is no heavy flavor dependence
in v · iD, and hence the interchange of two heavy flavors, such as charm and bottom quarks, leaves the
interaction invariant. Those symmetries are called the heavy-quark symmetry (HQS). When we do not
consider weak decay processes replacing a bottom quark by a charm quark, we sometimes focus only on
the heavy quark spin symmetry in the heavy-hadron dynamics. In the following, we simply use the heavy
quark symmetry to indicate the heavy quark spin symmetry.
It is important to note that the heavy quark symmetry holds at any energy scale from low energy scale
to high energy scale. In this sense, the heavy quark symmetry may be contrasted to chiral symmetry,
which is broken dynamically in the QCD vacuum. We can observe the approximate realization of the
heavy quark symmetry in the heavy hadron spectroscopy. Let us consider the heavy hadrons composed
of q¯Q with a light quark q and a heavy quark Q. We decompose the total spin of the heavy hadron ~J
into the heavy quark spin ~S and the remaining part ~j:
~J = ~S +~j, (2.2.43)
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where ~J is conserved and ~S is conserved in the heavy quark limit.8 The conservation of each ~J and ~S
leads to the conservation of ~j through Eq. (2.2.43). Although we have denoted the light quark by q, this
is, in field theoretical view, an ensemble of many particle states, such as q + q¯qq + q¯qg + · · · with a light
antiquark q¯ and a gluon g, namely light degrees of freedom except for the heavy quark. To obtain the
explicit form of the wave function is a highly non-perturbative problem. Nevertheless, ~j is a conserved
quantity regardless of any complex structure of q + q¯qq + q¯qg + · · · . This complex object conserving ~j is
called “brown muck” [25].
The conservation of light degrees of freedom immediately leads to the unique properties of heavy
hadrons in the spectroscopy. As we have seen, the heavy quark spin ~S and the brown muck spin ~j are
independently conserved quantities in the heavy quark limit. Therefore, we conclude that the heavy
hadrons are two degenerate states with spin
J± = j ± 1/2, (2.2.44)
for j ≥ 1/2. Those two degenerate states are called the HQS doublet. In case of j = 0, we have only one
state with spin J = 1/2. This state is called the HQS singlet.
As examples in the meson sector, we consider D (JP = 0−; 1870 MeV) and D∗ (1−; 2010 MeV)
mesons, whose mass difference is about 140 MeV, for charm, and B¯ (JP = 0−; 5280 MeV) and B¯∗
(1−; 5325 MeV) mesons, whose mass difference is about 45 MeV, for bottom. By regarding those mass
differences as small quantities, we can consider that D and D∗ (B¯ and B¯∗) mesons are approximately
degenerate states in mass. The degenerate states correspond to the heavy hadrons with a common brown
muck with spin and parity jP = 1/2− for q¯ in q¯Q in the heavy quark limit. Therefore, D and D∗ mesons
as well as B¯ and B¯∗ mesons are classified as the HQS doublet.
In the baryon sector, we consider Σc (J
P = 1/2+; 2455 MeV) and Σ∗c (3/2+; 2520 MeV), whose
mass difference is 65 MeV, for charm, and Σb (J
P = 1/2+; 5811 MeV) and Σ∗b (3/2
+; 5832 MeV), whose
mass difference is 21 MeV. Again, we can regard that Σc and Σ
∗
c (Σb and Σ
∗
b) baryons are approximately
degenerate states, which correspond to the heavy hadrons with brown muck of I = 1 and jP = 1+ for
qq in qqQ in the heavy quark limit. Therefore, Σc and Σ
∗
c baryons as well as Σb and Σ
∗
b baryons are
classified as the HQS doublet. We note that the ground state baryon Λc (J
P = 1/2+; 2287 MeV) and Λb
(1/2+; 5620 MeV) have no state in near mass region, and hence they are classified to be the HQS singlet.
The structure of the brown muck in heavy hadrons is seen also in the branching ratios of the decay
widths. Let us suppose that the initial heavy hadron Ψ
′(j′)
J ′ with total spin J
′ and brown muck spin j′
decays to the final heavy hadron Ψ
(j)
J with total spin J and brown muck spin j by emitting a light hadron,
e.g. a pion pi with relative angular momentum L. Due to the independent conservations of the heavy
quark spin ~S and the brown muck spin ~j, we see that the strength of the decay widths is parametrized as
Γ
[
Ψ
′(j′)
J ′ → Ψ(j)J + pi
]
∝ (2j + 1)(2J ′ + 1)
∣∣∣∣∣
{
L j′ j
1/2 J J ′
}∣∣∣∣∣
2
+O(1/M), (2.2.45)
by neglecting the corrections with the heavy hadron mass M [57]. Here J (′) = j(′) ± 1/2. In realistic
application to experimental data, we need to include the phase space factor due to the different mass
thresholds. Including this factor, we can reproduce the branching ratios of the known decay patterns of
8We notice the conservation of ~J is valid only when the vacuum is rotationally invariant. If the rotational symmetry is
broken, we cannot apply the following discussion. For example, such situation can happen when the external field (e.g. a
magnetic field [56]) breaks the rotational symmetry.
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D∗0 (JP = 0+), D1 (1+) mesons to D, D∗ mesons with a pion emission [26]. We note that the similar
result is applicable to any light hadrons other than a pion.
As far as we follow the heavy quark symmetry, the brown muck structure in Eqs. (2.2.44) and (2.2.45)
is quite general. They should hold not only in normal hadrons (mesons and baryons), but also in exotic
hadrons (multiquarks, hadronic molecules, quark-gluon hybrids, and so on) as well as in nuclei and nuclear
matter with a heavy quark [58, 59]. For example, let us consider the case that a D¯ meson or a D¯∗ meson
exists in nuclear matter. If we consider the heavy quark limit, the masses of D¯ and D¯∗ mesons should
be regarded as the same. This is also the case in nuclear matter. As far as the rotational symmetry
is unbroken, the spin of the brown muck should be conserved in nuclear matter. Hence the D¯ and D¯∗
mesons in nuclear matter should be degenerate as in vacuum, as long as the heavy quark symmetry is
adopted.
Interestingly, the brown muck can exhibit a new structure when the heavy hadron combined with
light hadrons forms an extended object. As an example, let us consider a D¯(∗)N two-boy system which
is composed of a D¯(∗) meson and a nucleon. In the heavy quark limit, the object carrying the conserved
spin is given as the brown muck. In the case of D¯(∗)N , the brown muck should have the structure qN
where q is the light quark inside the D¯(∗) meson. The quark-hadron structure like qN , which includes
both quarks and hadrons as effective degrees of freedom, can be called the “light spin-complex (or spin-
complex)”, because the spin is the most important conserved quantity in this complex system [58]. This
is an interesting unit of matter which appears in the extended heavy hadron systems. Furthermore, when
D¯(∗)N exists in nuclear matter, it is surrounded by many pairs of a nucleon and a hole, NN−1, as the
low-energy degrees of freedom around the Fermi energy. In the heavy quark limit, the spin-complex is
given by q + qNN−1 + q(NN−1)(NN−1) + . . . , where q is again the light quark inside the D¯(∗) meson.
More examples will be shown in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5.
We have to keep in mind that the mass splitting due to the HQS breaking, about 140 MeV between a
D¯ meson and a D¯∗ meson, is still larger than the typical energy scales in nuclear dynamics, for example
40 MeV as the Fermi energy of a nucleon at normal nuclear matter density. Hence, the approximate
mass degeneracy as the HQS doublet may not be clearly identified within low energy scales. To identify
the HQS doublet structure precisely, we need to include the dynamics at large energy scales in nucleon-
nucleon interaction, where the scattering energy reaches a few hundred MeV or more. In bottom sector,
the HQS structure will be found at lower energy scales, because the mass splitting, about 45 MeV between
a B meson and a B∗ meson, is comparable with the Fermi energy of the nuclear matter. The HQS doublet
in the baryon sector, Σc and Σ
∗
c for charm and Σb and Σ
∗
b for bottom, would provide a more appropriate
situation to study the HQS structure in experiments, because their mass splittings, about 65 MeV and
about 20 MeV, are smaller.
Regardless to the finite masses of heavy quarks, we emphasize that the HQS plays the essentially
important role in the dynamics of heavy hadrons in nuclear matter to achieve the systematic understand-
ing of their properties, for example, mass shifts, binding energies and decay widths in medium. As we
will see examples in later sections, the binding energies for each component in the HQS doublet exhibit
an interesting behavior in a view of the HQS, though the mass thresholds are different due to the HQS
breaking.
1/mQ corrections In realistic world, the heavy quark mass is not infinitely large, but is finite. It is,
therefore, important to consider the corrections to the heavy quark limit when we compare theoretical
results with experimental data at quantitative level. It is one of the biggest advantages of the heavy
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quark effective theory that the finite mass corrections are included systematically by a series expansion
of 1/mQ. For charm and bottom cases, we can regard the correction terms are small in comparison with
the leading terms. We may consider, for example, that the leading order correction is of the order of
ΛQCD/mQ. We can estimate that ΛQCD/mc for charm and ΛQCD/mb for bottom are about 16% and 4%,
respectively, with mc ' 1.3 GeV, mb ' 4.7 GeV, and ΛQCD ' 0.21 GeV (MS scheme with Nf = 5) [27].
To investigate the correction terms, the following guides are important [60].
1. The leading order terms and the next-to-leading order terms are related by the velocity rearrange-
ment (or reparametrization).
2. There exists a term at the next-to-leading order, which breaks the heavy quark symmetry.
Let us explain 1 and 2 in some details.
As for 1, we remind ourselves that the velocity-frame with four-velocity vµ was chosen in defining the
heavy quark effective theory. However, the choice of the velocity-frame should be arbitrary, and hence
another velocity-frame with four velocity wµ 6= vµ could be chosen. The two velocity-frames with vµ and
wµ are related by the Lorentz boost. This is called the velocity rearrangement (or reparametrization).
Let us consider the invariance of the effective Lagrangian (2.2.42) in the velocity rearrangement. The
Lorentz boost is given by
vµ → vµ + εµ/mQ, (2.2.46)
kµ → kµ − εµ, (2.2.47)
by regarding εµ is a quantity much smaller than mQ. To consider the 1/mQ correction, we assume that
this Lorentz boost is valid up to and including O(1/mQ). For the condition vµvµ = 1 to hold after the
Lorentz boost, we have to impose a constraint condition
v ·ε = 0, (2.2.48)
provided that O(1/m2Q) is neglected. We also impose that the projection condition v/Qv = Qv for the
effective field Qv is invariant under this Lorentz boost,
Qv → eiε·x
(
1 +
ε/
2mQ
)
Qv. (2.2.49)
According to this Lorentz transformation, the leading part L0 and the next-to-leading part L1 in
Eq. (2.2.42),
L0 = Q¯vv ·iDQv, (2.2.50)
L1 = Q¯v (iD⊥)
2
2mQ
Qv − c(µ)gsQ¯v σµνG
µν
4mQ
Qv, (2.2.51)
are transformed as
L0 → L0 + 1
mQ
Q¯viε·DQv, (2.2.52)
L1 → L1 − 1
mQ
Q¯viε·DQv, (2.2.53)
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respectively. Although each of L0 and L1 is not invariant, their sum L0 + L1 is invariant under the
Lorentz boost. Therefore, we confirm that the effective Lagrangian in the HQET is invariant up to and
including O(1/mQ).
Concerning Eq. (2.2.42), because the concrete expression of the effective Lagrangian at the next-to-
leading order is already known, we may consider that the invariance under the velocity rearrangement
may not bring new information. However, this is important to analyze higher order terms because this
scheme is quite general. For example, higher order terms O(1/mnQ) with n ≥ 2 can be investigated by
imposing several constraints among several terms [55]. This scheme is useful also to construct the higher
order terms in the heavy hadron effective theory, as shown in Sect. 2.3.2.
As for 2, there is a spin-flip coupling for a heavy quark and a gluon, namely the magnetic coupling,
at O(1/mQ). In the rest frame vµ = (1,~0), for example, σµν becomes
Q¯vσ
µνQv = Q¯v
ijk
(
σk 0
0 0
)
Qv, with µ, ν = i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, (2.2.54)
and, it flips the heavy quark spin in the positive energy component. Therefore the heavy quark spin is
not a conserved quantity at O(1/mQ). This interaction is analogous to the fine structure of the electron
states in atoms.
The properties 1 and 2 should hold, not only at the quark level, but also at the hadron level. We will
discuss how those two points play the role for the heavy hadron effective theory in Sect. 2.3.2.
According to the HQET, the physical quantities concerning a heavy quark can be expanded by 1/mQ.
The expansion should hold for any environment with finite temperature and baryon number density. It
should hold also in nuclei and nuclear matter with a heavy quark. In the rest frame of the heavy hadron
vµr = (1,~0 ), the heavy hadron mass is parametrized as
MH(T, ρ) = mQ + Λ¯(T, ρ)− λ1(T, ρ)
2mQ
+ 4~S ·~j λ2(T, ρ;mQ)
2mQ
+O(1/m2Q), (2.2.55)
with coefficients Λ¯(T, ρ), λ1(T, ρ) and λ2(T, ρ;mQ), which are dependent on the temperature T and the
baryon number density ρ. In order for this expansion to be valid, the temperature T as well as the
chemical potential µ corresponding to ρ should be much smaller than the heavy quark mass mQ. We
note that Λ¯(T, ρ), λ1(T, ρ) and λ2(T, ρ;mQ) are defined by
Λ¯(T, ρ) =
1
2
〈Hvr |H0|Hvr〉, (2.2.56)
λ1(T, ρ) =
1
2
〈Hvr |Q¯vr(iD⊥)2Qvr |Hvr〉, (2.2.57)
8~S ·~j λ2(T, ρ;mQ) = 1
2
c(µ)〈Hvr |Q¯vrgsσαβGαβQvr |Hvr〉. (2.2.58)
Λ¯(T, ρ) is related to the energy momentum tensor in the heavy quark limit. H0 is the Hamiltonian
corresponding to the Lagrangian Eq. (2.2.34) for the light degrees of freedom. Note that λ2(T, ρ;mQ)
receives the logarithmic correction by 1/mQ due to the quantum correction, as indicated by the Wilson
coefficient c(µ ' mQ) in Eq. (2.2.42).
Interestingly, Eqs. (2.2.57) and (2.2.58) are rewritten as
λ1(T, ρ) = −mQ〈Hvr |Q¯vrgs~x· ~EQvr |Hvr〉, (2.2.59)
8~S ·~j λ2(T, ρ;mQ) = 1
2
c(µ)〈Hvr |Q¯vrgs~σ · ~BQvr |Hvr〉, (2.2.60)
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where Ei = −G0i and Bi = εijkGjk are electric and magnetic components, respectively, of the gluon field
in the rest frame. The first equation was derived in Ref. [61] (see also Ref. [62]). In Eq. (2.2.59), ~x denotes
the position of the center-of-mass of the system, which should coincide with the position of the heavy
quark in the heavy-quark limit. Therefore, λ1(T, ρ) and λ2(T, ρ;mQ) are related to the coupling strengths
between the heavy quark and the electric and magnetic gluons, respectively. As the environment changes,
the values of λ1(T, ρ) and λ2(T, ρ;mQ) change also. Because the heavy quark would not be affected by
the environment so much, we would consider that the change of λ1(T, ρ) and λ2(T, ρ;mQ) is reflected by
the change of the coupling of the heavy quark to gluon fields in the environment (see Sect. 4).
2.3 Hadronic effective theories
In the low energy region, QCD is not directly solvable due to the non-perturbative dynamics. Because
the quarks and gluons are confined in the QCD vacuum, it is essentially important to use hadrons as
effective degrees of freedom instead of the quarks and gluons. As effective theories for heavy hadrons,
we introduce the chiral effective theory (Sect. 2.3.1) and the heavy hadron effective theory (Sect. 2.3.2).
Those effective theories are constructed according to chiral symmetry and heavy quark symmetry, as
discussed in Sect. 2.2.9
2.3.1 Chiral effective theory
Because of the nonperturbative nature, QCD cannot be directly used to calculate the low-energy hadronic
phenomena. Nevertheless, it is possible to establish an effective description, focusing on the symmetry
principles and the low energy excitations. The effective field theory (EFT) is a useful technique to
extract the relevant physics in the low energy domain. A traditional example is the effective Lagrangian
for Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) [63]. In QED, the lowest energy excitation is the massless photon.
When the energy of the system is much smaller than the electron mass, the dynamics of the photons
can be described by the effective Lagrangian which is constrained by the symmetries of the underlying
fundamental theory, QED. At present, EFT is vastly utilized in various fields of physics [64–67].
In the light quark sector of QCD, systematic EFT approach is developed as chiral perturbation theory
(ChPT) [45, 68–70]. As discussed in section 2.2.1, Nambu-Goldstone theorem ensures the appearance of
almost massless pions as a consequence of the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. The low-energy
phenomena of the strong interaction is therefore determined by the effective Lagrangian of pions. A
unique feature of ChPT is the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry, which gives the constraints
on the dynamics of NG bosons (the low energy theorems). General prescription to construct an effec-
tive Lagrangian with the nonlinear realization is given in Refs. [71–73], when the symmetry G of the
Lagrangian is spontaneously broken into a subgroup H ⊂ G by the vacuum in the fundamental theory.
In the two-flavor QCD in the chiral limit, chiral symmetry G = SU(2)R⊗ SU(2)L breaks down to the
isospin symmetry H = SU(2)V . To construct the effective Lagrangian, we define the chiral field
u(φ) = exp
{
iφ
2F
}
, (2.3.61)
where F ' 93 MeV is the pion decay constant in the two-flavor chiral limit and three NG boson fields
9We will use different conventions for various variables such as the pion decay constants and the field normalizations
adopted in the chiral effective theory and in the heavy hadron effective theory.
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pi0, pi± are collected in a 2× 2 matrix as
φ =
(
pi0
√
2pi+√
2pi− −pi0
)
. (2.3.62)
Because the generator of the broken symmetry is (T i,−T i), [see Eq. (2.2.22)], the representative of the
coset space G/H can be parametrized by the NG boson fields φ as
ξ(φ) = (u(φ), u†(φ)). (2.3.63)
Using the unique decomposition of the group element gξ(φ) = ξ(φ′)h(φ, g) with h(φ, g) ∈ H, we define
the nonlinear transformation law of the NG boson fields under g = (R,L) through
(u(φ), u†(φ)) g→ (R,L)(u(φ), u†(φ))(h†(φ, g), h†(φ, g)), (2.3.64)
which can be simplified as the transformation law of the chiral field
u(φ)
g→ Ru(φ)h†(φ, g) = h(φ, g)u(φ)L†. (2.3.65)
Because h(φ, g) depends on φ, Eq. (2.3.65) defines the nonlinear transformation of the NG boson fields.
Under the unbroken symmetry g = h ∈ H, this reduces to a linear transformation.
The fundamental quantity to construct the effective Lagrangian is the Maurer-Cartan 1-form αµ =
i−1(u(φ), u†(φ))−1∂µ(u(φ), u†(φ)), which can be decomposed into
αµ‖ =
1
2i
[u†(φ)∂µu(φ) + u(φ)∂µu†(φ)], (2.3.66)
αµ⊥ =
1
2i
[u†(φ)∂µu(φ)− u(φ)∂µu†(φ)]. (2.3.67)
The transformation laws are given by
αµ‖
g→ h(φ, g)αµ‖h†(φ, g) +
1
i
h(φ, g)∂µh
†(φ, g), (2.3.68)
αµ⊥
g→ h(φ, g)αµ⊥h†(φ, g). (2.3.69)
It is illustrative to notice that these quantities correspond to the vector current and the axial current
made by pions:
αµ‖ = −
i
8F 2
(φ∂µφ− ∂µφφ) +O(φ4), (2.3.70)
αµ⊥ =
∂µφ
2F
+O(φ3). (2.3.71)
Correspondence to the notation in Ref. [45] is understood as the chiral connection Γµ = iαµ‖ and the
chiral vielbein uµ = −2αµ⊥. The effective field theory is based on the most general Lagrangian with
αµ‖ and αµ⊥ which is invariant under Eqs. (2.3.68) and (2.3.69). There are, however, infinitely many
invariant terms. We thus need to introduce a power counting scheme in order to establish the hierarchy
of different terms. For the description of the low-energy phenomena, derivative expansion of the effective
Lagrangian is useful. This corresponds to the expansion in powers of the four-momentum of pions p over
an ultraviolet momentum scale Λ. We estimate Λ ∼ 1 GeV, either by the chiral symmetry breaking scale,
Λ ∼ 4piF or by the lowest energy of the non-NG mode in QCD, the mass of the rho meson, Λ ∼ mρ.
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Now our task is to construct the most general Lagrangian out of αµ‖ and αµ⊥, with the smallest
number of derivatives. There is only one term
L2 = −F 2Tr(αµ⊥αµ⊥), (2.3.72)
where the coefficient −F 2 is chosen to obtain the correct normalization of the kinetic term of pions. In
the purely pionic sector, it is convenient to define
U(φ) = u2(φ) = exp
{
iφ
F
}
, (2.3.73)
because the transformation law does not contain h:
U(φ)
g→ RU(φ)L†. (2.3.74)
With the U field, the Lagrangian (2.3.72) can be expressed as
L2 = F
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †). (2.3.75)
The invariance under Eq. (2.3.74) is also clear. Because there are two derivatives, the lowest order
Lagrangian is counted as O(p2). This Lagrangian contains even powers of φ fields, corresponding to the
kinetic terms, the four-point vertices with two derivatives, and so on. The coefficient F 2/4 is chosen such
that the kinetic terms are properly normalized. Applying the power counting scheme for the Green’s
functions, we find that the one-loop diagrams with the O(p2) interactions are counted as O(p4). Thus,
the ultraviolet divergences in the one-loop diagrams can be renormalized by the counter terms in the
higher-order Lagrangian at O(p4). In this way, systematic order-by-order renormalization is guaranteed.
Now we introduce the quark mass term which breaks chiral symmetry explicitly. We note that there
are many ways to break chiral symmetry. In the construction of the chiral effective Lagrangian, it is
important to break the chiral symmetry as in the same manner with the symmetry breaking in the
fundamental theory of QCD. For this purpose, we first construct chiral invariant Lagrangian with the
transformation law of M in Eq. (2.2.27), and then substitute the quark mass matrix as in Eq. (2.2.28)
to break symmetry. Because we consider the perturbative expansion around the chiral limit, the quark
masses are regarded as small. The invariant structure with single M is given by
Tr(MU † + UM†). (2.3.76)
Motivated by the GMOR relation (2.2.29), we assign the counting of O(p2) for the quark mass matrix
M. The lowest order O(p2) chiral Lagrangian with explicit symmetry breaking is now given by
L2 = F
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) +
F 2
4
Tr(χU † + Uχ†), (2.3.77)
with
χ = 2BM = 2B
(
mˆ 0
0 mˆ
)
, (2.3.78)
where the low energy constant B is determined by using the definition of the chiral condensate 〈 0 |q¯q| 0 〉 =
∂〈 0 |H| 0 〉/∂mˆ as
B = −〈 0 |q¯q| 0 〉
2F 2
. (2.3.79)
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By expanding Eq. (2.3.77), we can verify that the pion mass follows the GMOR relation (2.2.29).
So far we have concentrated on the system with only pions. In QCD, the baryon number is conserved
as a consequence of the vector U(1) symmetry. Therefore, the system can be classified by the baryon
number B. Let us first consider the baryon number B = 1 sector. In the nonlinear realization [71, 72] the
nucleons can be incorporated as matter fields, which belong to a representation of the unbroken symmetry
H. In the two-flavor sector, the proton p and the neutron n belong to the fundamental representation of
the isospin SU(2):
N =
(
p
n
)
, (2.3.80)
which transforms as
N
g→ h(φ, g)N, N¯ g→ N¯h†(φ, g). (2.3.81)
Now we construct the most general invariant Lagrangian with a nucleon bilinear form. Because h(φ, g)
contains the pion field φ, the kinetic term of baryon is not invariant by itself. Instead, we can define the
covariant derivative Dµ as
Dµ = ∂µ + iαµ‖, (2.3.82)
which gives the homogeneous transformation:
DµN
g→ h(φ, g)DµN. (2.3.83)
The most general Lagrangian with only single derivative is
L(1)piN = N¯
(
i /D −m− gAγµγ5αµ‖
)
N, (2.3.84)
where m and gA are the mass and the axial charge of the nucleon in the chiral limit, respectively. This
leading order term is counted as O(p1). We note that the mass term N¯N is allowed for the matter
field. Because of the additional mass scale m in the chiral limit, there arises the power counting violation
problem in the loop calculation [74]. To recover the consistent power counting beyond the tree level, it is
necessary either to employ the heavy baryon formalism [75, 76] or to employ the improved renormalization
schemes, such as the infrared regularization [77] and the extended on mass shell scheme [78, 79].
The coupling to the pions are generated through αµ‖ and αµ⊥. From the expansions (2.3.70) and
(2.3.71), we obtain the two-pion coupling called the Weinberg-Tomozawa (WT) term and the one-pion
coupling called Yukawa term:
LWT = i
8F 2
N¯γµ(φ∂µφ− ∂µφφ)N, (2.3.85)
LYukawa = − gA
2F
N¯γµγ5∂µφN. (2.3.86)
We note that the coupling strength of the Yukawa term is determined by the axial charge of the nucleon
gA, while the strength of the WT term is determined only by the pion decay constant F , in accordance
with the low-energy theorem [13, 14]. In this way, the constraints on the pion-nucleon coupling from
chiral symmetry are properly encoded in the effective Lagrangian. Following the same procedure, it is
also possible to introduce other hadrons to determine their coupling with pions based on chiral symmetry.
ChPT can be generalized to three flavors with the inclusion of the kaons and the eta meson. In
this case, however, there can be non-NG excitations which have a comparable mass with the threshold
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energies of the NG bosons, because of the substantially large strange quark mass. For instance, the scalar
mesons f0(980) and a0(980) exist around the K¯K threshold, and the Λ(1405) resonance lies below the
K¯N threshold. While naive perturbation theory cannot be applied to these sectors, it is shown that the
unitarization of the chiral interaction is useful [10, 80–84]. By performing the nonperturbative resum-
mation of the interactions derived in ChPT, the s-wave near-threshold resonances can be dynamically
generated. The driving force is the Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction; in the flavor symmetric limit, the
low-energy s-wave scattering of the NG boson with a target hadron in the representation T in channel α
is given by
VWT(
√
s) = −(
√
s−M)
4F 2
[C2(T ) +NF − C2(α)], (2.3.87)
where
√
s is the total energy, M is the mass of the target hadron, and C2(R) is the quadratic Casimir of
SU(Nf ) for the representation R [85, 86]. It is remarkable that the sign and the strength of the driving
interaction is solely determined by the group theoretical structure.
In the sector with baryon number B = 2, we need to consider the nuclear forces [87, 88]. The nuclear
force can be induced by the one-pion exchange from the Yukawa vertex (2.3.86), while the power counting
also allows the four-nucleon contact interaction, which is responsible for the short-range part of the nuclear
force. The shallow bound state of deuteron and the large scattering length of the 1S0 channel indicate
the existence of an additional small momentum scale, which mandates the nonperturbative resummation
of the interaction derived from ChPT Lagrangian. For more details, see the review articles [89, 90]. The
applications of ChPT to nuclear matter and finite nuclei are discussed in Ref. [91].
2.3.2 Heavy hadron effective theory
We consider the heavy hadron effective theory as an effective theory of QCD at low energy. As discussed
in Sect. 2.2.2, one of the most important symmetries in heavy hadrons is the heavy quark (spin) symmetry
in the heavy quark limit (mQ →∞). The correction terms deviated from the heavy quark limit are taken
systematically by a series of the 1/mQ expansion. In addition, due to the presence of light quarks in the
QCD vacuum, we need to consider also chiral symmetry for investigating the properties of heavy hadrons.
Therefore, we have to consider both chiral symmetry and heavy quark symmetry (see Refs. [26, 92].).
Heavy meson effective theory We consider the heavy hadron effective theory for heavy-light mesons,
Qq¯ (D, D∗, B¯, B¯∗) mesons and qQ¯ (D¯, D¯∗, B, B∗) mesons. We mainly focus on the coupling to pions,
because the possible terms in the effective Lagrangian are well controlled by chiral symmetry and several
unknown parameters for coupling constants are well limited.
Let us consider the effective field for Qq¯ mesons.10 We introduce the spinor uQα for the heavy quark
Q and the spinor vq β for the light antiquark q¯ with the Dirac indices α and β, which are defined in the
four-velocity v-frame. We express the Qq¯ meson field by bispinor form
uQαv¯q β, (2.3.88)
with v/uQ = uQ and v¯qv/ = v¯q. We note that q¯ stands for the brown muck whose quantum number is the
same as the light antiquark, but contains non-perturbative components like qq¯q¯ and gq¯, as discussed in
10The present formalism was given for small brown muck spin in Refs. [93, 94] and was extended to general cases in
Ref. [95]. Here we follow the description in Ref. [96].
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Sect. 2.2.2. The important property of q¯ is chiral symmetry only. In the rest frame vµ = (1,~0 ), we define
the spin operator
Si =
1
2
γ5γ
0γi =
1
2
(
σi 0
0 σi
)
, (2.3.89)
with i = 1, 2, 3. The matrix is expressed in the Dirac representation. The spin up and down states of
uQ are given by u
(1)
Qα = δ1α and u
(2)
Qα = δ2α. In contrast, the spin up and down states of vq are given by
v
(2)
qα = −δ4α and v(1)qα = −δ3α. We note the relation ~S(uQv¯q) = (~SuQ)v¯q + uQ(~Sv¯q). The spin 0 state is
given by
u
(1)
Q v¯
(1)
q + u
(2)
Q v¯
(2)
q =
1 + γ0
2
γ5, (2.3.90)
and the spin 1 state is by
u
(1)
Q v¯
(2)
q =
1 + γ0
2
/(+), (2.3.91)
1√
2
(
u
(1)
Q v¯
(1)
q − u(2)Q v¯(2)q
)
=
1 + γ0
2
/(0), (2.3.92)
u
(2)
Q v¯
(1)
q =
1 + γ0
2
/(−), (2.3.93)
with the polarization vector (λ)
µ
(λ = ±, 0) for spin 1, whose explicit forms are (±)µ = 1√
2
(0, 1,±i, 0)
and (0)
µ
= (0, 0, 0, 1) (cf. Ref. [96]). After the Lorentz transformation from the rest frame to general
frame with four-velocity vµ, we obtain the spin 0 state
u
(1)
Q v¯
(1)
q + u
(2)
Q v¯
(2)
q →
1 + v/
2
γ5, (2.3.94)
and the spin 1 state
u
(1)
Q v¯
(2)
q →
1 + v/
2
/(+), (2.3.95)
1√
2
(
u
(1)
Q v¯
(1)
q − u(2)Q v¯(2)q
)
→ 1 + v/
2
/(0), (2.3.96)
u
(2)
Q v¯
(1)
q →
1 + v/
2
/(−), (2.3.97)
noting that (1+γ0)/2 is changed by the Lorentz transformation. From this result, we find that the heavy-
light meson fields, Pv for spin 0 and P
∗µ
v for spin 1, can be parametrized by the bispinor representations
1 + v/
2
γ5Pv,
1 + v/
2
/P ∗v . (2.3.98)
According to the spin transformation SQ for the heavy quark Q and the chiral transformation Uq for the
light antiquark q
uQv¯q → SQ (uQv¯q)U †q . (2.3.99)
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Pv and P
∗µ
v are transformed as
1 + v/
2
γ5Pv → SQ 1 + v/
2
γ5PvU
†
q , (2.3.100)
1 + v/
2
/P ∗v → SQ
1 + v/
2
/P ∗vU
†
q . (2.3.101)
Here we use Sµv v/ = v/S
µ
v . Because the spin 0 and 1 states are degenerate in the heavy quark limit, and
they have the common transformation properties for the heavy quark spin symmetry as well as for chiral
symmetry, we introduce
Hv(x) =
1 + v/
2
(
P ∗v µ(x)γ
µ + iPv(x)γ5
)
, (2.3.102)
as a superposed field including the spin 0 and 1 states. The transformation of Hv is given by
Hv → SQHvU †q , (2.3.103)
from Eqs. (2.3.100) and (2.3.101).
Let us consider the interaction of the qQ¯ meson with pions. The pion dynamics is given by chi-
ral symmetry and by momentum expansion of the pion, as the Nambu-Goldstone modes in the QCD
vacuum with the broken chiral symmetry (Sect. 2.3.1). As for the latter, we consider the lowest or-
der contribution, O(q), with respect to the pion momentum q. We consider the chiral transformation,
V µ(x) → UqV µ(x)U †q + iUq∂µU †q and Aµ → UqAµU †q , for the vector current V µ(x) = i2(ξ†∂µξ + ξ∂µξ†)
and the axial-vector current Aµ(x) = i2(ξ
†∂µξ−ξ∂µξ†) with the pion field ξ = exp(iφ/√2fpi) for φ defined
in Eq. (2.3.62).11 Then, we find that the effective Lagrangian
Lheavy−light = TrH¯vv ·iDHv + gTrH¯vHvγµγ5Aµ +O(1/M), (2.3.104)
is invariant under both heavy quark spin symmetry and chiral symmetry. At the leading order, the
correction by the heavy hadron mass M is neglected. In the first term, DµHv = ∂
µHv − iV µHv is the
covariant derivative.12 The trace Tr is taken over the Dirac spinor and the isospin. In the second term,
g is the coupling constant in the axial-vector interaction. Note that the axial-vector current is given as
Aµ ' −∂µφ/√2fpi for lowest number of pions, hence the single pion coupling to Hv field, which is relevant
to the one-pion-exchange potential, is supplied by this term. It is also important to note that the single
pion coupling vertex has the structure of qiP ∗i†v Pv (or qiP
†
vP ∗iv ) and qiεijkP
∗j†
v P ∗kv (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3) with qi
being the three-dimensional momentum of the pion. Hence the single pion coupling causes the spin-flip
of the heavy-light mesons [97, 98].13 More precisely to say, only the light component q of qQ¯ flips, while
the heavy quark Q is not due to the conservation of the heavy quark spin (cf. Sect. 2.2.2). The explicit
forms of the potential between a heavy-light meson (q¯Q, qQ¯) and a nucleon will be given in Sect. 4.
1/M corrections We consider the 1/M corrections for the effective Lagrangian (2.3.104) for qQ¯ meson.
To include the 1/M correction in the effective Lagrangian, the velocity rearrangement and the heavy quark
spin breaking are important [60, 99] (see also Ref. [100]), as introduced in Sect. 2.2.2.
11Note that the notations are different from those in Sect. 2.3.1 as fpi =
√
2F , ξ = u, V µ = −aµ‖ , Aµ = −aµ⊥ and Uq = h.
12We note that the covariant derivative for q¯Q meson is defined by DµHv = ∂
µHv + iHvV
µ [26].
13This form is comparable with the non-relativistic form of the axial-vector coupling of piNN , ~q·~σ, with ~σ being the spin
operator acting on the nucleon.
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To consider the velocity rearrangement, we introduce the “original” four velocity defined by
Vµ = v
µ + iDµ/M
|vµ + iDµ/M | , (2.3.105)
containing the residual momentum. This satisfies the normalization condition VµVµ = 1. Up to and
including O(1/M), Vµ is expanded as
Vµ = vµ + 1
M
(iDµ − vµv ·iD) +O(1/M2), (2.3.106)
which satisfies VµVµ = 1 +O(1/M2). Let us remember that Hv in Eq. (2.3.102) was defined in the vµ-
frame. We consider the Lorentz boost from the vµ-frame to the Vµ-frame (Vµ is given in Eq. (2.3.106))
up to and including O(1/M). Then, the Lorentz transformation of Hv is given by
Hv(x) = Hv(x) + 1
2M
(
i ~D/Hv(x)−Hv(x)i←−D/ − 2v ·iDHv(x)
)
+O(1/M2). (2.3.107)
Note that Hv satisfies V/Hv = Hv +O(1/M2) and HvV/ = −Hv +O(1/M2), hence (1 +V/)/2 operates like
the projection operator (1 + v/)/2 for Hv in Eq. (2.3.102). By the velocity rearrangement between v
µ and
wµ = vµ + qµ/M with qµ much smaller than mQ, Hv(x) is transformed as
Hw(x) = eiq·xHv(x) +O(1/M2), (2.3.108)
in a covariant form.
As for the breaking of the heavy quark symmetry, we consider the form Tr
(
H¯vΓHv · · ·
)
with Dirac
gamma matrices Γ = iγ5, γ
µγ5, σ
µν . In fact, those Γ’s are not commutable with the spin operator (2.3.89).
We may choose Γ = γµγ5 for the axial-vector coupling to the pion field.
Following both the velocity rearrangement and the heavy quark spin breaking, we can construct
the effective Lagrangian up to and including O(1/M). The interaction Lagrangian in Eq. (2.3.104) is
extended as [99, 100]
LLO+NLOpiHvHv =
(
g +
g1
M
)
TrH¯vHvγµγ5A
µ
+
g
2M
(
Trv ·iDH¯vHvγµγ5Aµ − TrH¯vv ·iDHvγµγ5Aµ
)
+
g
4M
εµνρσ
(
TriDνH¯vHvσ
ρσAµ − TrH¯viDνHvσρσAµ
)
+
g2
M
TrH¯vγµγ5HvA
µ +O(1/M2), (2.3.109)
where g1 and g2 are new coupling constants different from g. Note that the first, second and third terms
in the right-hand-side are related with each other with common coupling g due to the invariance under
the velocity-rearrangement. Those three terms satisfy the heavy quark symmetry. Only the last term
breaks the heavy quark symmetry.
We have demonstrated the construction of the effective Lagrangian up to and including O(1/M) for
the axial-vector coupling. Furthermore, we may consider the vector current term of the pion field, as
shown in Ref. [99]. This scheme can be applied also for other cases including higher order terms of the
pion momentum.
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Heavy baryon effective theory So far, we have considered the heavy-light (qQ¯ and Qq¯) mesons.
Because the construction scheme of the effective field is quite general, we may consider the other heavy
hadrons with other brown muck spin [95]. Let us investigate the effective field of qqQ (Λc, Σc, Σ
∗
c , . . . ,
Λb, Σb, Σ
∗
b , . . . ) baryons.
For the brown muck spin j = 0 (Λc baryon and Λb baryon), the effective field is trivially given by the
spinor
ψv = uh, (2.3.110)
with uh being the heavy quark spinor satisfying v/uh = uh (cf. Eq. (2.2.37)). Here ψv satisfies the condition
v/ψv = ψv. In literature, ψv is sometimes represented by B3¯ for the SU(3) (u, d, s) flavor anti-triplet
representation for qq in qqQ.
For the brown muck spin j = 1 (Σc, Σ
∗
c baryons and Σb, Σ
∗
b baryons), the effective field is given by
the vector-spinor
ψµv = A
µuh, (2.3.111)
with Aµ being the brown muck axial-vector with j P = 1+ and uh being the heavy quark spinor with the
condition v/uh = uh. Notice that the v/ψ
µ
v = ψ
µ
v as well as vµψ
µ
v = 0 are satisfied, in which the latter is
induced from the condition vµA
µ = 0 for the axial-vector field Aµ. The ψµv is a superposed field of the
spin 3/2 baryon and the spin 1/2 baryon. Let us decompose the ψµv into physical components ψ
µ
v 3/2 and
ψv 1/2 with spin 3/2 and 1/2, respectively. For this purpose, we recall the condition for the spin 3/2 field
Ψµ in the Rarita-Schwinger formalism [101] (see also Ref. [45]),
γµΨ
µ = 0 and ∂µΨ
µ = 0. (2.3.112)
In the case of ψµv 3/2 in the v-frame, those two conditions are rewritten as
γµψ
µ
v 3/2 = 0 and vµψ
µ
v 3/2 = 0. (2.3.113)
Then, we find the following form
ψµv 3/2 =
(
gµν −
1
3
(γµ + vµ) γν
)
ψνv , (2.3.114)
satisfies Eq. (2.3.113) as well as v/ψµv 3/2 = ψ
µ
v 3/2. The spin 1/2 field ψv 1/2 is given as the orthogonal
component to ψµv 3/2;
ψv 1/2 =
1√
3
γ5γνψ
ν
v , (2.3.115)
which satisfies v/ψv 1/2 = ψv 1/2. As a result, we can express ψ
µ
v by ψ
µ
v 3/2 and ψv 1/2 as
ψµv = ψ
µ
v 3/2 +
1√
3
(γµ + vµ) γ5ψv 1/2. (2.3.116)
In literature, ψµv is sometimes represented by S
µ
6 in the SU(3) (u, d, s) flavor sextet representation. With
those effective fields, we can construct the interaction Lagrangian with light mesons. The examples can
be seen in Ref. [102] and references therein. The potential between a heavy baryon and a nucleon will be
given in Sect. 5.
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Figure 2: Jacobi coordinates of the three-body systems.
2.4 Theoretical approaches to finite density
There are several theoretical approaches to investigate the properties of hadrons in nuclear medium.
First, we introduce the few-body calculation based on the Gaussian expansion method (Sect. 2.4.1). In
principle, the few-body calculation can be applied to large baryon numbers, but it is not practical in many
cases. Instead, we introduce the treatment of the in-medium nucleon propagator used in the many-body
calculation in infinitely extended nuclear matter (Sect. 2.4.2). It is an important aspect that several
quark and gluon condensates in nuclear medium become different from those in vacuum. In the leading
order of the low baryon number density, we can obtain the model-independent result for those changes
(Sect. 2.4.3). We introduce the QCD sum rule as a theoretical technique to connect the quark and gluon
condensates and the hadron properties (Sect. 2.4.4).
2.4.1 Few-body systems
In this section, we give a brief review of the Gaussian expansion method which is one of the numerical
techniques to solve accurately quantum few-body systems. The few-body calculations often appear in
many important problems of the quantum theory. In order to solve the few-body systems with high
precision, various methods have been developed so far [103]. As one of the standard methods, the
variational method with appropriate basis is widely used to analyze bound and scattering states of the
few-body systems. In this method, the eigenvalues are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian with
the wave functions expanded by the basis functions. The calculation is iterated while changing the
variational parameters, and continued until the obtained values are converged. The few-body system
with a finite number of L2-class basis functions has a large number of degrees of freedom. Therefore, it
is important to choose the appropriate basis functions.
The Gaussian expansion method (GEM) proposed in Refs. [104–106] is the well-known method, where
the wave functions are expanded in terms of Gaussian basis functions. GEM provides an efficient approach
for few-body calculations, because (i) it can describe the physical behavior of wave functions such as
short-range correlations and long-range asymptotic behavior, (ii) it is easy to perform the coordinate
transformation and the calculation of the matrix elements for various interactions including non-central
force such as the spin-orbit force and tensor force. The results by the GEM are equivalent to those by the
Faddeev method giving accurate solutions for the three-body systems, when the good convergence of the
eigenenergy is obtained [105]. The GEM has been applied to various few-body problems such as molecular
physics [104, 105, 107–110], atomic physics [111–114], nuclear physics [115–123], astrophysics [124–126],
hypernuclear physics [105, 127–132], and other hadron few-body systems [133–139].
In order to describe the basis functions, the Jacobi coordinates are employed. In Fig. 2, the Jacobi
coordinates of the three-body system are shown. By introducing the three-channels of the Jacobi co-
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ordinates, the function space becomes larger than the case with a single channel. The basis function
with three channels takes account of all two-particle correlations. If you employ only one Jacobi channel
of them, it is difficult to describe the two-particle correlations corresponding to the other Jacobi chan-
nels. The set of the Jacobi coordinates makes a good convergence even if the orbital angular momentum
considered in the calculation is restricted.
In Fig. 2, the coordinates ~rc, ~Rc (c = 1, 2, 3) and the center of mass ~G are given by the single-particle
coordinates xi (i = 1, 2, 3) and the mass mi. The coordinates for c = 1 are written by
 ~r1~R1
~G
 =

~x2 − ~x1
~x3 − m1~x1 +m2~x2
m1 +m2
m1~x1 +m2~x2 +m3~x3
m1 +m2 +m3
 =

−1 1 0
− m1
m12
− m2
m12
1
m1
m123
m2
m123
m3
m123

 ~x1~x2
~x3
 , (2.4.117)
with m12···n = m1 +m2 + · · ·+mn. The coordinates for c = 2, 3 can be obtained in the similar way.
The wave function of the three-body system is given by a sum of the rearrange channel amplitudes
(c = 1, 2, 3) as
ΨJM =
3∑
c=1
ΦcJM (~rc,
~Rc) . (2.4.118)
The wave function of the channel c is
ΦcJM (~rc,
~Rc) =
∑
nl1,Nl2,L
∑
s12S,I12
C
(c)
nl1,Nl2,L,s12S,I12I
{[[
φ
(c)
nl1m1
(~rc)ψ
(c)
Nl2m2
(~Rc)
]
L
× [[χs1χs2 ]s12 χs3]S]JM [[ηI1ηI2 ]I12 ηI3]I} . (2.4.119)
l1 and l2 stand for the relative orbital angular momenta associated with the coordinates ~rc and ~Rc,
respectively. L is the total orbital angular momentum of the three-body system. χsi (ηIi) with i = 1, 2, 3
is the spin (isospin) function of the particle with the spin si (isospin Ii). s12 (I12) is the spin (isospin) of
two particles combined by the relative coordinate ~rc, and S (I) is the total spin (isospin) of the three-body
system. The (anti-)symmetrization is needed [105] when the system includes identical particles. For the
sum in Eq. (2.4.119), all possible coupled channels are included to obtain solutions with sufficiently good
accuracy.
The functions φnl1m1(~r ) and ψNl2m2(
~R ) are expressed in terms of the Gaussian functions [105] as
φnl1m1(~r ) =
√
2
Γ(l1 + 3/2)b
2l1+3
n
exp
(
− r
2
2b2n
)
Yl1m1(r) , (2.4.120)
ψNl2m2(
~R ) =
√
2
Γ(l2 + 3/2)B
2l2+3
N
exp
(
− R
2
2B2N
)
Yl2m2(R) , (2.4.121)
where Ylm(r) is a solid spherical harmonic Ylm(r) = rlYlm(rˆ). The Gaussian ranges bn and BN are given
by the form of geometric series as
bn = b1a
n−1 (n = 1, · · · , nmax), (2.4.122)
BN = B1A
N−1 (N = 1, · · · , Nmax), (2.4.123)
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where (b1, bnmax) and (B1, BNmax) (or (b1, a) and (B1, A)) are the variational parameter.
The eigenvalues and coefficients C
(c)
nl1,Nl2,L,s12S,ItI
in Eq. (2.4.119) are obtained by solving the eigen-
value problem
HC = ENC , (2.4.124)
where the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian and norm are given by
Hnn′ = 〈ΦJM,n|H|ΦJM,n′〉 , (2.4.125)
Nnn′ = 〈ΦJM,n|1|ΦJM,n′〉 . (2.4.126)
2.4.2 Treatment of nuclear matter in hadron effective theories
In the framework of the hadron effective theory, the fundamental degrees of freedom are hadrons. The
change of hadrons in nuclear matter is induced through the interaction with nucleons at finite baryon
density. Let us consider zero temperature. For the Fermi momentum kF, the non-interacting nucleon
propagator is given by
iS(p0, ~p ; kF) = (p/+m)
(
i
p2 −m2 + iε − 2piθ(p0)δ(p
2 −m2)θ(kF − |~p |)
)
, (2.4.127)
with ε > 0. The second term in the large parentheses is for the subtraction of the nucleon propagation
with on-mass-shell and positive energy inside Fermi sphere due to the Pauli exclusion principle. This is
easily confirmed by performing the p0-integration (on the complex p0-plane) after multiplying a regular
function of p0. Note that the covariance is lost due to the finite density. An alternative way for introducing
the nucleon propagator at finite density is to introduce the propagator
iS′(p0, ~p ;µ) =
i
p/−m+ µγ0 + iε′ , (2.4.128)
with chemical potential µ, where ε′ is defined as ε′ > 0 for p0 > 0 and |~p | ≥ kF and for p0 < 0, while
ε′ < 0 for p0 > 0 and |~p | < kF. It means that the poles for p0 > 0 and |~p | < kF, namely holes inside the
Fermi sphere, are regarded as the antiparticles in vacuum. We notice µ =
√
k2F +m
2 for free nucleons.
Eqs. (2.4.127) and (2.4.128) give the same result. In the latter formalism, we can easily consider the
propagator at finite temperature by introducing the Matsubara sum for the p0-integration [140, 141].
The hadrons in nuclear matter exhibit a complicated dynamics through the interaction with nucleons.
In principle, the dynamics should be solved as N -body problem with N being the number of particles.
Of course, this is not possible as practical calculations. In many cases, we can get important information
by focusing on the two-body scattering of the hadron and the nucleon in nuclear matter. In general, the
two-body scattering is described by the coupled channel equation. T -matrix of the two-body scattering
is given by the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (or the Bethe-Salpeter equation), which is schematically
written as
T = V + V GT, (2.4.129)
where V is the interaction kernel and G is the two-body propagator including the in-medium nucleon
propagator (2.4.127) or (2.4.128). Through the channel coupling, the hadrons acquire non-trivial be-
haviors in nuclear medium, such as change of spectral function, mass modification and change of decay
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modes. Examples for heavy-light hadrons will be discussed in Sect. 4. As a principle, we have to be
careful that the many-body problem is not reduced to the two-body scattering in general cases, and there
is a possibility that the N -body scattering could play some role. For the three-body scattering, we need
to consider the Faddeev equation.
2.4.3 Chiral symmetry at finite density
Quark condensates in nuclear matter It is well known that chiral symmetry is dynamically broken
in the QCD vacuum as discussed in Sect. 2.2.1. It is considered that this symmetry breaking is partially
restored at finite baryon number density, such as in nuclear medium [142, 143], and the quark condensate
deviates from the value in the QCD vacuum. Let us investigate how the quark condensate changes
at finite baryon number density. This problem should be, of course, solved as many-body problem for
general baryon number density. However, as far as we focus on the lowest order of the finite baryon
number density, we can give a rigorous result which is model-dependence [142, 143].
To start the discussion, we note that the light quark current mass mq enters into the QCD Hamiltonian
density as a parameter,
Hmass = mqψ¯ψ, (2.4.130)
for the two flavor (ψ = (u, d)t) and mq = mu = md in the isospin limit. Let us denote the state of the
nuclear matter |Ω(mq)〉 for a notation representing the dependence on mq. The difference between the
quark condensate in the nuclear matter and that in vacuum is expressed
d
dmq
 = 〈Ω(mq)|q¯q|Ω(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)|q¯q|0(mq)〉, (2.4.131)
with
 ≡ 〈Ω(mq)|HQCD|Ω(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)|HQCD|0(mq)〉, (2.4.132)
where HQCD is the full Hamiltonian of QCD. Note that the vacuum state |0(mq)〉 is dependent on the
quark mass mq, because mq is contained in the QCD Lagrangian as the parameter. Here we used the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem.14 In Eq. (2.4.131),  is the energy density of the nuclear matter, which is
measured from the vacuum energy. Let us represent it by
 = mNρ+ δ, (2.4.134)
with ρ being the baryon number density and δ being the binding energy of the nuclear matter. At the
low density, we may approximate  as  ' mNρ by neglecting δ. Furthermore we introduce the quantity
defined by
σN =
1
Nf
∑
a
(〈N(mq)| [QaA, [QaA, HQCD]] |N(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)| [QaA, [QaA, HQCD]] |0(mq)〉) , (2.4.135)
14We consider the eigenstate |φ(λ)〉 as an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H(λ) which is dependent on the parameter λ:
H(λ)|φ(λ)〉 = E(λ)|φ(λ)〉 (E(λ) the eigenenergy) with the normalization condition 〈φ(λ)|φ(λ)〉 = 1. Then,
〈φ(λ)| d
dλ
H(λ)|φ(λ)〉 = d
dλ
〈φ(λ)|H(λ)|φ(λ)〉. (2.4.133)
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with Nf = 2, where Q
a
A is the axial charge, HQCD =
∫
d3~x HQCD is the QCD Hamiltonian, and |N(mq)〉
is the one nucleon state. This can be rewritten as
σN = mq
∫
d3~x (〈N(mq)|q¯q|N(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)|q¯q|0(mq)〉)
= mq
dmN
dmq
, (2.4.136)
with mN = 〈N(mq)|HQCD|N(mq)〉, where the Hellmann-Feynman theorem is used again. Then, we
obtain
〈Ω(mq)|q¯q|Ω(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)|q¯q|0(mq)〉 ' σNρ
mq
. (2.4.137)
By using the GMOR relation (2.2.29)15, we obtain
〈Ω(mq)|q¯q|Ω(mq)〉
〈0(mq)|q¯q|0(mq)〉 ' 1−
σN
f2pim
2
pi
ρ. (2.4.138)
This relation gives the change of the quark condensate in nuclear matter at baryon number density ρ.
The value of σN = 40-45 MeV is obtained from the analysis in the chiral perturbation theory [144, 145]
(see also Ref. [45]). When we use this value, we obtain
〈Ω(mq)|q¯q|Ω(mq)〉
〈0(mq)|q¯q|0(mq)〉 ' 1− 0.3
ρ
ρ0
, (2.4.139)
with the normal nuclear matter density ρ0 = 0.17 fm
−3. Hence, the quark condensate decreases by about
30 % in normal nuclear matter. Here we note that the above derivation is model-independent, and is
valid in the limit of the low baryon number density, where only the leading order of ρ should be dominant.
We have to be careful that no nucleon interaction is taken into account because its effect is completely
neglected (δ = 0). Such effect can be included by higher order effect of ρ, which can be studied in
nuclear many-body problems (see Ref. [146–148]).
Gluon condensates in nuclear matter Similarly, we can estimate the change of the gluon condensate
in nuclear matter [142, 143]. Here, without derivations, we quote on the result [142]
〈Ω(mq)|αs
pi
GaµνG
aµν |Ω(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)|αs
pi
GaµνG
aµν |0(mq)〉 ' −8
9
(mN − σN − y) ρ, (2.4.140)
in the linear density approximation with y the strangeness content in a nucleon
y = ms
∫
d3~x (〈N(mq)|s¯s|N(mq)〉 − 〈0(mq)|s¯s|0(mq)〉) , (2.4.141)
with the strange quark current mass ms.
15We note the difference of the notations: mˆ = mq and |0〉 = |0(mq)〉.
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2.4.4 QCD sum rules
In the QCD sum rule hadron properties such as masses and coupling constants are studied by two point
correlation functions [149, 150] (see Refs. [151–153] for a review). In momentum space at p = (ω,p) it is
defined as
Π(p2) =
∫
d4x eiωt−ip·x〈Ω|T (A(x)B¯(0))|Ω〉, (2.4.142)
where A and B are appropriate hadronic current operators which create physical states that we are
interested in. Here we suppress mq in the nuclear matter state |Ω〉. The operators can be taken, for
instance, A,B = q¯γµ~τq for the isovector ρ meson, where ~τ is an isospin matrix, and s¯γµs for the φ meson.
The correlation function is computed in two different ways. One is a phenomenological manner by
using a spectral function σ, the imaginary part of Π, which contains hadronic parameters such as masses
and coupling constants,
Π(p2) =
∫ ∞
0
ds
σ(s)
s− p2 − i . (2.4.143)
For example, for a simple case of one bound or resonant state at the mass mres with the residue λ and a
continuum starting from a threshold sth, the spectral function can be parametrized as
σ(s) = λδ(s−mres) + f(s)θ(s− sth). (2.4.144)
The simplest choice of f(s) is the phase space of physical multi-hadron states.
Another method, which is essential in the QCD sum rule, is the operator product expansion (OPE) of
QCD. The correlation function (2.4.142) is computed in the asymptotic (deep Euclidean) region by QCD,
where the perturbation method is available. The Wilson’s operator product expansion is performed at
short distances [154],
lim
x→yA(x)B¯(y)→
∑
i
Ci(x− y)Oi((x+ y)/2), (2.4.145)
whereOi are local operators and Ci(x−y) the Wilson’s coefficients which can be calculated perturbatively.
The indices summed over i are ordered by the dimensions of the operators Oi. Examples of such operators
for hadrons in the vacuum written in terms of the quark and gluon fields are given in Ref. [151]. In this
decomposition, the singularities at short distances, x→ y are isolated by the Wilson coefficients Ci(x−y).
After taking the matrix elements by |Ω〉, the operators are replaced by numerical values which characterize
the non-perturbative dynamics of hadrons. If |Ω〉 is the vacuum, only Lorentz invariant matrix elements
survive, while for a finite density matter, non-Lorentz invariant ones can also survive.
It is known that the asymptotic behaviors of Ci’s are determined up to logarithmic factor by the
canonical dimensions of the operators dA, dB and di,
Ci(x− y) −−−−−−−−−−→|x−y|1/ΛQCD |x− y|
di−dA−dB (1 +O(|x− y|ΛQCD)). (2.4.146)
For instance, for A = ψ¯γµψ, dA = 3. Therefore, the terms of higher dimensional operators (with larger di)
are expected to be suppressed in the deep Euclidean region, x→ y or |p2| → ∞, by powers of Λ2QCD/|p2|.
Let us consider the application of the QCD sum rules in the nuclear matter. General features of the
nuclear matter was studied in Refs. [143, 155]. In what follows, we overview the original work of Hatsuda
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and Lee [17] for the study of vector mesons in a nuclear matter at finite density. For definiteness and
simplicity the longitudinal component of the correlation function is considered for the charged ρ meson,
ρ+,
lim
q→0
ΠL(ω,p) =
∫
d4x eiωt−ip·x〈Ω|T (d¯γµu(x)u¯γµd(0))|Ω〉. (2.4.147)
In this manner we do not have to consider possible Lorentz index dependence of the correlation function.
Because we are interested in the ground state of the nuclear matter with equal numbers of protons and
neutrons, the baryon number density takes a finite value
〈Ω| 1
Nc
(u¯γµu+ d¯γµd)|Ω〉 = gµ0ρ, (2.4.148)
where ρ is the baryon number density whose value for the normal nuclear matter is ∼ 0.17 fm−3. The
expression of (2.4.148) violates the Lorentz invariance. Having the nuclear matter as a kind of background,
it is convenient to study the spectral function as a function of ω with zero momentum p = 0.
Now the remaining and the most relevant task is to find the operators Oi. For the case of vector
mesons, the terms of non-vanishing Wilson coefficients include up to dimension six,
Four quark operators : q¯Γµλ
aqq¯Γνλ
aq,
Quark bilinears : q¯γµDνq, q¯γµDνDαDβq. (2.4.149)
The link to the physics of finite density is to take the matrix elements of these operators in the nuclear
matter, and relate them to the quark condensate 〈Ω|q¯q|Ω〉 and the gluon condensate 〈Ω|GµνGµν |Ω〉 be-
cause they carry the most important density dependence. Manipulations can be done by using equations
of motion or Fierz rearrangements. Moreover, for higher dimensional operators, vacuum saturation, or
equivalently mean field approximation is used. For instance, the four quark condensate can be written
as
〈Ω|(q¯q)2|Ω〉 ∼ 〈Ω|q¯q|Ω〉2. (2.4.150)
Now by using the ρ dependence of various condensates as shown in Eqs. (2.4.139) and (2.4.140), we can
extract the ρ dependence of physical quantities. In addition, in the nuclear matter the spectral density
(2.4.143) receives contributions from the Landau damping due to nucleon collisions. This effect is relevant
only in low energy region (∼ δ(s)) which is expected to play only a minor role for the hadron properties.
Now the QCD sum rule is obtained by matching the phenomenological spectral density and the
one of the OPE with appropriate density dependence in various condensates. The phenomenological
parameters are determined such that the two values are optimally equated. In principle, these quantities
are asymptotically expanded in the deep Euclidean region in powers of 1/(−q2). Practically, this can be
done by the finite energy sum rule, or Borel improved sum rule.
In Ref. [17], the finite energy sum rule is used and the following results are obtained
λ2 − sth
(
1− αS
pi
)
= − 2pi
MN
ρ, (2.4.151)
λ2m2 − s
2
th
2
(
1− αS
pi
)
= −Q4 − 2pi2Au+d2 MNρ, (2.4.152)
λ2m4 − s
3
th
3
(
1− αS
pi
)
= −Q6 − 10
3
pi2Au+d4 MNρ, (2.4.153)
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Figure 3: Masses of the ρ and φ mesons at finite baryon densities ρ. The mass of φ is computed by using
the strangeness content y = 0.22. This figure is made by using the results of Ref. [17].
where
Q4 =
pi2
3
〈Ω|αS
pi
G2|Ω〉, (2.4.154)
Q6 =
896
81
pi3〈Ω|√αS q¯q|Ω〉2, (2.4.155)
and Aqn are given in terms of the quark distribution function
Aqn = 2
∫ 1
0
dx xn−1(q(x, µ2) + (−1)nq¯(x, µ2)), (2.4.156)
at a scale µ2. The terms proportion to ρ as well as the condensates at finite density determines the
density dependence of the physical quantities. These equations imply that the mass of the vector meson
m decreases at finite density. Detailed contents of quantitative discussions are found in Ref. [17]. Here
we show their results in Fig. 3, where we observe that the mass of ρ decreases by about 120 MeV, and
that of φ by 30 MeV at the normal nuclear matter density. Although the latter seems rather small, its
experimental impact is important because the amount of the mass shift is well larger than the decay
width as we discuss shortly (Γρ ∼ 150 MeV, and Γφ ∼ 4 MeV [27]).
The change in the mass of hadrons under the change in the environment, such as density and tem-
perature, is natural if they are composite systems. In the present case, it is also related to the properties
of the QCD vacuum. Theoretically, the predication was made in QCD by using the QCD sum rule. The
results given in this section is exact up to the first order of ρ which is the case of low density regions. In
this regard, the QCD sum rule is useful and important to investigate the primary features of hadron prop-
erties. The present method is applicable also to the finite temperature, once we know the temperature
dependence of various condensates which has been calculated in lattice simulations.
Having this general argument given above, experimental effort has been made to observe the mass
shift of hadrons in a nucleus of finite baryon density [15, 16]. Experimentally, because of the rather wide
decay width of the ρ meson as we pointed out above, it was attempted to observe a φ meson in proton-
nucleus collisions. The result showed the mass spectrum with the strength spreading (broadening) in the
lower mass region (cf. Refs. [15, 16]. However, the precise mechanism of this change has not been clarified
yet. The difficulty lies in realizing a situation as close as to stationary condition, where the hadron stays
inside a nucleus for sufficiently long time. This is a general problem that we have to solve whenever
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we would like to study hadron properties in a varied environment. Once this will be done, however, we
expect to see the dynamical change in the vacuum which is the indication of the non-trivial structure of
the QCD vacuum.
3 Quarkonia
3.1 Quarkonium-nucleon interaction: gluon-exchange dominance
Since 1980s, the interaction between a J/ψ meson and a nucleon has been discussed as an unique inter-
hadron interaction which is dominated by the gluon exchange [35]. Because J/ψ is composed of cc¯, the
light quark-antiquark qq¯ exchange between J/ψ and nucleon is suppressed by the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka
(OZI) rule. This property is quite different from other hadron-hadron interactions.
A charmonium can be considered as a small size system. The interaction between c and c¯ is governed
by the color Coulomb potential at short distance. While the color Coulomb potential generates a pointlike
bound state for infinitely heavy quarks, in the actual charm quarks with a finite mass, the balance between
the Coulomb potential and the kinetic energy determines the small but finite size of the cc¯ system. This
provides the “color dipole” structure of the charmonia. This dipole (multipole) structure makes the QCD
van der Waals potential between J/ψ and a nucleon as the perturbative interaction at short distance. This
is analogous to the van der Waals potential in atomic physics where the interaction between electrically
neutral atoms are induced by the instantaneous polarization. At long distance, on the other hand, the
J/ψN potential is dominated by the nonperturbative dynamics with multi-gluon exchanges, such as the
pomeron exchange interaction.
In the early work by Brodsky, Schmidt and de Te´ramond [35], the J/ψN interaction has been in-
vestigated from the experimental data of the γN reaction. By supposing the pomeron exchange, it is
concluded that the J/ψN interaction is attractive. Based on this interaction and a simple variational
calculation, J/ψ is shown to be bound in the nucleus with the atomic number A ≥ 3. However, the
obtained binding energy is quite large (more than 100 MeV for A = 9), because the saturation property
of nuclear matter is not considered, though the overlapping of nucleons should provide a strong repulsion
at short distances. In a more realistic discussion with the saturation effect [156], the binding energy is
shown to be about 30 MeV for A = 200.
To study the J/ψN interaction at high energies, the perturbative treatment of the QCD coupling
constant αs is performed by considering the color multipole expansion [157, 158]. Regarding a pair of Q
and Q¯ as a bound state (φ) by the color Coulomb potential, the QCD dipole and quadrupole moments
are considered. The color octet contributions are also included. In the forward scattering of J/ψp, the
color dipole in J/ψ interacts with gluons contained as partons in the proton. The scattering between
J/ψ and gluon is given by the diagrams of absorbing and emitting the gluons. The scattering matrix is
given by
MJ/ψg = −
g2
2Nc
〈φ|~r· ~E 1
Ha + + iD0
~r· ~E |φ〉, (3.1.1)
where g is the QQg coupling constant, Nc is the number of colors, φ represents the Q¯Q state, ~r is the
distance between Q¯ and Q, ~E is the electric gluon field, Ha the color octet Hamiltonian,  is the Coulomb
binding energy of the Q¯Q state, and D0 is the zeroth component of the covariant derivative. Based on
the dipole picture, the cross section of the elastic scattering is estimated as σJ/ψp = 3.6-5.0 mb for J/ψp
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and σΥp = 0.9-1.2 mb for Υp as asymptotic values at the high scattering energy. More information about
the QCD van der Waals potential can be found in a review article [159]. The above scheme is applicable
to a variety of reaction processes of quarkonia with hadrons.
We have to notice that the J/ψN interaction relevant for the binding in nuclear matter occurs at
the low energy, where the pomeron exchange may not be an appropriate picture. In the same manner
with Refs. [157, 158], the scattering length of the ηcN interaction has been discussed in Ref. [160]. From
the multi-pole expansion [157, 158] [cf. Eq. (3.1.1)], the scattering amplitude for a quarkonium φ and a
nucleon N is given by
T =
4pi
3
Mφ〈φ|ri 1
Ha + 
rj |φ〉〈N |αsEiEj |N〉. (3.1.2)
To estimate the first matrix element, we use the result of Ref. [158] for the 1S wave function of the cc¯
state
〈φ|ri 1
Ha + 
rj |φ〉 = δij 28
27
pia3, (3.1.3)
with a being the size parameter of the 1S cc¯ state. The second matrix element can be evaluated by the
energy-momentum tensor θµµ =
β(αs)
4αs
GaµνG
a
µν as
αsE
iEj =
2pi
b
θµµ +O(αs), (3.1.4)
with b = 9 from the leading order term in the Gell-Mann–Low beta function β(αs). The matrix element
of the energy-momentum tensor is given by 〈N |θµν |N〉p1=p2=p = 2pµpν for the initial and final momenta
p1 and p2. Hence, the scattering amplitude for ηcN at the threshold p0 = mN is given as
T =
64pi3
36
7Mηcm
2
Na
3. (3.1.5)
As a result, we obtain the scattering length16
as =
T
8pi(Mηc +mN )
= 0.05 fm. (3.1.6)
This attractive scattering length is used to estimate the binding energy of ηc in nuclear matter [160]. The
result was about 3 MeV.
From the phenomenological viewpoint, the bound state approach of the Skyrmion model has been
used in Refs. [161, 162] where ηc is bound in the Skyrmion as a nucleon. This model is applicable
also to the η bound state in the Skyrmion. The Skyrmion is a topologically stable object composed of
pions [163]. At first sight, it may seem that strange and charm quarks are irrelevant to the Skyrmion,
because the Skyrmion obeys the SU(2) flavor symmetry for u and d quarks. Recalling that pions are the
adjoint representation of SU(2) flavor symmetry, however, we can extend the pion field to the adjoint
representation of the SU(4) flavor symmetry for u, d, s and c quarks, and hence we can treat η as well
16 Throughout this paper, we define the scattering length as as = limk→0 f(k) where f(k) is the elastic scattering
amplitude of the two-body system with the momentum k. In the absence of a shallow bound state, the positive (negative)
as corresponds to the attractive (repulsive) interaction at threshold. Our convention is commonly used in hadron physics
(meson-meson/meson-baryon scattering), while the convention with an opposite sign is often used in the nuclear and atomic
physics. See also the discussion in section 4.1.
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Table 1: Scattering length a [fm] from the lattice QCD simulations. SAV indicates the spin averaged
value, (a1/2 + 2a3/2)/3. PSF and LLE indicate the different methods, phase shift formula and leading
large-L expansion, respectively, used in Ref. [164]. The number with “*” is calculated in this review.
The scattering lengths of J/ψN with spin 1/2 and 3/2 are shown in the figure in Ref. [167], though the
numbers were not given explicitly.
spin [164] PSF [164] LLE [165] [166, 167]
ηcN 0 0.70± 0.66 0.39± 0.14 0.18 (9) 0.25
J/ψN 1/2 0.57± 0.42 0.35± 0.15 −0.05(77) —
3/2 0.88± 0.63 0.43± 0.16 0.24(35) —
SAV 0.71± 0.48 0.39± 0.14 0.16 (70)* 0.35
as ηc as the same multiplet as pions. Because the mass of η and ηc is much heavier than that of pions,
the “bound-state” approach is adopted. The obtained binding energy of the ηcN state is about 1 GeV,
and it is much larger than the values expected from other theoretical studies, such as the “color dipole”
picture [160], the lattice QCD and the QCD sum rules discussed below.
First study of the charmonium-nucleon interaction on the lattice QCD simulation has been performed
with the quenched approximation in Ref. [164]. Subsequently, several groups have investigated the J/ψN
interaction [165–168]. The results in Refs. [165–167] indicate that the J/ψN interaction and the ηcN
interaction are attractive with a moderate strength. In Ref. [168], the J/ψ(ηc)N system is shown to be
bound in the unphysical quark mass region. The results of the scattering lengths by the lattice QCD
simulation are summarized in Table 1. It is interesting that those numbers are comparable with the result
aJ/ψN = 0.10 ± 0.02 fm obtained by the QCD sum rules for the forward scattering amplitude [169]. In
the low density approximation, this scattering length corresponds to the negative mass shift by 4-7 MeV
in nuclear matter, as stated below.
3.2 Few-body systems
Due to the J/ψN attraction, it is argued that the J/ψ-bound state can exist in the atomic nuclei [35, 156].
In Ref. [170], the Faddeev calculations of ηcd (d is a deuteron) and η
3
cHe are performed for the Yukawa-type
potential for ηcN and the Paris potential for NN , where the ηcN potential is parametrized according to
Ref. [35]. Recently, a few-body calculation has been performed for the J/ψ(ηc)-nuclei [136, 171] by using
the Gaussian expansion method explained in section 2.4.1. Though the QCD van der Waals potential
exists at short distance, the confinement force would provide a long range potential. In Refs. [136, 171]
the authors use a Gaussian-type potential for the J/ψ(ηc)-N system, whose model parameters (potential
depth and range) are related to the two-body scattering length. By varying the value of the J/ψ(ηc)-N
scattering length, various few-body systems such as J/ψ(ηc)-NN(d), J/ψ(ηc)-
4He and J/ψ-8Be, where
the αα cluster structure for 8Be is considered, are examined. The Minnesota potential is used for NN
as a phenomenological nuclear potential. The J/ψ(ηc)-N scattering lengths necessary for the formation
of the bound states are found to be aJ/ψN > 0.95 fm for J/ψ(ηc)-NN and aJ/ψN > 0.24 fm for J/ψ-
4He [136, 171],17 which can be compared with the results in the lattice QCD simulations in Table 1. To
17The present convention of the sign of the scattering length is different from the original ones in Refs. [136, 171].
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form a bound state of J/ψ-8Be, aJ/ψN > 0.16 fm is required. The results in Refs. [136, 171] are consistent
with that in Ref. [170]. By adopting the scattering lengths in Refs. [166, 167], bound states are found for
A ≥ 4 with the biding energies 0.5 MeV for J/ψ(ηc)-4He and 2 MeV for J/ψ(ηc)-8Be.
3.3 Nuclear matter
The binding energy of the quarkonium in nuclear matter has been estimated by considering the scale
anomaly (trace anomaly) [41]. For the Coulomb bound state of Q¯Q, the interaction Lagrangian with the
dimension seven operators is given by
Lint =
∑
v
1
Λ3Q
(P †vPv − V †vµV µv )(cEOE + cBOB), (3.3.7)
where OE ≡ −GµαaGνaα vµvν and OB ≡ 12GαβaGaαβ − GµαaGνaα vµvν with the compositeness scale ΛQ '
αs(ΛQ)mQ for a Coulomb bound state, Pv creates the pseudoscalar meson (ηc) and Vvµ creates the
vector meson (J/ψ) with four velocity vµ. This is the covariant form of the leading order of the multipole
expansion. In the rest frame vµ = (1,~0 ), these operators reduce to OE → ~Ea·~Ea and OB → ~Ba·~Ba, from
which we see that cE and cB are also related to the Stark and Zeeman energies, respectively. Because
OE and OB are related to the twist-two gluon operator Gµν2 g = 14gµνGαβaGaαβ −GµαaGνaα and the energy
momentum tensor Tαα =
β(g)
2g G
αβaGaαβ, the forward scattering amplitude can be expressed as
M = 2V2(ΛQ)cE + cB
Λ3Q
M2
(
γ2 − 1
4
)
+ 2M2
cE − cB
Λ3Q
2pi
bQαs(ΛQ)
, (3.3.8)
with γ = v0, where β(g) = −bQ g316pi2 is the Gell-Mann–Low beta function at the leading order. The matrix
elements of Gµν2 g and T
α
α are parametrized as 〈p|Gµν2 g|p〉 = 2V2(µ)
(
pµpν − 14gµνp2
)
, and 〈p|Tαα |p〉 = 2M2
with the nucleon mass M . The value of V2(µ) indicates the gluon momentum fraction, which is estimated
from the deep inelastic scattering at energy scale µ. Because the forward scattering amplitude is related
to the energy shift of the Q¯Q due to the interaction with gluons in nuclear matter, we can obtain the
binding energy of Q¯Q possessing Bohr radius rB,
Ubinding =
14
27
pir3B ρ
(
V2(ΛQ)
(
γ2 − 1
4
)
+
2pi
bQαs(ΛQ)
)
, (3.3.9)
at baryon number density ρ [41]. We quote the resulting binding energy in nuclear matter Ubinding = 8-11
MeV for J/ψ and Ubinding = 2-4 MeV for Υ.
In Ref. [172], a more explicit form of the mass shift of the quarkonium with the binding energy
 = 2mc −mJ/ψ is presented as
∆mJ/ψ = −
1
9
∫
dk2
∣∣∣∣∂ψ(k)∂k
∣∣∣∣2 kk2/mc + 
〈αs
pi
E2
〉
Ω
ρ
2mN
, (3.3.10)
with the quarkonium wave function ψ(k) in momentum space. This formula can be applied not only to
the ground states but also to the excited charmonia. The mass shift in Eq. (3.3.10), reproducing the QCD
second order Stark effect in Ref. [41], was given by the operator product expansion (OPE). The formula
(3.3.10) is analogous to the result by the multi-pole expansion in Eq. (3.1.2), although the derivations are
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given by different styles of calculation. In the linear density approximation, the electric gluon condensate
is given by 〈αs
pi
E2
〉
Ω
=
(
4
9
mNm
0
N +
3
2
m2N
αs
pi
Ag2
)
ρ
2mN
, (3.3.11)
with m0N being the nucleon mass in the chiral limit and A
g
2 the second moment of the gluon distribution
function in a nucleon (see also the discussion below). Numerically, we have
〈
αs
pi E
2
〉
Ω
' 0.5 GeV2, and
we find the mass shifts ∆mJ/ψ = −8 MeV, ∆mψ(3686) = −100 MeV and ∆ψ(3770) = −140 MeV for J/ψ,
ψ(3686) and ψ(3770), respectively. The correction by the D meson loop effect is analyzed by a model
Lagrangian with D meson and nucleon interaction, and it is found that the mass shifts are modified as
∆mJ/ψ = −5 MeV, ∆mψ(3686) = −130 MeV and ∆ψ(3770) = −125 MeV. The binding energy of J/ψ is
consistent with the binding energy 3 MeV for ηc estimated by the two-body scattering length from the
multi-pole expansion in Ref. [160] as already discussed.
So far, the studies based on the QCD van der Waals potential and the scale anomaly provided the
investigation about the binding energy of J/ψ in nuclear matter. The relations between the in-medium
property of hadrons and various condensates can be obtained in the QCD sum rules [42, 169]. As shown
in Ref. [42], the gluon condensate in nuclear matter (Ω) at baryon number density ρ is given in the linear
density approximation as 〈αs
pi
GµνG
µν
〉
Ω
=
〈αs
pi
GµνG
µν
〉
0
− 8
9
m0Nρ, (3.3.12)
in comparison with that in vacuum (0) for the nucleon mass m0N ' 750 MeV in the chiral limit. Notice
that, in vacuum, only the scalar condensate
〈
αs
pi GµνG
µν
〉
gives the contribution up to dimension four. In
nuclear matter, additionally, the twist-two gluon operator
〈
αs
pi GµρG
ρ
ν
〉
contributes. The twist-two gluon
operator is related to the gluon distribution function G(x, µ2) in a nucleon (cf. Ref. [41]):
〈N(p)|αs
pi
GασGβσ|N(p)〉 = −
(
pαpβ − 1
4
gαβp2
)
αs
pi
Ag2, (3.3.13)
with the second momentum of the gluon distribution function
Ag2(µ
2) = 2
∫ 1
0
dxxG(x, µ2), (3.3.14)
at energy scale µ corresponding to the charmonium mass. Including the twist-two gluon operator con-
tribution, the gluon condensate in nuclear matter is given by [cf. Eq. (3.3.11)]〈αs
pi
G2
〉
Ω
=
〈αs
pi
G2
〉
0
−
(
8
9
m0N +
3
2
mN
αs
pi
Ag2
)
ρ
'
〈αs
pi
G2
〉
0
(
1− 0.06 ρ
ρ0
)
, (3.3.15)
with the normal nuclear matter density ρ0. Quantitatively, the contribution from the twist-two gluon
operator is found to be about 10 %. In the QCD sum rules, we can extract the information about
hadron property (spectral function) from the OPE data (see Sect. 2.4.4). As the results, the mass
shifts ∆mJ/ψ ' −7 MeV and ∆mηc ' −5 MeV were obtained at normal nuclear matter density [42].
Interestingly, those values are consistent with the previous studies based on the color dipole picture [160]
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Table 2: Quark contents of heavy-light mesons.
D(cq¯) D¯(c¯q)
D+(cd¯) D0(cu¯) D¯0(c¯u) D−(c¯d)
B¯(bq¯) B(b¯q)
B¯0(bd¯) B−(bu¯) B+(b¯u) B0(b¯d)
and the scale anomaly [41] in sign as well as in order of the magnitude. The QCD sum rule analysis
with dimension up to six is performed, and the resulting mass shift is ∆mJ/ψ = −4 MeV [173]. The
mass shifts of J/ψ and ηc in isospin asymmetric nuclear matter are investigated in the QCD sum rules
by introducing the dilaton field for the scale anomaly [174].
The mean-field approach has been discussed in Ref. [175]. The (virtual) intermediate states DD¯,
D∗D¯, DD¯∗, D∗D¯∗ in the J/ψ interact with nucleons in nuclear matter (cf. Sect. 4). By this virtual
processes, J/ψ can be bound state in nuclear matter. Several bound states including excited states are
found for 4He, 12C, 16O, 40Ca, 90Zr and 208Pb nuclei.
As discussed above, the mass spectroscopy of charmonium in nuclear matter provides us with new
tools to investigate the properties of the QCD vacuum, such as the modification of the gluon condensate.
For this purpose, we have focused on the J/ψN interaction around the threshold. If we increase the energy
by about 100 MeV, the J/ψN state can be converted to various channels such as D¯(∗)Λc and D¯(∗)Σ
(∗)
c .
Recently, it has been reported by LHCb that there are two resonances Pc(4380) and Pc(4450), the hidden
charm pentaquarks, around the mass thresholds of the D¯Σc and D¯
∗Σc channels, respectively [23]. The
resonance signals are observed in the invariant mass spectrum of the J/ψp system in the final states.
This observation indicates that the J/ψN scattering have non-trivial structures due to the existence of
the resonances and the coupled-channel effects. Hence it is an interesting subject to study the spectral
functions of nuclear matter with J/ψ in a wide range of the scattering energies. For example, it has
been discussed that the J/ψ with a finite momentum in nuclear matter gives a large cross section of
J/ψ-nucleus reaction due to the existence of Pc resonances [176].
4 Heavy-light mesons
To study the heavy-light mesons in nuclear medium, let us first recall its naming scheme which is somehow
confusing. Heavy-light meson with charm C = +1 is called D meson, and that with bottomness B = +1
is denoted by B. Because the charm quark c (bottom quark b) has C = +1 (B = −1), the quark
content of the D meson (B meson) is cq¯ (b¯q) with a light quark q. Thus, we obtain the quark contents
of D, B and their antiparticles as summarized in Table 2. In vacuum, the basic properties of D and D¯
are symmetric. On the other hand, their in-medium properties are quite different, because the nuclear
medium is composed only of the light quarks. The light degrees of freedom make the heavy-light mesons
sensitive to the partial restoration of chiral symmetry in nuclear medium. Moreover, the modification of
the properties of D and D¯ also affects the properties of excited charmonia near the D¯D threshold, such
as ψ(3770) [177, 178]. In the following, we summarize these rich phenomena of heavy-light mesons in
nuclear medium.
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4.1 Two-body interaction with nucleon
The most basic information to study the heavy-light meson in nuclei is the two-body interaction with
a nucleon. Because the isospin of the D/D¯ meson is I = 1/2, there are two isospin components in the
DN/D¯N system, I = 0 and I = 1. At present, there is no direct experimental data to constrain these
interactions. The DN/D¯N interactions are thus constructed by generalizing some established framework
of the hadron interactions. Here we introduce several approaches proposed for the DN/D¯N interaction.
There are two important remarks. First, the quark-antiquark annihilation is allowed in the D+N ∼
q¯c+qqq system, while it does not exist in the D¯+N ∼ c¯q+qqq system. As a consequence, the DN system
couples with the lower energy piΣc and piΛc channels, as well as the charmed baryon resonances, Λ
∗
c and
Σ∗c . To study the DN system, we need to solve a complicated coupled-channel problem. In contrast,
the D¯N system has no coupled channels at lower energies so that the problem is much simpler than
the DN system. The D¯N system is in a exotic channel, whose quantum numbers (C = −1 and baryon
number B = 1) cannot be expressed by three valence quarks. Second, heavy quark symmetry relates the
pseudoscalar D meson with the vector D∗ meson. From the viewpoint of heavy quark symmetry, the
DN/D¯N interaction should be considered together with the D∗N/D¯∗N channel. As we will see below,
the inclusion of the vector meson channel plays an important role, especially in the D¯N system.
Contact interaction models with SU(4) symmetry As discussed in section 2.3.1, the scattering
of the pseudoscalar mesons off the baryons in the flavor SU(3) sector can be well described by the
resummation of the Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction [10, 82–84, 179, 180]. The interaction kernel is
given by
Vij(
√
s) = −Cij
4f2
(2
√
s−Mi −Mj), (4.1.1)
where Cij is the group theoretical coefficient. The scattering amplitude Tij(
√
s) is given by the solution
of the matrix equation
T (
√
s) = V (
√
s) + V (
√
s)G(
√
s)T (
√
s). (4.1.2)
The loop function Gi(
√
s) contains a cutoff parameter (subtraction constant) which should be determined
either by fitting to the experimental data, or by some theoretical arguments [84, 181, 182]. When there is
a sufficient attraction in the interaction V , a bound state or a resonance can be dynamically generated,
which is expressed by the pole of the scattering amplitude T . The success of chiral SU(3) dynamics with
the Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction indicates that the SU(3) symmetric interaction is a good starting
point for these channels, even though there is a sizable SU(3) breaking effect in the observed hadron
masses. While the Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction (4.1.1) is a contact interaction, it can be regarded as
the zero-range limit of the t-channel vector meson exchange, with the help of the universal vector meson
coupling and the Kawarabayashi–Suzuki–Riazuddin–Fayyazuddin (KSRF) relation [183, 184]. With these
observations, there are series of works which utilize the contact interaction model for the DN/D¯N
systems, using the same form with Eq. (4.1.1) under the larger flavor or spin-flavor symmetry.18
18This generalized framework is often referred to as the “Weinberg-Tomozawa” approach. However, the original Weinberg-
Tomozawa theorem [13, 14] is derived from chiral symmetry. It is certainly not justified to start from the four-flavor chiral
symmetry in QCD. When the spin symmetry is included, Eq. (4.1.1) determines the interaction of the non-NG modes such
as ρ meson, whose dynamics cannot be constrained by chiral symmetry. It is therefore appropriate to regard this approach
as a contact interaction model motivated by the vector meson exchange mechanism.
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The first study in this direction is performed in Ref. [185], by extending the flavor symmetry to SU(4)
with the charm quark. The ground state 1/2+ baryons are in the 20 ∈ 4⊗4⊗4 representation of SU(4),
and the 0− mesons are in the 15 ∈ 4 ⊗ 4¯ representation. The 20 representation contains four SU(3)
multiplets: 8 = {N,Λ,Σ,Ξ} of the light baryons, 3¯ = {Λc,Ξc} and 6 = {Σc,Ξ′c,Ωc} of the heavy-light-
light baryons, and 3 = {Ξcc,Ωcc} of the heavy-heavy-light baryons. The 15 multiplet can be decomposed
into 8 = {pi,K, η8} of the light mesons, 3¯ = {D,Ds} and 3 = {D¯, D¯s} of the heavy-light mesons, and
1 = {η1}. Physical η, η′, and ηc are expressed by the linear combinations of η8 and η1, together with the
SU(4) singlet in 4 ⊗ 4¯. We note that the vector D∗ mesons are not included in this model. From the
SU(4) symmetry, the strengths of the diagonal DN/D¯N interactions [in the convention of Eq. (4.1.1)]
are found to be [186]
C
(I=0)
DNDN = 3, C
(I=1)
DNDN = 1, (4.1.3)
C
(I=0)
D¯ND¯N
= 0, C
(I=1)
D¯ND¯N
= −2, (4.1.4)
where the positive (negative) sign corresponds to the attractive (repulsive) interaction. Namely, the
DN(I = 0) channel is strongly attractive, theDN(I = 1) channel is moderately attractive, the interaction
vanishes in the D¯N(I = 0) channel, and the D¯N(I = 1) channel is repulsive. Interestingly, the strengths
of the interactions in Eqs. (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) are identical with those of the Weinberg-Tomozawa term
in the K¯N/KN sector, because of the replacement of c ↔ s. The non-attractive nature of the D¯N
interactions can be understood by the group theoretical property of Cij , which is in most cases repulsive in
the exotic channels [85, 86]. By solving the scattering equation (4.1.2), quasi-bound states are dynamically
generated in the DN sector, while no state is generated in the D¯N sector, reflecting the interaction
strengths in Eqs. (4.1.3) and (4.1.4). The quasi-bound states have the quantum number JP = 1/2−,
because the contact term gives the s-wave interaction. The analysis of the speed plot19 shows the
existence of a narrow state around 2590 MeV (2620 MeV) in the DN(I = 0) channel [DN(I = 1)
channel] [185]. The I = 0 state is identified by the negative parity Λc(2595) state. The results are
summarized in Tables 3 and 4. We also note that an exotic state is found around 2780 MeV in the D¯sN -
D¯Λ-D¯Σ coupled-channels. The quark content of this manifestly exotic state is c¯sqqq, which corresponds
to the pentaquark state discussed in the constituent quark model [188]. In the DsN channel, a similar
state with the s¯cqqq configuration is found at 2892 MeV. As we will see below, the existence of these
states plays an important role for the study of Ds/D¯s in nuclear matter.
This framework for the DN channel is further studied in Ref. [186]. The interaction kernel is modified
to be consistent with the zero-range limit, and a suppression factor κc = (m¯V /m¯
c
V )
2 ' 1/4 is introduced
in view of the underlying vector meson exchange mechanism, which partially breaks the SU(4) symmetry.
From the analysis of the amplitude on the real axis, the quasi-bound states are found at qualitatively
similar positions with Ref. [185], while the I = 1 state becomes broader. The pole positions of this SU(4)
model are calculated in Ref. [190] as summarized in Table 3. Interestingly, there is an additional broad
state in each sector. Note that such broad state may not be extracted in the analysis of the speed plot
in Ref. [185]. The appearance of two poles between the piΣc and DN thresholds in the I = 0 sector is
analogous to the double-pole structure of Λ(1405) in the SU(3) sector [196, 197]. The effect of the finite
range interaction is examined in Ref. [198]. The use of the nonlocal interaction kernel gives qualitatively
similar results with Ref. [186], but the generated resonances generally have a broader width. This is
19The speed plot (absolute value of the energy derivative of the scattering amplitude) shows a peak at the energy of a
narrow resonance and is related to the time delay (see, e.g., Ref. [187]).
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Table 3: Quasi-bound states with JP = 1/2− in the DN channel in various models. All numbers are
given in units of MeV, and rounded off at one MeV precision. Here we summarize the states found below
the DN threshold ∼ 2806 MeV. Results of Ref. [185] are those with the SU(4) breaking effect. Results
of Ref. [189] are those in the piρω model, where the state below the DN threshold is stable because the
lower energy channels are not included. The pole position of the model in Ref. [186] can be found in
Ref. [190].
Model DN(I = 0) DN(I = 1)
SU(4) contact [185] MR = 2593, ΓR < 1 MR = 2620, ΓR = 1
SU(4) contact [186] MR = 2595, ΓR = 2 MR = 2661, ΓR = 37
MR = 2625, ΓR = 103 MR = 2695, ΓR = 153
SU(8) contact [190] MR = 2595, ΓR = 1 MR = 2554, ΓR = 1
MR = 2610, ΓR = 71 MR = 2612, ΓR = 179
MR = 2637, ΓR = 80
Meson exchange [191] MR = 2594, ΓR = 6 MR = 2793, ΓR = 12
MR = 2603, ΓR = 126
Pion exchange [189] MR = 2724 None
Table 4: Bound states with JP = 1/2− in the D¯N channel in various models. All numbers are given in
units of MeV, and rounded off at one MeV precision. Results of Ref. [192] are those in the piρω model.
Here we summarize the states found below the D¯N threshold ∼ 2806 MeV.
Model D¯N(I = 0) D¯N(I = 1)
SU(4) contact [185] None None
SU(8) contact [193] 2805 None
Meson exchange [194] None None
Pion exchange [192] 2804 None
Chiral quark model [195] None None
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because the suppression of the charm exchange process is milder than the zero-range approximation.
Contact interaction models with SU(8) symmetry The SU(4) contact interaction approach does
not include the D∗N/D¯∗N channel, in contrast to the requirement of the heavy quark symmetry. More-
over, because the SU(4) symmetry relates the charm quark with the light quarks, at first glance, it looks
contradicting with the heavy quark symmetry which emerges in the heavy quark limit. However, we
should recall that in the SU(4) approaches the flavor symmetry is mainly used to determine the unknown
coupling constants of charm hadrons, and the symmetry is largely broken by the physical hadron masses
in the loop functions. As long as the physical hadron masses are used, it is mandatory to couple the
D∗N/D¯∗N channels with the DN/D¯N channels, from the viewpoint of heavy quark spin symmetry. In
addition, the coupling constants within the heavy quark spin multiplets should follow the heavy quark
spin symmetry. The incorporation of the heavy quark spin symmetry is discussed in Ref. [190] for the
DN sector and in Ref. [193] for the D¯N sector, within the framework of spin-flavor SU(8) symmetry. As
a generalization of the SU(6) approach [199], the SU(8) model combines spin SU(2) with flavor SU(4).
The ground state baryon fieldB is in the 120 ∈ 8×8×8 representation of SU(8), and the mesonsM are
in the 63 ∈ 8× 8¯ representation. The 120 multiplet can be decomposed into the SU(4) representations
as 202 ⊕ 20′4 where the subscript represents the dimension of the SU(2) representation. The former
corresponds to the 1/2+ baryons in the SU(4) approach (nucleon and its flavor partners), and the latter
contains the 3/2+ baryons with SU(3) representations 10 ⊕ 6 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 1 (∆ and its flavor partners). The
meson in the 63 representation consists of 151⊕153⊕13, where 151 is the pseudoscalar mesons (pi and
its flavor partners) and 153 and 13 correspond to the vector mesons (ρ and its flavor partners). Because
the vector current is given by the adjoint representation 63, the SU(8) symmetric contact interaction is
constructed as
LSU(8) ∼ ((M † ⊗M)63a ⊗ (B† ⊗B)63)1. (4.1.5)
Since the ground state multiplet contains spin 3/2 baryons and spin 1 mesons, the two-body s-wave
system can be not only in 1/2− but also in 3/2− and 5/2−. The coupling strengths in the normalization
of Eq. (4.1.1) in the spin 1/2 channel are given by20
C
DN(I=0)
ij =
(
3
√
27√
27 9
)
, C
DN(I=1)
ij =

1
√
1
3 −
√
32
3√
1
3
1
3
√
32
9
−
√
32
3
√
32
9
32
3
 , (4.1.6)
C
D¯N(I=0)
ij =
(
0
√
12√
12 −4
)
, C
D¯N(I=1)
ij =

−2 −
√
16
3 −
√
32
3
−
√
16
3
2
3 −
√
32
9
−
√
32
3 −
√
32
9 −23
 , (4.1.7)
where the basis states are given by
{DN/D¯N(2S1/2), D∗N/D¯∗N(2S1/2)}, (4.1.8)
for I = 0 and
{DN/D¯N(2S1/2), D∗N/D¯∗N(2S1/2), D∗∆/D¯∗∆(2S1/2)}, (4.1.9)
20As a convention, positive numbers in the diagonal components are attraction, while negative numbers are repulsion.
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for I = 1 with the spectroscopic notation 2S+1LJ . The other coupled channels are not shown explicitly
here. We note that the 11 components are identical with Eqs. (4.1.3) and (4.1.4), because the SU(4)
model is in the subspace of the SU(8) model. We note that the contact interaction only gives the s-wave
interaction. When the tensor force is included as in the pion-exchange model, the d-wave components
also couples to the problem.
By solving the scattering equation, several states are dynamically generated in the DN sector. The
pole structure in the DN(I = 0) channel is similar to the SU(4) model; one narrow pole and one broad
pole appear around 2600 MeV. However, by analyzing the coupling strengths, it is shown that the narrow
pole strongly couples to the D∗N channel [190]. In the DN(I = 1) sector, three states are found below
the DN threshold, because of the larger model space of the SU(8) approach than the SU(4) one. Further
extension of the contact interaction model to the bottom sector is discussed in Ref. [200] where the
corresponding 1/2− resonance of Λb(5912) is dynamically generated in the B¯N(I = 0) sector. Note
however that the binding energy of the Λc(2595) [Λb(5912)] as the DN (B¯N) bound state is ∼ 200 MeV
(∼ 300 MeV), and the “molecule” picture may not be justified for such tightly bound system.
In the D¯N(I = 0) sector, a shallow bound state is found at 2805 MeV (1 MeV below the D¯N
threshold) [193] in the coupled-channel D¯N -D¯∗N system. At first glance, the origin of the attraction
may not be clear, because the diagonal interactions are zero and repulsive in Eq. (4.1.7). As pointed out
in Ref. [193], however, the attractive interaction arises by taking the linear combination of (
√
3| D¯N 〉+
| D¯∗N 〉)/2. In fact, this combination coincides with the spin-complex basis which is introduced to extract
the heavy quark spin symmetry in multi-hadron systems [58, 59]. The coupling strength in Eq. (4.1.7)
in the spin-complex basis is given as
C
D¯N(I=0),SC
ij =
(
−6 0
0 2
)
, (4.1.10)
and the attraction C
D¯N(I=0),SC
22 = 2 is responsible for the bound state formation. The absence of the
off-diagonal components in the spin-complex basis is a consequence of the heavy quark symmetry, because
the contained spin-complexes are different. In this way, when the heavy quark symmetry is incorporated,
a shallow bound state is supported in the D¯N(I = 0) sector, which otherwise has no bound state. The
SU(8) model also generates bound and resonance states in other spin-isospin sectors. For instance, a
bound state of ND¯∗ is found at 2922 MeV in the I(JP ) = 0(3/2−) channel. This state forms a HQS
doublet with the 1/2− state [59]. Although the I(JP ) = 0(3/2−) state is stable in this approach, it
can decay into the D¯N channel in d wave. Other states are found in the same way; a resonance with
MR = 2873 MeV and ΓR = 91 MeV in the I(J
P ) = 1(1/2−) channel, a resonance with MR = 2979 MeV
and ΓR = 32 MeV in the I(J
P ) = 1(3/2−) channel, a bound state at 3126 MeV in the I(JP ) = 1(5/2−)
channel, a bound state at 3126 MeV in the I(JP ) = 2(1/2−) channel, and a bound state at 3061 MeV in
the I(JP ) = 2(3/2−) channel. Note that some states have a large binding energy; the I(JP ) = 1(5/2−)
state is about 100 MeV bound from the ∆D¯∗ threshold. When the decay width of ∆ is taken into account,
the bound states acquire a width of several tens of MeV, while the binding energies are not very much
affected.
Meson exchange models One of the traditional approaches to study the hadron-hadron interaction
is the meson exchange potential [201]. In the strangeness sector, the K¯N/KN interactions have been
developed by the Ju¨lich group [202–204]. The Ju¨lich meson exchange model is generalized to the charm
sector in Refs. [191, 194].
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The meson exchange model is first applied to the D¯N sector [194]. As a generalization of the KN
potential [202, 204], D¯ and N interact with each other through the exchange of the ρ, ω, σ, and a0
mesons. The box-diagrams with the intermediate D¯∗N , D¯∗∆, D¯∆ states are included. The coupling
constants are determined by the SU(4) symmetry. As a short range interaction, the quark interchange
processes with one-gluon exchange are also considered. The scattering amplitude is obtained by solving
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with this potential. The existence of bound states is not reported. In
the D¯N(I = 0) sector, the long-range meson exchange is attractive, while the short-range quark-gluon
exchange is repulsive. As a consequence, the phase shift changes from attractive around the threshold to
repulsive at higher energies. The interaction in the D¯N(I = 1) sector is found to be repulsive.
The DN sector is studied with the same mechanisms. The results are partly presented in Ref. [205]
and the detailed description is given in Ref. [191]. In the DN sector, however, the quark-gluon exchange
is absent, because the antiquark in the D meson cannot be exchanged with the quarks in the nucleon.
Then the dominant vector meson exchange plays a similar role with the contact interaction in the SU(4)
model. In fact, DN(I = 0) sector generates two poles near the piΣc threshold, which can be identified with
Λc(2595). The quasi-bound state in theDN(I = 1) channel is obtained at higher energies than the contact
interaction model, and identified as Σc(2800) whose spin-parity is not yet determined experimentally.
More detailed comparison with the SU(4) [186] and SU(8) [190] models can be found in Ref. [190].
In the meson exchange model, the D∗N/D¯∗N channel is included in the intermediate state of the box
diagrams. However, the diagonal D∗N → D∗N/D¯∗N → D¯∗N interaction is not included, and the role
of the heavy quark symmetry is not very clear.
Pion exchange models with heavy quark symmetry The pion-exchange potential, accompanying
the tensor force, is one of the most important ingredients in the NN interaction. As for the D(∗)N and
D¯(∗)N interactions, the one-pion exchange becomes possible to exist when the heavy quark symmetry is
adopted; the one-pion exchange is provided by the mixing of DN/D¯N and D∗N/D¯∗N . It is important
that the proximity of DN/D¯N and D∗N/D¯∗N channels (mD∗ −mD ' 140 MeV) enhances the strength
of the pion exchange potential through the off-diagonal channel coupling, while there is no pion exchange
in the diagonal DN/D¯N channel due to the parity conservation.21 The mixing effect becomes more
enhanced in the B¯(∗)N/B(∗)N case. In the light quark sector, in contrast, the pion exchange does not play
an important role, where the mass splitting of the spin zero and spin one states is large; mK∗−mK ' 350
MeV and mρ −mpi ' 640 MeV.
The pion-exchange model is intensively applied to the exotic D¯N sector where the coupling to lower
energy channels is absent. In Ref. [97], the pion-exchange model is considered to examine the properties
of the stable heavy pentaquark bound state, which is shown to exist in the heavy quark limit combined
with the large Nc limit
22. In this study, however, the coupling of different angular momentum states via
the tensor force is not completely considered. The full calculation including the tensor force is performed
in Ref. [98]. By an analogy with the nucleon-nucleon interaction, the tensor force plays an important
role in the pion exchange. In fact, the tensor force is known to significantly affect the nuclear structure
including the neutron rich nuclei (see Refs. [119, 209, 210]). The tensor force strongly works through the
mixing of the state with angular momentum L and those with L± 2. In the present case, it is important
21In contrast to the ΛN -ΣN coupling in hypernuclei which is the mixing of different isospin states, the D¯N -D¯∗N coupling
is the mixing of different spin states.
22There are early studies of Skyrmions where a D(∗)/D¯(∗) meson is bound in the bound-state approach [206–208].
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Table 5: Various coupled channels for a given quantum number JP for negative/positive parity P =
∓1 [98, 192, 211].
JP channels
1/2− D¯N(2S1/2) D¯∗N(2S1/2) D¯∗N(4D1/2)
3/2− D¯N(2D3/2) D¯∗N(4S3/2) D¯∗N(4D3/2) D¯∗N(2D3/2)
1/2+ D¯N(2P1/2) D¯
∗N(2P1/2) D¯∗N(4P1/2)
3/2+ D¯N(2P3/2) D¯
∗N(2P3/2) D¯∗N(4P3/2) D¯∗N(4F3/2)
5/2+ D¯N(2F5/2) D¯
∗N(4P5/2) D¯∗N(2F5/2) D¯∗N(4F5/2)
that there is the mixing of D¯N and D¯∗N , in addition to the angular momentum mixing. All the relevant
channels for the J ≤ 3/2 (5/2) systems with the negative (positive) parity are listed in Table 5.
For instance, in the JP = 1/2− and 3/2− sectors relevant coupled-channels are given by
{D¯N(2S1/2), D¯∗N(2S1/2), D¯∗N(4D1/2)}, (4.1.11)
and
{D¯N(2D3/2), D¯∗N(4S3/2), D¯∗N(4D3/2), D¯∗N(2D3/2)}, (4.1.12)
respectively. The coupled-channel Hamiltonian of the pion-exchange model is given by
H1/2− =
 K0
√
3C −√6T√
3C K0 − 2C + ∆M −
√
2T
−√6T −√2T K2 + (C − 2T ) + ∆M
 , (4.1.13)
H3/2− =

K2
√
3T −√3T √3C√
3T K0 + C + ∆M 2T T
−√3T 2T K2 + C + ∆M −T√
3C T −T K2 − 2C + ∆M
 , (4.1.14)
where the kinetic term is K` = −(∂2/∂r2 + (2/r)∂/∂r − `(` + 1)/r2)/2µ with the reduced mass µ, the
central and tensor potentials are C = κC(r;mpi) and T = κT (r;mpi), respectively, with r the distance
between D¯(∗) and N. The coupling constant is given by κ = (ggpiNN/
√
2mNfpi)(~τP ·~τN/3) with g the pion
coupling of the D meson in Eq. (2.3.104) and gpiNN the pion-nucleon coupling constant. The spatial
dependences of the central and tensor potentials are given by
C(r;m) =
∫
d3~q
(2pi)3
m2
|~q |2 +m2 e
i~q·~rF (ΛP , ~q )F (ΛN , ~q ), (4.1.15)
T (r;m)S12(rˆ) =
∫
d3~q
(2pi)3
−|~q |2
|~q |2 +m2S12(qˆ)e
i~q·~rF (ΛP , ~q )F (ΛN , ~q ), (4.1.16)
where S12(xˆ) = 3( ~O1 · xˆ)(~σ2 · xˆ) − ~O1 · ~σ2 with xˆ = ~x/|~x |, and O1 the polarization vector ~ε (λ) or ~ε (λ)†
with helicity λ (spin-one operator ~T ) from the piD¯D¯∗ (the piD¯∗D¯∗) vertex (the subscript 1 for P (∗) and
the subscript 2 for N) [98]. The hadronic form factor is F (Λ, ~q ) = (Λ2 −m2)/(Λ2 + |~q |2) with a cutoff
Λ. The energy is measured from the D¯N threshold and the ∆M = MD¯∗ −MD¯ is the mass difference of
the D¯N and D¯∗N thresholds. The cutoff ΛP is determined by the ratio of the matter radii of the heavy
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Figure 4: Energy levels of D¯N -D¯∗N bound/resonant states (left) and their counterpart in the bottom
sector (right) in the pion-exchange model [211].
meson P and the nucleon N , namely ΛP /ΛN = rN/rP [98]. We note that in the central potential in
Eqs. (4.1.15) and (4.1.16) the contact term contribution has been neglected. This is because the cutoff
ΛN of the nucleon is fixed to reproduce the deuteron binding energy, without including the contact term
in the nucleon-nucleon potential. Similarly, the contact term of the heavy meson-nucleon potential is also
neglected.
By calculating the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian, a shallow bound state (a few MeV binding) is
obtained below the D¯N threshold in the I(JP ) = 0(1/2−) channel, while no bound state is found in other
channels. Inclusion of the ρ and ω exchanges does not change the qualitative results. Interestingly, the
results of the bound state quantitatively agree with the SU(8) contact model (see Table 4), although the
driving mechanism is different; the tensor force is crucial for the bound state in the pion-exchange model.
On the other hand, from the comparison with the SU(4) contact model and the meson exchange model,
the bound state below the D¯N threshold is obtained only when the heavy quark symmetry is incorporated
in the framework, because the channel coupling of D¯N and D¯∗N gives an effective attraction.
Other I(JP ) sectors are further studied in Refs. [192, 211], finding various resonances not only in the
negative parity channels but also in the positive parity ones. Of particular importance is the resonance in
the I(JP ) = 0(3/2−) channel. Interestingly, the main channel for attraction in this resonance is provided
by the D¯∗N(4S3/2) channel. The decay to the lowest threshold D¯N is much suppressed, because the
decay channel D¯N(2D3/2) contains the d-wave. Hence this is regarded as the Feshbach resonance. In
contrast to the SU(8) contact interaction model, the decay of the I(JP ) = 0(3/2−) state into the D¯N
channel occurs in the pion-exchange model, thanks to the tensor force. The bottom sector can also be
analyzed by replacing D¯ by B. The results of the bound/resonant states are summarized in Fig. 4.
The I(JP ) = 0(1/2−) and I(JP ) = 0(3/2−) states become degenerate in mass in the heavy quark
limit [58, 59]. To see this, let us rewrite the Hamiltonian by performing the transformation from the
particle basis to the spin-complex basis. From the spin rearrangement, we change NP (∗) with P =
(qQ¯)spin 0 and P
∗ = (qQ¯)spin 1 into the form [Nq]Q¯ with the spin-complex [Nq], and define the spin-
complex wave function as{
|[Nq](0,S)
0+
Q¯〉1/2− , |[Nq](1,S)1+ Q¯〉1/2− , |[Nq]
(1,D)
1+
Q¯〉1/2−
}
, (4.1.17)
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and {
|[Nq](1,S)
1+
Q¯〉3/2− , |[Nq](1,D)1+ Q¯〉3/2− , |[Nq]
(0,D)
2+
Q¯〉3/2− , |[Nq](1,D)2+ Q¯〉3/2−
}
, (4.1.18)
respectively, for 1/2− and 3/2−. The notation [Nq](S,L)
jP denotes the spin-complex composed of a nucleon
and a quark (in P (∗) meson) with total spin S, angular momentum L, and total angular momentum and
parity jP . The particle basis {|P (∗)N(2S+1LJ)〉} and the spin-complex basis {|[Nq](S,L)jP Q¯〉JP } are related
by unitary matrix, U for 1/2− and U ′ for 3/2−: |PN(2S1/2)〉|P ∗N(2S1/2)〉
|P ∗N(2D1/2)〉
 = U
 |[Nq]
(0,S)
0 Q¯〉1/2−
|[Nq](1,S)1 Q¯〉1/2−
|[Nq](1,D)1 Q¯〉1/2−
 , with U =
 −12
√
3
2 0√
3
2
1
2 0
0 0 −1
 , (4.1.19)
for 1/2−, and
|PN(2D3/2)〉
|P ∗N(4S3/2)〉
|P ∗N(4D3/2)〉
|P ∗N(2D3/2)〉
 = U ′

|[Nq](1,S)1 Q¯〉3/2−
|[Nq](1,D)1 Q¯〉3/2−
|[Nq](0,D)2 Q¯〉3/2−
|[Nq](1,D)2 Q¯〉3/2−
 , with U ′ =

0
√
6
4
1
2
√
6
4
1 0 0 0
0 1√
2
0 − 1√
2
0 1
2
√
2
−
√
3
2
1
2
√
2
 , (4.1.20)
for 3/2−. We note that the s-wave channels, PN(2S1/2), P ∗N(2S1/2) and P ∗N(4S3/2), have been discussed
in the contact interaction with SU(8) symmetry. Let us rewrite the Hamiltonians H˜1/2− and H˜3/2− , which
are defined by Eqs. (4.1.13) and (4.1.14) by setting ∆M = 0 in the heavy quark limit, in terms of the
spin-complex basis. They are transformed as
U−1H˜1/2−U =
 K0−3C 0 00 K0+C −2√2T
0 −2√2T K2+(C−2T )

= diag(H˜
(0+)
1/2− , H˜
(1+)
1/2−), (4.1.21)
U ′−1H˜3/2−U ′ =

K0+C 2
√
2T 0 0
2
√
2T K2+(C−2T ) 0 0
0 0 K2−3C 0
0 0 0 K2+(C+2T )

= diag(H˜
(1+)
3/2− , H˜
(2+)
3/2−), (4.1.22)
with the block-diagonal forms.23 Even when the other components such as ∆q, Npiq are considered, the
Hamiltonians are block-diagonalized with the spin-complex basis, as far as the heavy quark symmetry
is respected. From the transformed Hamiltonian with the spin-complex basis, we immediately find that
H˜
(1+)
1/2− and H˜
(1+)
3/2− have exactly the same eigenvalues. This is reasonable because the same spin-complex
with 1+ is contained in both 1/2− and 3/2− states. Hence we confirm that the 1/2− and 3/2− states
should be degenerate in the heavy quark limit, as indicated by the small mass difference between 1/2−
23 We notice that the off-diagonal terms in H˜
(2+)
3/2− vanish because the one pion-exchange potential is used. When other
interactions are employed, the off-diagonal terms in H
(jP )
JP
may exist in general. In our model space, we consider only Nq
for the spin-complex.
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and 3/2− states, as shown in Fig. 4. The small mass differences in the other channels can be explained
analogously.
The non-exotic DN sector is studied in Ref. [189]. To concentrate on the molecular states around
the DN threshold, the lower energy piΣc channels are not included. In the I(J
P ) = 0(1/2−) sector, the
pion exchange gives a bound state around 14 MeV below the DN threshold. The binding energy further
increases to ∼ 80 MeV by the ρ and ω exchanges. No bound state is found in the I = 1 sector. In
contrast to the D¯N sector, the correspondence with the results of other models is not clear (see Table 3),
partly because of the difference of the model space.
Chiral quark models In the chiral constituent quark models, the short range part of the hadron inter-
actions can be studied. This model is successfully applied to the nuclear forces [212], and in particular, to
the ∆∆ channel [213–215] which is related to the resonance structure in the pn→ dpi0pi0 reaction [216],
known as the Abashian-Booth-Crowe (ABC) effect [217, 218].
In Refs. [195, 219, 220], the D¯N scattering is studied in the chiral quark models. The D¯N interaction is
constructed by the short range quark exchange mechanism, together with the long range meson exchanges.
In the (I, JP ) = (0, 1/2−) sector, the quark exchange works repulsively. As a consequence, no bound state
is found in the (I, JP ) = (0, 1/2−) channel. A bound state is found as in the pion-exchange model [98, 211]
if the quark exchange is turned off. However, the repulsion by the quark exchange cancels partly the
attraction of the pion exchange, though the total interaction is still attractive in the full model. On the
other hand, the quark exchange is attractive in the (I, JP ) = (1, 5/2−) sector. This attraction supports
a ∆D¯∗ bound state with a binding energy of 3.87 MeV. The state can be observed as a d-wave resonance
in the ND¯ system. The mechanism of the binding of the high-spin state is similar to that of the ∆∆
resonance in spin 3 [220]. The appearance of the shallow bound state in the (I, JP ) = (1, 5/2−) sector is
in clear contrast with the SU(8) contact interaction model where a bound state is found about 100 MeV
below the threshold.
Comparison of different models around threshold We have introduced several different ap-
proaches to the DN/D¯N interaction. Before closing this section, we would like to compare the pre-
diction of different models in the low-energy limit, using the scattering lengths of the DN/D¯N system.
The scattering length is defined by the two-body amplitude at the threshold energy. This is an observable
quantity, and is accessible in principle by the lattice QCD. Moreover, the leading contribution to the mass
of the D/D¯ meson in the nuclear medium can be estimated by the scattering length.
To avoid confusion, let us recall the properties of the scattering length. We first show the convention
of the scattering length in this paper:
aDN/D¯N = lim
k→0
fDN/D¯N (k), (4.1.23)
where fDN/D¯N (k) is the elastic scattering amplitude of the DN/D¯N channel with the momentum k.
24
Because the total cross section at the threshold is given by 4pia2
DN/D¯N
, the scattering length determines
the strength of the two-body scattering process in the zero momentum limit. In the above convention, the
positive scattering length represents the attractive scattering at threshold (increasing phase shift), and
24In the k → 0 limit, all the partial waves other than l = 0 vanish, and the scattering amplitude is independent of the
scattering angle. Our convention is commonly used in hadron physics (meson-meson/meson-baryon scattering), while the
convention with an opposite sign is often used in the nuclear and atomic physics.
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Table 6: Scattering lengths in the DN channel in various models. The isospin averaged scattering length
aD is defined in Eq. (4.1.25). All numbers are given in units of fm. The negative (positive) scattering
length corresponds to the repulsive (attractive) scattering at threshold. When a shallow bound state
exists, the scattering length becomes negative with a large magnitude. The results of Ref. [185] are given
in Ref. [223] where the imaginary parts are found to be negligible. The results of Refs. [186, 190] are
shown in Ref. [191].
Model aI=0DN a
I=1
DN aD
SU(4) contact [185] −0.43 −0.41 −0.42
SU(4) contact [186] −0.57 + i 0.001 −1.47 + i 0.65 −1.25 + i 0.49
SU(8) contact [190] 0.004 + i 0.002 0.33 + i 0.05 0.29 + i 0.038
Meson exchange [191] −0.41 + i 0.04 −2.07 + i 0.57 −1.66 + i 0.44
the negative scattering length corresponds to the repulsive scattering (decreasing phase shift). We note
that the attractive/repulsive nature of the scattering length does not always correspond to the property
of the potential. If a shallow bound state is generated by an attractive potential, the scattering length
is large and negative. In other words, the attractive scattering length indicates the absence of a shallow
bound state near the threshold. While the D¯N scattering length is real, the DN scattering length has
an imaginary part, which expresses the inelastic scattering effect to the open piΣc and piΛc channels. For
reference, the recent determination of the piN scattering lengths gives a
I=1/2
piN = 169.8×10−3M−1pi = 0.243
fm and a
I=3/2
piN = −86.3×10−3M−1pi = −0.123 fm [221]. As an example of the channel with near-threshold
quasi-bound state, the K¯N scattering length is found to be aI=0
K¯N
= −1.39 + i 0.85 fm [179, 180, 222]
where the Λ(1405) resonance lies below the K¯N threshold.
We summarize the the DN scattering lengths in the SU(4) contact interaction models [185, 186], the
SU(8) contact interaction model [190], and the meson exchange model [191, 205] in Table 6. In the I = 0
sector, all models give a moderately repulsive scattering length, except for the SU(8) contact interaction
model which predicts very weakly attractive value. It is remarkable that the imaginary part is very small
in all cases, indicating the transition to the piΣc channel is suppressed. In the I = 1 sector, the results are
more scattered. The imaginary part is very small in Refs. [185, 190] while it is sizable in Refs. [186, 191].
A large negative scattering length of DN(I = 1) of the meson exchange model [191] is a consequence of
the shallow quasi-bound state which corresponds to Σc(2800).
As shown in Table 7, the D¯N scattering lengths are calculated in the SU(4) contact interaction
model [185], the meson exchange model [194], the pion-exchange model [192], and the chiral quark
model [219]. The scattering lengths are in general not very large and comparable with the piN sector,
except for the pion-exchange model where the I = 0 scattering length is enhanced by the near-threshold
bound state (see Table 4). We comment that the pion-exchange model without the ρ and ω exchanges
provides an attractive scattering length (aI=1
D¯N
= 0.22 fm). However, the ρ and ω exchanges in the diagonal
component lead to the repulsive scattering length as shown in Table 7.
The DN/D¯N scattering length can be used to estimate the mass shift of the D/D¯ in the nuclear
medium. Under the linear density approximation [224], the mass shift of the D/D¯ meson in the symmetric
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Table 7: Scattering lengths in the D¯N channel in various models. The isospin averaged scattering length
aD¯ is defined in Eq. (4.1.25). All numbers are given in units of fm. The negative (positive) scattering
length corresponds to the repulsive (attractive) scattering at threshold. When a shallow bound state
exists, the scattering length becomes negative with a large magnitude. Results of Ref. [192] are those in
the piρω model. The results of Ref. [185] are given in Ref. [223].
Model aI=0
D¯N
aI=1
D¯N
aD¯
SU(4) contact [185] −0.16 −0.26 −0.24
Meson exchange [194] 0.07 −0.45 −0.32
Pion exchange [192] −4.38 −0.07 −1.15
Chiral quark model [219] 0.03-0.16 0.20-0.25 0.16-0.23
nuclear matter is given by
∆mD/D¯ = −2pi
MN +mD
MNmD
ρNaD/D¯, (4.1.24)
with the nucleon mass MN , the D meson mass mD, and the normal nuclear matter density ρN . The
isospin averaged scattering length is defined as
aD/D¯ =
aI=0
DN/D¯N
+ 3aI=1
DN/D¯N
4
. (4.1.25)
We see that the attractive scattering length aD/D¯ > 0 (repulsive scattering length aD/D¯ < 0) induces
the decrease (increase) of the D/D¯ mass in nuclear matter. In Tables 6 and 7, we show the results of
the averaged scattering lengths (4.1.25). We note that the the scattering length in the I = 1 channel is
important for the in-medium property of the D/D¯ meson, because of the larger weight in Eq. (4.1.25).
We however remind that Eq. (4.1.24) is a simple estimation, and more detailed analysis of the mass shift
will be discussed in section 4.3. In Ref. [177], the two-body scattering length is evaluated by the QCD
sum rules, in order to study the in-medium modification of the D meson mass. The averaged scattering
length of D and D¯ is estimated as (aD + aD¯)/2 = 0.72 ± 0.12 fm. This suggests the decrease of the
averaged mass of D and D¯ by about ' −48M ± 8 MeV, while the later studies indicate the increase of
the D meson masses. Again, thorough discussion on the mass shift will be given in section 4.3.
4.2 Few-body systems
We have seen several studies with an attractive DN/D¯N interaction, some of which predict a (quasi-
)bound state below the threshold. These observations suggest the possible formation of a bound state of
D/D¯ with a few nucleons. If it exists, detailed investigations of the few-body systems will provide another
clue to understand the two-body interaction, as in the case of the hypernuclei and the ΛN interaction.
In Ref. [225], the DNN three-body system is studied with the DN interaction of Ref. [186] where the
DN system has a quasi-bound state of Λc(2595) in the I = 0 channel. The three-body system is solved
by two techniques: a variational calculation based on the Gaussian expansion method as explained in
Sect. 2.4.1 and the fixed center approximation (FCA) to the Faddeev equation as developed in Refs. [226,
227]. In both methods, a narrow quasi-bound state of DNN is found around 3500 MeV in the I(JP ) =
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Figure 5: Energy levels of D¯(∗)NN , B(∗)NN and P (∗)NN with I = 1/2 and JP = 0− and 1− (solid
lines) [137]. The complex energies for resonances are given as Ere− iΓ/2, where Ere is a resonance energy
and Γ/2 is a half decay width. Thresholds (subthresholds) are denoted by dashed (dash-dotted) lines.
1/2(0−) channel. The I(JP ) = 1/2(1−) channel is unbound with respect to the Λc(2595)N threshold.
The width from the two-body absorption process DNN → ΛcN is evaluated in the FCA calculation and
found to be several tens of MeV. By analyzing the wave function obtained in the variational calculation,
it is found that the DN(I = 0) pair in the quasi-bound DNN system has a similar structure with the
Λc(2595) in free space. This is a characteristic feature observed in the K¯NN quasi-bound state [228, 229].
The FCA approach is also applied to other three-body systems with the D meson, such as NDK, K¯DN ,
NDD¯ systems [230], showing the existence of several quasi-bound states.
The D¯NN -D¯∗NN system is studied in Ref. [137] which indicates the existence of bound and resonance
states in the three-body system. The D¯N -D¯∗N interaction is given by the pion-exchange potential [98,
192, 211], and the NN interaction is adopted by the Argonne v′8 (AV8’) interaction [231]. The Argonne
v′8 interaction includes the tensor force explicitly, as the pion-exchange potential is essential in nuclei. As
a result, in the I(JP ) = 1/2(0−) channel, a bound state is found at 5.2 MeV below the D¯NN threshold.
In the I(JP ) = 1/2(1−) channel, a resonance state is found at 111.2 MeV above the D¯NN threshold,
with a 18.6 MeV decay width. As in the case of the D¯N -D¯∗N system, it is found that the tensor force
plays an important role in the D¯NN -D¯∗NN system. The binding energy mostly comes from the tensor
force in the D¯N -D¯∗N system, while the central force is dominant in the NN pair rather than the tensor
force. The energy levels of the three-body D¯NN -D¯∗NN system are summarized in Fig. 5, together with
the BNN -B∗NN system and PNN -P ∗NN which represents the mQ → ∞ limit. It is shown that the
I(JP ) = 1/2(1−) resonance in the charm sector degenerates with the bound I(JP ) = 1/2(0−) state in
the heavy quark limit. Thus, these states form a heavy quark spin doublet as a consequence of the heavy
quark symmetry in the formulation [58, 59].
It is interesting to note that the lowest energy state is found to be the state with total spin J = 0
in both the DNN and D¯NN systems. In the dominant s-wave DNN/D¯NN component in the J = 0
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state, the two nucleons are combined into the 1S0 state. On the other hand, in the NN system without
D/D¯, the lowest energy state is the bound deuteron in the 3S1 channel, not the unbound
1S0 channel.
This means that, by adding D/D¯, the the lowest energy configuration of the two-nucleon system changes
from 3S1 to
1S0. The reason is attributed to the stronger DN/D¯N attraction in the I = 0 channel than
that in the I = 1 channel. By analyzing the isospin decomposition, it is found that the I(JP ) = 1/2(0−)
channel has larger fraction of I = 0 DN/D¯N pair than the I(JP ) = 1/2(1−) channel [225]. This is
analogous to the K¯NN system [228, 229] which also favors the I(JP ) = 1/2(0−) state as the ground
state. In this way, the injection of D/D¯ causes the structure transition of the two-body correlation of
nucleons. A thorough investigation of the few-body systems will elucidate the property of the hadronic
interactions inside the system.
4.3 Nuclear matter
In general, the nuclear medium effect can shift the mass of the heavy-light meson, and can broaden the
width of the spectrum. In some cases, an additional mode arises from the particle-hole type excitation in
the same quantum numbers with the heavy-light meson. All these effects are included in the in-medium
spectral function SD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ), which is related to the in-medium propagator DD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ) and the
in-medium self-energy ΠD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ) as
SD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ) = −
1
pi
Im DD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ), (4.3.26)
and
DD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ) =
1
q20 − ~q 2 −m2 −ΠD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ)
, (4.3.27)
where q is the four-momentum of the hadron, m is the mass of the meson in vacuum, and ρ is the nuclear
matter density. A useful quantity for the application to the finite nuclei is the optical potential, which is
also related to the self-energy as
Vopt D/D¯(r, q
0) =
1
2q0
ΠD/D¯(q
0, ~q = ~0, ρ(r)), (4.3.28)
where ρ(r) is the density of the nucleus under the local density approximation. Thus, the in-medium
self-energy ΠD/D¯(q0, ~q, ρ) is an essential quantity and is evaluated in various approaches. For instance,
ΠD/D¯(q0, ~q, ρ) can be evaluated by the scalar and vector mean fields in nuclear matter. Hadronic inter-
action models and QCD sum rules are applied to evaluate ΠD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ) through the forward scattering
amplitude of the DN/D¯N system which is related to the self-energy at low densities [See Eq. (4.1.24)].
In the following, we overview the results of various approaches for the in-medium properties of the
heavy-light mesons. Hereafter, the normal nuclear matter density is denoted as ρ0 ∼ 0.17 fm−3.
Quark-meson coupling (QMC) model The first study of the D¯/D meson in nuclei is carried out
in Ref. [232] based on the quark-meson coupling (QMC) model [233]. The QMC model can describe the
pion emission decays of the charmed baryons [234]. This QMC model is used to study the modification of
charm hadrons in nuclear matter. It is noted that the scalar meson (σ) exchange plays an important role
for the relation between the modification of the hadron masses and the change of the chiral condensate
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in nuclear medium. The wave function of the light quarks (u, d, u¯ and d¯) and the charm quarks (c and
c¯) inside the bag (|~x | ≤ R with the bag radius R) follows the Dirac equations(
iγ ·∂ − (mq − V qσ (~x ))− γ0
(
V qω (~x )±
1
2
V qρ (~x )
))
ψu,d(x) = 0, (4.3.29)(
iγ ·∂ − (mq − V qσ (~x )) + γ0
(
V qω (~x )±
1
2
V qρ (~x )
))
ψu¯,d¯(x) = 0, (4.3.30)
(iγ ·∂ −mc)ψc,c¯(x) = 0, (4.3.31)
where
V qσ (~x ) = g
q
σσ(~x ), V
q
ω (~x ) = g
q
ωω(~x ), V
q
ρ (~x ) = g
q
ρρ(~x ), (4.3.32)
and gqM is the coupling constant of the meson M and the light quark q. The mean field of the meson
M(~r ) is obtained by self-consistently solving the set of nonlinear equations of mesons and nucleon (the
bag including quarks) as in the Serot-Walecka model [235, 236] (See Eqs. (23)-(30) in Ref. [237]). The
Coulomb interaction is included in this procedure. While the coupling constants are basically determined
by the nuclear matter properties, it is found that the ω meson potential should be phenomenologically
modified as V˜ qω = (1.4)2V
q
ω for the K+ meson [238]. In Ref. [232], both V˜
q
ω and V
q
ω are used to examine
the D meson bound states in nuclei.
In the left panel of Fig. 6, the mean field potential with V qω (V˜
q
ω ) for the D− meson in 208Pb is shown
by the dotted (dashed) line. The attractive nature of the potential with V qω is evident. The modification
of the ω potential V qω → V˜ qω largely cancels the attraction at small r, but still an attractive pocket exists
at around r ∼ 8 fm. By solving the Schro¨dinger-like equation for the D− meson, the bound state is found
with 35 MeV binding (10 MeV binding) for the V qω (V˜
q
ω ) case. Corresponding D− wave functions are
shown in the right panel of Fig. 6. It should be noted that the binding is caused mainly by the Coulomb
interaction. In fact, the neutral D¯0 is unbound for the potential with V˜ qω which indicates that the D¯
meson feels repulsion in the nuclear medium. In other words, the D− meson could be bound in the heavy
nucleus due to the Coulomb force, even though the strong interaction is repulsive as a whole. In contrast
to the D¯ meson, the ω potential works with an opposite sign for the D meson, leading to the binding
energy of the D0 meson of about 100 MeV. Note however that the channel coupling to the various decay
modes, such as DN → Ycpi, should be considered in the D0 meson case.
The in-medium mass of the D/D¯ meson is calculated in Ref. [239]. The modified V˜ qω is used for the
ω potential. As shown in Fig. 7, the D meson (D¯ meson) feels attractive (repulsive) interaction in the
nuclear medium. These behaviors are similar to those of the K¯/K meson studied in Ref. [238]. We note
that the mixing of D and D∗ is not included.
Nuclear mean-field approach In Refs. [240–243], the in-medium D/D¯ meson is studied by the
SU(4) generalization of the SU(3) mean-field approach [244, 245]. The study is successively generalized
to include the isospin asymmetry [241], finite temperature [242], and the strange hadronic matter en-
vironment [243]. The interaction Lagrangian of the D/D¯ meson consists of the direct coupling to the
nucleon (the Weinberg-Tomozawa vector-type term and the scalar-type term) and the coupling to the
scalar-isoscalar mesons [σ = f0(600), ζ = f0(980)] and the scalar-isovector meson [δ = a0(980)].
25 The
25While the coupling to the vector ω meson is considered in Ref. [240], it is omitted in the later studies [241–243] to avoid
the double counting with the Weinberg-Tomozawa term.
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Figure 6: The mean-field potentials (left) and the wave functions (right) of the bound D− (D¯) meson in
208Pb in the QMC model [232]. In the left panel, the solid line represents the nuclear density distribution,
the dotted line stands for the sum of the scalar, vector and Coulomb potentials for the D− meson, and
the dashed line shows the total potential with the modified vector potential V˜ qω . In the right panel,
solid line represents the nuclear density distribution, the long dashed (short dashed) line represents the
wave function of the D− meson in the 1s (1p) level, and the dashed-dotted (dotted) line shows the wave
function of the D− meson in the 1s (1p) level with the modified vector potential V˜ qω .
Figure 7: Masses of D− (D¯) meson and D+ (D) meson in the QMC model [239].
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D/D¯ meson self-energy Π(ω, |~k |) is evaluated by the mean-field approximation,26 i.e., the nucleon and
scalar meson fields are replaced by their expectation values in nuclear matter. The effect of the gluon
condensate is considered through the trace anomaly with the “dilaton” field χ [142, 174]:〈
βQCD
2g
GaµG
µνa
〉
+
∑
i
miq¯iqi = −(1− d)χ4, (4.3.33)
where the “dilaton” field couples to the scalar mesons. In Refs. [241–243], the in-medium dispersion
relation is obtained by solving the pole condition
−ω2 + ~k 2 +m2D −Π(ω, |~k |) = 0. (4.3.34)
The in-medium mass is defined as ω(~k = ~0). Note that the mass shift is real for both D and D¯ in the
mean-field approximation, because the self-energy does not have an imaginary part. In the symmetric
nuclear matter, a negative mass shift is observed for both D and D¯. The D meson mass drops faster
than the D¯ meson. This is because the vector-type Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction gives attraction for
the D meson, while it is repulsive for the D¯ meson. In the isospin asymmetric nuclear matter with
η = (ρn − ρp)/2ρB 6= 0, the in-medium properties of the D−(c¯d) and D¯0(c¯u) [D0(cu¯) and D+(cd¯)] are
different, reflecting the third component of the isospin. The difference is mainly caused by the Weinberg-
Tomozawa contact interaction, and the contribution from the scalar-isovector exchange is small. In the
neutron-rich nuclear matter (η > 0; nd > nu), the masses of both D¯ mesons (D
− and D¯0) increases.
On the other hand, for the D mesons, the mass of D0 increases but the mass of D+ decreases (see also
Ref. [246] for the masses of the D¯ and B mesons in the asymmetric nuclear matter in the pion-exchange
model). It is shown that the D meson is more sensitive to the isospin asymmetry than the D¯ meson.
Contact interaction models with SU(4) symmetry There are several works studying the in-
medium properties of the D/D¯ meson using the contact interaction models introduced in section 4.1.
The common strategy is to include the Pauli blocking effect for the nucleon propagator and to treat the
D/D¯ meson self-energy in the “self-consistent” framework [247, 248]. Let us briefly demonstrate this
procedure for the D¯ meson as an example. Ignoring the nucleonic correlation effects in nuclear matter,
the in-medium self-energy of the D¯ meson is given by the in-medium T-matrix as
ΠD¯(q0, ~q; ρ) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
n(~p, ρ)
(
T
(I=0)
D¯N
(P0, ~P ; ρ) + 3T
(I=1)
D¯N
(P0, ~P ; ρ)
)
, (4.3.35)
where n(~p, ρ) is the nucleon occupation (1 for the nucleons below the Fermi momentum and 0 for those
above the Fermi momentum), P0 = q0 + EN (~p) and ~P = ~q + ~p. The in-medium T-matrix TD¯N (P0,
~P ; ρ)
is obtained by solving the scattering equation in medium
TD¯N (P0,
~P ; ρ) = V + V G˜D¯N (P0,
~P ; ρ)TD¯N (P0,
~P ; ρ), (4.3.36)
where V is the interaction kernel used to calculate the vacuum T-matrix in Eq. (4.1.2). The medium
effect is included in the loop function
G˜D¯N (P0,
~P ; ρ) = i
∫
dq0d
3q
(2pi)3
DD¯(q0, ~q; ρ)SN (P0 − q0, ~P − ~q; ρ), (4.3.37)
26This self-energy Π(ω, |~k |) has an opposite sign from ΠD/D¯(q0, ~q; ρ) which is used in the other part of this subsection.
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Figure 8: Spectral functions of the D, D¯, Ds and D¯s mesons at ρ = 0.17 fm
−3 (left) and 0.34 fm−3
(right) in the SU(4) contact interaction model [223].
where SN (p0, ~p; ρ) is the in-medium nucleon propagator with Pauli blocking effect [cf. Eq. (2.4.127)], and
DD¯(q0, ~q; ρ) is the D¯ propagator which is related to the self-energy through Eq. (4.3.27). In this way, The
right-hand-side of Eq. (4.3.35) also depends on the D¯ meson self-energy ΠD¯(q0, ~q, ρ). Thus, by solving
the set of equations self-consistently, ΠD¯(q0, ~q, ρ) is determined. In the case of the D meson, we should
note that the DN channel couples with piYc channels. Medium modifications can also be applied to the
other hadrons such as pions in the coupled channels.
In Ref. [223], the medium effect for the D/D¯ meson is studied within the self-consistent framework
developed in Ref. [249], together with the SU(4) contact interaction model of Ref. [185]. As for the D¯
meson, a simple estimation using the low-density theorem (4.1.24), together with the scattering lengths
shown in Table 7, leads to the mass shift of the D¯ meson at nuclear density ρ as ∆mD¯ ' 17ρ/ρ0 MeV,
where ρ0 is the normal nuclear matter density. The spectral function of the full self-consistent treatment
is shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding value of the mass shift at ρ = ρ0 is found to be 18 MeV, in
good agreement with the above estimation. The spectral function of the D meson is also shown in
Fig. 8. The D meson mode is pushed up by about 32 MeV from the free-space mass (∼ 1867 MeV),
in accordance with the repulsive scattering length aD < 0 in Table 6. Another branch appears at lower
energies, corresponding to the resonance-hole modes associated with the I = 0 and I = 1 resonances in
the model of Ref. [185] (see Table 3). The properties of the charm-strange mesons are also discussed.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, there exists a DsN (D¯sN) quasi-bound state at 2892 (2780)
MeV. As a consequence, the spectral functions of both the Ds and D¯s mesons (see Fig. 8) show two-peak
structure which stems from the combination of the original Ds/D¯s mode and the resonance-hole mode.
In Ref. [186], the constructed SU(4) contact interaction model is also applied to study the medium
effect of the D meson. In this study, medium modification of the pion propagator in the piYc loops is
also considered. In addition to the vector-type contact interaction, the scalar-isoscalar interaction is also
considered to examine the model dependence. By fitting the Λc(2595) resonance in the I = 0 sector, they
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FIG. 5. Imaginary part of the in-medium DN amplitude for total
momentum P = 0 as a function of the total energy P0 for I = 0 (left
panels) and I = 1 (right panels), obtained in the cut-off scheme using
model A (upper panels) and model B (lower panels).
once resonances are present. As discussed later, in the present
model this drastic change is caused mainly by the isospin one
!c(2770) resonance which lies below but close to the DN
threshold.
Then we go further to consider the medium effects, Pauli
blocking, and the self-consistent inclusion of the D-meson
self-energy in the coupled-channels equations. When Pauli
blocking alone is considered, the amount of repulsion increases
up to 40 MeV, whereas when meson dressings are incorporated
in addition, the repulsive mass shift goes down to 5 MeV.
Note, however, that the actual shift of the D-meson mass is
eventually determined by the position of the quasi-particle
peak in the spectral function, which has a complex structure
determined both by the real and the imaginary parts of the
self-energy. We will come back to this point toward the end of
this section.
Being convinced of the importance of a proper treatment
of in-medium effects, we now discuss more explicitly the
changes induced in the DN amplitude and, as a result, on
the D-meson self-energy and its spectral density. In Fig. 5 we
display the imaginary part of the I = 0 (left panels) and I = 1
(right panels) DN amplitude at normal nuclear matter density,
ρ0 = 0.17 fm−3, as a function of the total energy P0 and total
momentum P⃗ = 0. The results of model A and B are presented
in the two upper and two lower panels, respectively. With Pauli
blocking (dashed lines), the resonances are produced at higher
energies than in the free amplitudes (dotted lines), in exact
analogy to the behavior of the ¯KN in-medium amplitudes
described at the beginning of this section. When one adds
the D-meson dressing, the I = 0 and I = 1 resonances move
down (solid lines), even below their corresponding free space
location. This effect is especially pronounced for model A,
which contains a nonvanishing !DN term. In particular, the
#c(2593) appears about 50 MeV lower in energy than in
free space. The reason for this additional attraction when the
D self-energy is included self-consistently is that the DN
amplitudes develop strengths at much lower energies than
their free-space thresholds, starting actually at the threshold
for the π#c states, 2422 MeV. This enhances the phase space
for intermediate states, inducing effectively a strong attraction
in the coupled-channels equations. The result is the lowering
of resonance positions below their free-space counterparts.
These in-medium resonances will be denoted from now on
as ˜#c(2593) and ˜!c(2770). In particular, the mass of the
˜#c(2593) is lowered by about 50 MeV in nuclear matter at
normal density. Note that the width of the in-medium ˜#c(2593)
is not zero even if it now appears below the free space
I = 0 coupled-channels threshold, π!c. This is due to the
process ˜#c(2593)N → πN#c, which opens up as soon as the
in-medium D-meson self-energy is incorporated. A similar ar-
gument holds for explaining the much larger width of the I = 1
resonance, which can also decay through nucleon absorption
processes of the type ˜!c(2770)N → πN#c,πN!c. When the
pions are also dressed (dot-dashed lines in the same figure),
the tendency does not change much, even if two-nucleon ab-
sorption channels, ˜#c(2593)NN → #cNN,!cNN , are now
possible through the coupling of the pion to particle-hole con-
figurations. This is in contrast to what is observed for ¯KN dy-
namics [32] and also to what is found in Ref. [6] for in-medium
D mesons. The reason is that, in the present model, the interac-
tion DN → πYc is reduced by the factor κc ≃ 1/4 originating
from the t-channel exchange of a charmed vector meson.
The results for models A and B are qualitatively similar.
The only noticeable difference is that, due to the absence of
attractive scalar-isoscalar !DN term, model B produces in-
medium resonances at higher energies. Correspondingly, their
widths are larger due to the increased decaying phase space.
To illustrate the effect of each approximation on the sign
and strength of the in-medium DN amplitude, we display its
real part in Fig. 6 for the same cases as in Fig. 5 but focusing
on the energy region close to the free-space DN threshold.
The bare interaction V , represented by the thin solid line, is
attractive both in the I = 0 and I = 1 channels. The dotted
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065201-11
Figure 9: Imaginary part of the in-medium DN scattering amplitude TD¯N (P0,
~P = ~0; ρ) for I=0 (left) a d
I=1 (right) in model A (top) d in model B (down) at ρ = ρ0, based on the SU(4) contact interaction
model [186].
construct two models in which the scalar interaction is switched on (model A) and switched off (model
B). The imaginary part of the in-medium DN scattering amplitude TDN (P0, ~P = ~0; ρ) at ρ = ρ0 is shown
in Fig. 9 with various medium effects applied. In both models, it is found that the Pauli blocking shifts
the Λc(2595) peak to the higher energy region, and the D meson dressing pushes it down, as in the case of
the Λ(1405) in the K¯N sector [247, 248]. The D meson pectral function shows the two-peak structure,
as observed in Ref. [223].
In Ref. [250], the same SU(4) contact interaction model is used to study the medium modification of
both D and D¯. The mean-field binding for the baryons is considered by the Walecka-type σ-ω model [141]
and the finite temperature effect is also included. The results of the D meson spectral function are similar
to those of Ref. [186] at zero temperature. On the other and, at T = 100 MeV, the Λc(2595) peak in
the in-medium T-matrix is smeared out and th resonance-hole mode in the D meson spectral function
disappears. In Fig. 10, the mass shift of the D¯ meson is shown with (model A) and without (model
B) the scalar-isoscalar interaction, estimated by the optical potential (4.3.28). The mass shift of D¯ is
repulsive, irrespective to the choice of the parameter set. It is shown that the low-density approximation
(denoted as Tρ) quantitatively deviates from the self-consistent calculation.
The medium effect forD/D¯ andDs/D¯s is studied in Ref. [251] with the nonlocal interaction model [198].
In this paper, the interplay between D/D¯ and Ds/D¯s is investig ted. Because the DN channel couples
with the DsY channel, the medium modification of Ds has an influence on the in-medium spectrum of D
through the coupled-channel effect. In fact, it is explicitly demonstrated in the self-consistent approach
that the Ds meson dressing has a nonnegligible effect on the D meson self-energy in the nuclear medium.
The same thing happens for D¯ and D¯s; the D¯ dressing affect the D¯s spectrum because the D¯sN channel
couples with the D¯Λ cha nel. As shown in th right pan l of Fig. 11, the dressing D¯ modifies the spectral
function of D¯s. The mass of D¯ increase by about 35 MeV. The spectrum of D¯s shows only one distinct
peak, which is different from that in Ref. [223] where two peaks appear around the vacuum D¯s mass.
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Contact interaction models with SU(8) symmetry The contact interaction model with SU(8)
symmetry [190, 193] is utilized in Refs. [252, 253] for the D meson and in Ref. [254] for the D¯ meson.
Because of the heavy quark symmetry, the medium modification of the D∗/D¯∗ meson is considered
simultaneously. The in-medium self-energy of the D¯∗ meson is given by the D¯N and D¯∗N T-matrices as
ΠD¯∗(q
0, ~q; ρ) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
n(~p, ρ)
(
1
3
T
(I=0,J=1/2)
D¯∗N (P
0, ~P ; ρ) + T
(I=1,J=1/2)
D¯∗N (P
0, ~P ; ρ)
+
2
3
T
(I=0,J=3/2)
D¯∗N (P
0, ~P ; ρ) + 2T
(I=1,J=3/2)
D¯∗N (P
0, ~P ; ρ)
)
. (4.3.38)
We note that the decay D¯∗ → D¯pi and the in-medium decay D¯∗ → D¯NN−1 with nucleon N and hole
N−1 are not considered. The latter is investigated in pion-exchange interaction [246].
As shown in Ref. [252], the in-medium spectral function of the D meson is qualitatively similar with
that in the SU(4) model, but richer spectrum of resonances in the SU(8) model (see Table 3) induces
various resonance-hole excitations. On the other hand, there is a qualitative difference from the SU(4)
models in the mass shift. The mass shift of the D meson is studied by the optical potential. In contrast to
the SU(4) models, the mass of the D meson decreases at finite density, reflecting the attractive scattering
length aDN as shown in Table 6. Moreover, the imaginary part is shown to be small, which is also
indicated by the small imaginary part of aDN . On the other hand, the mass of the D
∗ meson is shown
to increase in the nuclear medium.
This behavior of the D meson in nuclear matter in the SU(8) model (attractive with small imaginary
part) suggests the bound state formation in a finite nucleus. This possibility is pursued in Ref. [253].
To calculate the D bound states in finite nuclei, the energy-dependent optical potential for the D meson
is constructed with the local density approximation as in Eq. (4.3.28) with the in-medium self-energy
obtained in Ref. [252]. Solving the Schro¨dinger equation, the neutral D0 bound nuclei are found. The
states with widths smaller than the binding energies (Γ/2 < |B|) are shown in Fig. 12, which are
advantageous in experimental identification. We note that theDNN quasi-bound state found in Ref. [225]
is qualitatively different from the D nucleus in Ref. [253]. The former is driven by the DN attraction far
from the threshold which forms Λc(2595), while the latter is induced by the attraction of the DN system
near the threshold in the SU(8) model. For the positively charged D+ meson, the Coulomb repulsion
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FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2 for the ¯D (left panels) and ¯Ds (right panels) mesons.
We observe very drastic changes when the dressing of the
¯D and ¯Ds mesons is incorporated. The reason is that, as we
will see, the in-medium quasiparticle peak of the ¯Ds meson
experiences a strong attraction. This moves the in-medium
threshold for ¯DsN states below the position of the resonance,
making its decay possible and quite probable due to the signif-
icant coupling to these states. When the baryon self-energies
are included, the amplitude shifts toward lower energies by
an amount consistent with the attraction felt by the dressed
baryons.
The ¯D and ¯Ds self-energies and spectral functions are
shown in Fig. 4 as functions of q0, including Pauli blocking
effects, the additional self-consistent dressing of the given
meson, and, in the case of the ¯Ds , incorporating also the
dressing of the ¯Dmeson in the ¯DY intermediate states coupling
to ¯DsN . Results when baryon dressing is included are also
shown. Again the thin solid lines indicate the q20 −m2¯D (left
panel) and the q20 −m2¯Ds functions (right panel).
The self-energy of the ¯D mesons is quite smooth due to
the absence of resonances in the ¯DN sector. The repulsive
character of the ¯DN amplitude gives rise to a quasiparticle
peak in the ¯D spectral function appearing at higher energy
than the ¯D meson mass, by 27 MeV in the case of considering
Pauli blocking effects only, or by 35 MeV when the additional
self-consistent dressing of the ¯D meson is also taken into
account. The repulsive mass shift obtained in Refs. [101,103]
is somewhat smaller, of the order of 20 MeV for both cases.
On the other hand, the self-energy of the ¯Ds meson shows a
richer structure, which, in the case of Pauli blocking, is seen
as a bump in the spectral function around 2000 MeV. This is
a reflection of the presence, in the ¯DsN amplitude, of a pole
at 2906 MeV, which appears shifted about 40 MeV to higher
energies when Pauli blocking effects are incorporated (Fig. 3).
The dressing of the ¯Ds meson smears this structure in such a
way that one barely sees any trace of it in the corresponding
spectral function. Moreover, the delta-like quasiparticle peak,
appearing 77 MeV below the free ¯Ds mass when only Pauli
blocking effects are considered, moves 15 MeV upward
in energy when the ¯Ds meson is dressed. Considering the
additional dressing of the ¯D meson in the related ¯DY loops
produces a substantial change in the ¯Ds self-energy. This is
easy to understand from the results of Table II, where we
see that the pole at 2906 MeV couples also very strongly
to ¯DY states. The loss of attraction in the region of the
quasiparticle peak moves it toward a higher energy. Finally,
the effect of including the dressing of the baryons moves the
Ds quasiparticle peak further up, which ends being around
40 MeV below the free mass. Our findings differ again quite
strongly from those of Ref. [101], which are dominated by an
exotic coupled-channel molecule at 2780 MeV [73], which is
the equivalent to the pole at 2906 MeV found in the model of
Ref. [105] and used in the present work. As a consequence,
the spectral function for the ¯Ds meson found in Ref. [101]
shows two distinct peaks, the quasiparticle one located about
10 MeV above the free ¯Ds mass, and a narrow resonance-hole
mode located 150 MeV below.
In Fig. 5 we display the behavior of the!c(2595) resonance
at two densities, ρ0 and 2ρ0, and two temperatures, T = 0
and 100 MeV. Results are presented for the complete model
that includes the self-consistent meson self-energies and the
dressing of the baryons. We observe that the in-medium
resonance at T = 0 appears below the free space position,
015208-8
Figure 11: The self-energy and the spectral function of D¯ (left) and D¯s (right) mesons at ρ = ρ0 in the
SU(4) contact interaction model [251].
reduces the binding energies, and no state with Γ/2 < |B| is found.
The result of the SU(8) model for the D¯ m son is essentially different from the SU(4) models. As
explained in section 4.1, the D¯N -D¯∗N system supports a bound state below the threshold, as a conse-
quence of the coupled-channel effect [193]. In Ref. [254], he b und state with I(JP ) = 0(1/2−) is called
X(2805). The in-medium self-energy f the D¯ meson is shown in Fig. 13 (α specifies the subtraction
point). The energy of the in-medium mode is read off from the cross poi t of the real part of the self-
energy Re Π/(2mD¯) with the oblique line representing [(q
0)2 − m2
D¯
]/(2mD¯). For instance, at ρ = ρ0,
the mode is found about 20-27 MeV below the free D¯ mass, depending on the choice of the subtraction
constant. This m d c be r gard d as th mixture of th in-medium D¯ mes a d the X(2805)-hole
mode. The imaginary part of the self-energy comes from the nucleon-hole pair creation. We note that the
real part of the self-energy of the SU(4) model is always positive in the fig re, so that the D¯ meson is not
bound, in a cordanc with Ref. [251]. In additi n, the strong energy dependence of the near-threshold
amplitude indicates that the low-density (Tρ) approximation breaks down at very small density.
The D¯ bound states in fi ite nuclei is studied by the optical po ential from t self-energy ΠD¯ shown
in Fig. 13. The Schro¨dinger equation for the D¯ meson wave function Ψ is written as(
−
~∇2
2mred
+ VCoul(r) + Vopt(r, q
0)
)
Ψ = (−B − iΓ/2)Ψ, (4.3.39)
where mred is the reduced mass of the D¯-nucleus system and VCoul(r) is the Coulomb potential which acts
only for D−. Several bound states are obtained as shown by the filled symbols in Fig. 14. In addition,
for the D− case, there are atomic bound states indicated by crosses. Compared with the pure Coulombic
ones (open circles), the energy levels of the D− atoms are shifted by the repulsive strong interaction
effect due to the existence of the nuclear bound states. This is in accordance with the negative scattering
length in Table 7.
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Pion exchange models with heavy quark symmetry The in-medium self-energies of D¯(∗) (B(∗))
is considered with the pion-exchange interaction as the longest force [246]. In the lowest order of the
coupling constant of the D¯(∗)D¯(∗)pi vertex, the relevant diagrams are those shown in Fig. 15. The nucleon-
hole excitation was included in the pion loop by the NNpi pseudovector coupling of Eq. (2.3.86). The
expression of the self-energy for the D¯ meson is expressed by
ΣD¯(kF) = Σ
(D¯∗)
D¯
(kF) + Σ
(D¯∗)
D¯ Pauli
(kF), (4.3.40)
and that for the D¯∗ meson is by
ΣD¯∗(kF) = Σ
(D¯∗)
D¯∗ (kF) + Σ
(D¯)
D¯∗ (kF) + Σ
(D¯∗)
D¯∗ Pauli(kF) + Σ
(D¯)
D¯∗ Pauli(kF), (4.3.41)
which correspond to (1) and (2), respectively, in Fig. 15. The terms with superscript with the parentheses
indicate the self-energy with the corresponding intermediate states, and the terms with “Pauli” indicate
the second diagram in (1) and (2). The explicit equation forms are found in Ref. [246]. It is important
to note that there exist intermediate D¯∗ states in the self-energy of D¯ meson, because this intermediate
state allows the pi exchange contribution for the D¯ meson self-energy (Fig. 15 (1)). The existence of the
intermediate D¯∗ states is important thanks to the small mass splitting between D¯ and D¯∗ proportional to
the inverse of the heavy meson mass. The same forms are applied to the B and B∗ mesons by replacing
their masses. We note that the nonperturbative effect, such as the formation of the D¯N bound state in
Ref. [98], is not included in this scheme.
In this calculation, the first term in the self-energy Σ
(D¯∗)
D¯
(kF) of the D¯ (B) meson has no imaginary
part, unless the Fermi momentum exceeds the critical value kcrF =
√
2 (1 +mN/M)∆ with M = (MP +
3MP ∗)/4 and ∆ = MP ∗ −MP (P (∗) = D¯(∗), B(∗)). In the case of the D¯ and B mesons, the critical
density ncr = 2k
cr 2
F /3pi
2 is larger than the normal nuclear density. In any case, this imaginary part can
be always canceled by the second term Σ
(D¯∗)
D¯ Pauli
(kF), as it should be. In contrast to the D¯ (B) meson,
the self-energy of the D¯∗ (B∗) meson always has an imaginary part, as it decays to the D¯ (B) meson
and the nucleon-hole pairs, NN−1, even at the small baryon number density. It is interesting to compare
the decay property of the B∗ meson with that of B∗ in vacuum. In the latter, B∗ cannot decay to Bpi
due to the closed mass threshold. In the former, however, B∗ decays to B meson and the nucleon-hole
pairs, because the minimum energy cost of nucleon-hole pairs is infinitely small due to the instability of
the Fermi surface. By calculating the self-energies, it is found that the mass of the D¯ meson decreases
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Figure 15: Diagrams for the self-energies for D¯ (top) and D¯∗ (bottom) used in Ref. [246]. The line with
‖ indicates the medium part, i.e. the second term in Eq. (2.4.127).
at finite baryon number density and the D¯∗ meson mass also decreases, as shown in Fig 16. At the same
time, the imaginary part of the self-energy causes the width broadening of the D¯∗ meson.
Let us consider the above result in the heavy quark limit [58]. In this limit, the self-energies of D¯ and
D¯∗ mesons in Fig. 16 can be compactly expressed as
−iΣP = −
(
2g√
2fpi
)2 ∫ d4k
(2pi)4
k2 − (v ·k)2
2v ·(−k) + iε
(
1
k2 −m2pi + iε
)2∑
a,b
τaΠabpi (k)τ
b, (4.3.42)
for P (= D¯) meson and
−iΣP ∗ = −iΣ(P )P ∗ − iΣ(P
∗)
P ∗ , (4.3.43)
with Σ
(P )
P ∗ = (1/3)ΣP and Σ
(P ∗)
P ∗ = (2/3)ΣP for P
∗ (= D¯∗) meson, where the superscripts indicate the
contained intermediate states. Both P and P ∗ are defined in the heavy quark limit. In this limit, P ∗
meson has no imaginary part because of the mass degeneracy between P and P ∗ mesons: MP = M∗P .
The coupling constant g was defined in Eq. (2.3.104), and Πabpi (k) with isospin indices a, b = 1, 2, 3 is the
pion self-energy including nucleon-hole pairs in nuclear matter. Here, the factors 1/3 and 2/3 included
in Σ
(P )
P ∗ and Σ
(P ∗)
P ∗ for ΣP ∗ are important. In fact, those factors can be understood in an intuitive way. In
the heavy quark limit, all the physical properties of P and P ∗ mesons are the same except for the spin
degrees of freedom. As for ΣP , the intermediate P
∗ states have three degrees of freedom due to spin one
(cf. Fig. 16). As for ΣP ∗ , on the other hand, the intermediate P states have one degree of freedom due
to spin zero, and the intermediate P ∗ states have two degree of freedom due to spin one. Notice that
the latter number is reduced from three to two, because there are antisymmetric tensor (helicity-flipping
term) for the spin in the piP ∗P ∗ vertex in Eq. (2.3.104). As a result, we obtain the same self-energies
for P and P ∗ in nuclear matter in the heavy quark limit. This result is consistent with the heavy quark
symmetry. The light spin-complex, which is defined in Sect. 2.2.2, is composed of qNN−1 with q the
light quark in P (∗)(= qQ¯) and NN−1 nucleon-hole pairs. Though the present result is given at the lowest
order for the interaction, it will be straightforwardly extended to higher orders.
The isospin asymmetric nuclear matter is also investigated with the asymmetry parameter δ = (nn−
np)/(nn + np) [246]. For δ > 0, namely, nd > nu for u, d quark number density, the D¯
0(c¯u) mass
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Figure 16: The in-medium self-energies of D¯ (left) and D¯∗ (right) mesons in nuclear matter with baryon
number density n, calculated by pion-exchange interaction [246].
becomes smaller, while the D−(c¯d) mass become larger. This is in contrast to the result in the mean-field
approach [241, 242]. To have more precise discussion, however, it will be necessary to include also the
Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction for NNpipi.
As discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, the λ1 and λ2 coefficients in the 1/mQ expansion of the masses of the
charm and bottom hadrons reflect the effects of the electric and magnetic gluons inside the charmed
hadrons, respectively. By calculating the in-medium hadron masses, it is possible to study the change
of the gluonic components through the modifications of the λ1 and λ2 in the nuclear matter. For this
purpose, the 1/mQ corrections should be introduced in the effective theory, as described in Sect. 2.3.2. In
Ref. [255], the values of λ1(ρ) and λ2(ρ;mQ) at the baryon number density ρ are calculated at the pion
one-loop level. It is important to include systematically the 1/M corrections with M being the averaged
mass of P and P ∗. This is realized by using the 1/M corrections to the P (∗)P (∗)pi vertices as presented
in Eq. (2.3.109). When compared with the vacuum values, the coefficients at ρ = ρ0 are obtained as
λ1(ρ0)
λ1(0)
= 1.28-1.20,
λ2(ρ0;mc)
λ2(0;mc)
= 0.74-0.89,
λ2(ρ0;mb)
λ2(0;mb)
= 0.35-0.73. (4.3.44)
The increase of λ1 indicates that the coupling of the electric gluon to the heavy quark in the heavy-light
meson are enhanced in the nuclear medium, while the decrease of λ2 shows the suppression of that of the
magnetic gluon. For reference, the strength of the electric/magnetic gluon condensate is studied at finite
temperature, using the QCD sum rule analysis of the lattice QCD data [256, 257]. It is discussed that the
increase of the electric condensate near the critical temperature leads to the decrease of the mass of J/ψ
through the Stark effect, while the magnetic condensate hardly changes around the critical temperature
Tc.
QCD sum rules The QCD sum rules have been used to study the in-medium properties for the light
mesons such as ρ, ω and φ [17]. The application to the heavy-light meson is firstly done in Refs. [177, 258].
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The in-medium two-point correlation function of the D/D¯ meson is given by
ΠNMPS (q) = i
∫
d4xeiq·x〈TJ5(x)J†5(0)〉NM(ρN ), (4.3.45)
where ρN is the nuclear matter density and q
µ = (q0, ~q) is the momentum carried by the interpolating
current J5(x) = J
†
5(x) = (c¯iγ5q(x) + q¯iγ5c(x)) /2. Here, the mass of the in-medium D/D¯ meson is
evaluated by introducing the density dependence in the condensates. In addition to the linear density
approximation, in Ref. [177], Eq. (4.3.45) is approximated by
ΠNMPS (q) ' Π0PS(q) +
ρN
2MN
TPS(q), (4.3.46)
where Π0PS(q) is the vacuum correlation function and TPS(q) is the forward scattering amplitude of a
D/D¯ meson and a nucleon in vacuum, defined as [259]
TPS(q) = i
∫
d4xeiq·x〈N(p)|TJ5(x)J†5(0)|N(p)〉. (4.3.47)
By applying the Borel transformation to TPS(q) and comparing the OPE side with the phenomenological
side, the modification of the D/D¯ meson in medium is calculated. Up to the dimension four OPE, the
relevant condensates are 〈q¯q〉, 〈αspi G2〉, 〈q†i ~D0q〉 and 〈αspi
(
(vG)2
v2
− G24
)
〉. In this case, the difference of the
D and D¯ does not appear in the OPE side. As a result, the negative mass shift ∆m = −48± 8 MeV is
obtained for both the D and D¯ mesons at normal nuclear matter density. Namely, the mass of the D/D¯
meson decreases about 50 MeV in the nuclear medium. This attraction is comparable with that from the
QMC model in Refs. [232, 239]. The negative mass shifts are also obtained by the improved analysis. In
Ref. [260], the mass shift is obtained as ∆mD = −46± 7 MeV for the D meson, and ∆mB = −242± 62
MeV for the B meson. Larger mass shift is suggested in Ref. [261]; ∆mD = −72 MeV, ∆mB = −478
MeV, ∆mD∗ = −102 MeV, and ∆mB∗ = −687 MeV. In all cases, the medium modification acts as an
attractive effect. We note that Refs. [260, 261] use the low density approximation of Eq. (4.3.45) to study
the medium effect.
On the other hand, the repulsive mass shift is predicted in Refs. [262, 263] where the dimension five
operator 〈q¯gσGq〉 and the q0-odd operators 〈q†q〉, 〈q† ~D20q〉, 〈q†gσGq〉 are included in addition to the
operators used in Ref. [177].27 In contrast to the assumption in Eq. (4.3.46), the original form of the
correlation function
ΠNMPS (q) = Π
NM,even
PS (q
2
0) + q0Π
NM,odd
PS (q
2
0), (4.3.48)
with the superscripts indicate the q0-even/odd operators is used. In this case, the q0-odd terms cause the
splitting of D and D¯. As a result, the averaged mass of D and D¯ mesons m = (mD + mD¯)/2 increases
by +45 MeV at the normal nuclear matter density (see Fig. 17). By introducing the contribution of both
D+ and D− in the phenomenological side, the mass difference is extracted as mD −mD¯ = −60 MeV,
indicating mD < mD¯. The same tendency is observed in the bottom sector where m = (mB + mB¯)/2
increases about +60 MeV and mB¯ − mB = −130 MeV. In the case of the charm-strange mesons, the
averaged mass m = (mDs +mD¯s)/2 increases by about +30 MeV, while mDs−mD¯s = +25 MeV, showing
mDs > mD¯s as opposed to the D/D¯ case. For the detailed discussion on the sum rules with the mixed
condensates and the four-quark condensates, see Refs. [264, 265].
27Notice that q0-odd terms do not appear in q¯q meson with q = u, d, such as ρ, ω mesons, as well as in quarkonia, such
as φ and J/ψ, in isospin-symmetric nuclear matter.
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Figure 17: The averaged mass m = (mD +mD¯)/2 and the mass splitting ∆m = (mD−mD¯)/2 in nuclear
matter with density n in the QCD sum rule approach [262].
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In Ref. [266], the in-medium spectral function of the D/D¯ meson is extracted with the maximum
entropy method [267]. In this method, the spectral function can be obtained without any assumption
of its explicit form. The charge-conjugation projection is performed at the OPE level. The results
are qualitatively similar to those in Ref. [262], i.e., the D/D¯ mass increases in the nuclear medium, as
shown in Fig. 18. Quantitatively, the amount of the mass modification and the magnitude of the mass
splitting are milder than those in Ref. [262]. Possible origin of the difference of the qualitative conclusions
(attraction or repulsion) in the QCD sum rule approaches may be related with the choice of the Borel
window which is used in the analysis (see e.g. Sect. IV in Ref. [266] for more details).
In Refs. [262, 263, 266] the mass of the D/D¯ meson is predicted to increase. This is in contrast to the
light mesons, whose masses in general decrease. An explanation of these behavior is given in Ref. [268],
based on the constituent quark model with the linear confining potential. When chiral symmetry is
partially restored in the nuclear medium, the constituent mass of the light quarks should decrease. It is
shown that the light-light meson mass decreases along with the reduction of the constituent quark mass,
while the heavy-light meson mass increases.
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NJL model Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [47, 48] describes the dynamical chiral symmetry break-
ing, and has been applied to various phenomena in the light quark sectors in finite temperature and density
(see review articles [40, 269–271]). The generalization to the charm quark sector is done in Refs. [272, 273]
by utilizing the SU(4) symmetry.
The in-medium properties of the heavy-light mesons are studied in Ref. [274] where the Polyakov loop
potential is also incorporated. The Lagrangian is given by
LPNJL = q¯(iγµDµ + mˆ)q +GS
15∑
a=0
(
(q¯λaq)2 + (q¯iγ5λ
aq)2
)− U(Φ[A], Φ¯[A];T ), (4.3.49)
where Φ is the Polyakov loop and q = (u, d, s, c)t is the four-component quark field. The light quark
masses are dynamically generated by the gap equation. The mass of the pseudoscalar meson MP is
obtained by solving the gap equation
1− 2GSΠij(P0 = MP , ~P = 0) = 0, (4.3.50)
with the polarization operators
Πij(P ) = iNc
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
trD [Si(p)iγ5Sj(p+ P )iγ5] . (4.3.51)
The masses of the D− (D¯) and D+ (D) mesons at finite density are shown in Fig. 19 with the finite
temperature T = µ/3. At low density, the mass of the D− (D¯) meson increases, while that of the D+
(D) meson decreases. This can be understood by the effective repulsion by the Pauli principle; the light
quark inside D¯ feels the Pauli blocking effect at finite density, whereas neither the charm quark nor the
light antiquark are affected. At sufficiently large baryon density, the decay processes such as D¯ → q + c¯
or D → q¯+ c can occur and the decay width Γ appears as shown in Fig. 19. We should note the possible
cutoff dependence of the threshold effect, as in the study of the vector mesons in vacuum [275].
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4.4 New aspects of heavy-light mesons in nuclear matter
Partial restoration of broken chiral symmetry As discussed in Sect. 2.2.1, the chiral condensate is
one of the most important quantities to determine the properties of hadrons. In the linear representation
of chiral symmetry, the mass difference between chiral partners of heavy-light meson, ∆M , is proportional
to the pion decay constant, and hence it is proportional to the chiral condensate 〈q¯q〉 [276]:
∆M ∝ fpi ∝ 〈q¯q〉. (4.4.52)
Thus, we can probe the chiral condensate in nuclear medium by measuring the ∆M for the heavy hadron.
In the following, we summarize the studies of the mass modifications of the chiral partners of the heavy-
light pseudoscalar and scalar mesons, such as D(0−) and D∗0(0+) as well as Ds(0−) and D∗s0(0+).
There are several works based on the hadron dynamics. In Ref. [277], the in-medium properties (mass
and decay width) of scalar mesons, D∗0(2400) and D∗s0(2317), was studied by investigating the T-matrix
from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation based on the SU(8) flavor-spin symmetry. It turned out that
their in-medium decay width of D∗s0(2317) changes to be 100 MeV, which is much larger than the value
(< 3.8 MeV) in vacuum [27]. The in-medium decay width of D∗0(2400) meson is also enhanced. The
reason of the large in-medium decay widths would be due to the strong absorption process via DN and
DNN loops. On the other hand, the mass modifications were small. However, we have to be careful
if the present result can be used for the partial restoration of the broken chiral symmetry in nuclear
medium, because the non-linear representation is used (cf. Sect. 2.3.1).
In contrast, the mass modifications of D, D∗, Ds, D∗s mesons were investigated at finite temperature
in the linear-sigma model [278, 279]. We would like to introduce this study, because the discussion is
based essentially on the change of chiral condensate in medium, and can be applied straightforwardly to
nuclear medium. The author focused especially on the parity doublets, (0−, 1−) and (0+, 1+). Masses
of (0−, 1−) states and (0+, 1+) states should coincide with each other when chiral symmetry recovers
completely.28 In general, however, it is difficult to conclude if the masses of both parity + and - states
become smaller, or if both of them become larger, or if the mass of parity + becomes larger and the mass
of parity - becomes smaller. In Ref. [278], the effective Lagrangian with SU(3) (u, d, s) flavor symmetry,
the U(1)A breaking and the heavy quark symmetry were considered [280, 281] (see also Ref. [276]). We
consider the D = (Dq, Dq, Ds) meson in the linear representation
HL,R(x) = 1√
2
(
G(x)± iH(x)γ5
)
, (4.4.53)
with Hv defined in Eq. (2.3.102) for (0
−, 1−) mesons and Gv(x) defined by
Gv(x) =
1 + v/
2
(−iD∗v µ(x)γµγ5 +Dv(x)) , (4.4.54)
for (0+, 1+) mesons. We consider also the light meson field Σ = (σa + ipia)T a (a = 0, . . . , 8).29 Then,
the heavy-light meson field HL,R(x) and the light meson field Σ are transformed as
HL,R(x)→ SHL,R(x)g†L,R, (4.4.55)
28The 0− and 1− (0+ and 1+) states should be closer to each other in mass, because of the approximate heavy quark
symmetry (cf. Sect. 2.2.2).
29U(1)V symmetry is included.
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and
Σ→ g†LΣgR, (4.4.56)
according to the heavy quark spin transformation S and chiral transformation gL,R. Then, we can
construct the effective Lagrangian for the heavy-light meson HL,R and the light meson Σ. The effective
Lagrangian of the light meson Σ is given by the linear sigma model. The effective Lagrangian concerning
the heavy-light meson is given by the coupling to the light meson
LHL = 1
2
Tr
(H¯Lv ·i∂HL + H¯Rv ·i∂HR)+ m0
2
Tr
(H¯LHL + H¯RHR)
+
gpi
4
Tr
(
Σ†H¯LHR + ΣH¯RHL
)
− i gA
2fpi
Tr
(
γ5
(
∂/Σ†
)
H¯LHR − γ5 (∂/Σ) H¯RHL
)
, (4.4.57)
and by four-point interaction of the heavy-light meson (see Ref. [278] for more details). The four-point
interaction is adopted for realizing the condensate ofDs mesons at finite chemical potentials of strangeness
and charm.
We consider the SU(3) flavor “σ” meson (JP = 0+), the singlet σ0 and the octet σ8, in the linear
representation. They are transformed to a non-strange scalar σq meson, a strange scalar σs meson(
σq
σs
)
=
1√
3
( √
2 1
1 −√2
)(
σ0
σ8
)
, (4.4.58)
as a mixing of σ0 and σ8. Their condensates in vacuum are given by
〈σq〉 = fpi, (4.4.59)
〈σs〉 = 1√
2
(2fK − fpi) , (4.4.60)
with the pion and kaon decay constants, fpi and fK . The ground state of the heavy-light meson systems
is given by the stationary condition for the thermodynamics potential Ω,
∂Ω
∂σq
=
∂Ω
∂σs
=
∂Ω
∂Dq
=
∂Ω
∂Ds
= 0. (4.4.61)
As a result, it turned out that the masses of JP = 0− and 0+ states for D mesons are almost constant
at low temperature, and only 0+ states becomes lighter around the critical temperature (Fig. 20). In
addition, the mass difference between JP = 0− and 0+ states for D mesons, δMD, is almost the same as
that between JP = 0− and 0+ states for Ds mesons, δMDs . This result suggests that the restoration of
the broken chiral symmetry is almost the same both for u, d quarks and s quark. This is different from
the result in SU(4) flavor symmetry, namely that δMD, is much smaller than δMDs [282].
In contrast to the linear representation, we may consider the non-linear representation at low temper-
ature, because the heavy-light meson with positive parity can be eliminated due to the large mass [278].
In this setting, the mass difference between JP = 0− and 0+ states for D mesons is investigated, where
the pion one-loop effect is considered based on the chiral perturbation theory (e.g. Ref. [283]). Then, it
is shown that the masses of both of JP = 0− and 0+ states become small (Fig. 20). The restoration of
the broken chiral symmetry for the heavy-light mesons is also studied by the chiral susceptibility [279].
The mass degeneracy of 0− and 0+ states is also discussed by Skyrmion crystal [284]. Because the
Hv(x) field as well as the Gv(x) field couple to the pion field composing the Skyrmion, their mass shifts
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Figure 20: Masses of non-strange charm meson in the mean-field model (solid lines) and the corresponding
result with one-loop in the chiral-perturbation theory [278].
can be analyzed by regarding the Skyrmion crystal as the background field (fcc type) with the inter-
distance L between two Skyrmions. It turns out that the mass difference between 0− and 0+ is still finite
for large L (dilute Skyrmion crystal), while it becomes small and the degeneracy is realized for small L
(half-Skyrmion). Therefore, it seems to indicate that the restoration of the broken chiral symmetry would
be realized in the latter case. However, we have to note that the chiral condensate is zero as an averaged
value over the Skyrmion crystal, where the non-linear representation of chiral symmetry is assumed, and
hence it should be distinguished from the case of the linear sigma model in Refs. [278, 279].
As a different situation, the masses of D¯(0−), D¯∗(1−), D¯∗0(0+) and D¯1(1+) mesons are investigated
in the dual chiral density wave (DCDW) or the chiral density wave (CDW) [285].30 The DCDW and the
CDW are considered to be realized in high density state of nuclear matter. In the linear representation,
we introduce the light meson field M = σ+ iτapia and the heavy-light meson fields HL,R for (D¯, D¯∗) and
(D¯∗0, D¯1), the latter of which is defined in Eq. (4.4.54). We consider the effective Lagrangian invariant
for the chiral transformation and the heavy quark spin transformation,
L = tr (HLiv ·∂H¯L)+ tr (HRiv ·∂H¯R)+ ∆m
2fpi
tr
(
HLMH¯R +HRM †H¯L
)
+ i
g1
2fpi
tr
(
HRγ5γµ∂µM †H¯L −HLγ5γµ∂µMH¯R
)
+ i
g2
2fpi
tr
(
HLγ5/∂MM †H¯L −HRγ5/∂M †MH¯R
)
+
g3
2fpi
tr
(
HRγµ∂µM †H¯L +HLγµ∂µMH¯R
)
+ i
g4
2fpi
tr
(
HL/∂MM †H¯L +HR/∂M †MH¯R
)
+O(∂2M), (4.4.62)
where ∆m is the mass difference between the multiplets H and G, and g1, g2, g3 and g4 are the coupling
constants. We notice that this is slightly different from Eq. (4.4.57). We consider the DCDW configuration
M = φ cos(2fx) + iτ3φ sin(2fx), (4.4.63)
where τ3 is the third component of the Pauli matrices for isospin, x is the distance along the DCDW, f
the wave number, φ the amplitude of the wave. The energy-momentum dispersion relation is obtained
for D¯(0−), D¯∗(1−), D¯∗0(0+) and D¯1(1+) mesons in the DCDW. The dispersion relation becomes different
from that in vacuum due the x-dependence of the σ and pi fields, and has the minimum at the finite
30See Ref. [286] for more details about DCDW and CDW.
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momentum corresponding to the wave number of the DCDW. When the amplitude φ is changed, the
restoration of chiral symmetry leads to the degeneracy among the dispersion relations. As far as the
value of φ in vacuum, however, we notice that again the absolute value of the chiral condensate is not
changed for this x-dependence, hence the change of the dispersion relations in the DCDW would not be
relevant to the partial restoration of the broken chiral symmetry.
The in-medium mass of a D∗0(q¯c) and D¯∗0(qc¯) meson is analyzed in the QCD sum rules [287]. It was
obtained that the mean-value of mass (mD∗0 +mD¯∗0 )/2 for D
∗
0(q¯c) and D¯
∗
0(qc¯) decreases in nuclear matter,
while the mass difference mD∗0 −mD¯∗0 becomes negative.
To reach the conclusion about chiral symmetry, we need to investigate the mass difference between a
D meson and a D∗0 meson as well as that between a D∗ meson and a D1 meson. As numerical values, the
mass shifts ∆mD∗0 = 69 MeV and ∆mB∗0 = 217 MeV are obtained [288]. As for the vector and axial-vector
mesons, ∆mD∗ = −71 MeV and ∆mD1 = 72 MeV for charm and ∆mB∗ = −380 MeV and ∆mB1 = 264
MeV for bottom are obtained [289]. We refer also Ref. [261] for updated values including the higher
order terms of αs in the quark condensates. The result shows that the masses of the scalar heavy-light
mesons become massive. We have to note the result that the mass difference between positive parity state
and negative parity state becomes larger in nuclear matter. This is in contrast to the argument about
the partial restoration of the chiral symmetry, namely that the mass difference should become smaller
(cf. Ref. [276]).31
Kondo effect One of the most important properties of charm hadrons is simply the heavy mass which is
much larger than other light hadrons (pi mesons, ρ mesons, nucleons and so on). The heavy mass induces
interesting impurity phenomena. Here we consider the Kondo effect. The Kondo effect is the phenomena
that the electric resistance in metals becomes enhanced when impurity atoms with finite spin is contained
as impurity particles [291].32 The electric resistance is related to the scattering amplitude between the
conducting electron and the impurity particle. When the interaction between the conducting electron
and the impurity particle has the spin-dependence (attraction in spin-singlet channel), the scattering
amplitude suffers from the infrared instability of the Fermi surface,33 and it becomes logarithmically
divergent as ∼ lnT/TK at low temperature T < TK. The temperature TK characterizing the energy scale
of the Kondo effect is called the Kondo temperature. In perturbative approach, there are four conditions
for which the Kondo effect occurs: (i) heavy impurity particle, (ii) Fermi surface (degenerate state), (iii)
quantum fluctuation (loop effect) and (iv) non-Abelian (e.g. spin-dependent) interaction. As for the non-
Abelian interaction, the sign of the coupling is important as discussed below. As long as those conditions
are satisfied, the Kondo effect can occur not only electron systems but also in nuclear matter [100, 295]
as well as in quark matter [100, 296–298]. Let us pickup two subjects discussed in Refs. [100, 295].
First of all, we consider a simple example for understanding the Kondo effect. We assume the
interaction Hamiltonian
Hint = G
n2−1∑
c=1
n∑
kl,ij=1
ψ†k (λ
c)kl ψlΨ
†
i (λ
c)ij Ψj , (4.4.64)
31Notice that the technique used in Refs. [288, 289] is the same used in Ref. [177]. This approach is different from the
Weinberg sum rules in Ref. [290].
32See for example Refs. [292–294] as text books.
33The Fermi surface is unstable against attraction (e.g. the Cooper instability in superconductivity), see Ref. [39].
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Figure 21: Diagrams for the Kondo effect at one-loop level. The particle loop (left) and the hole loop
(right) are shown. The nucleon propagation is represented by the single lines, and the heavy impurity
propagation is represented by the double lines, where i, j, k and l are the indices for fundamental
representation of SU(n) symmetry (n = 2 for isospin).
with G > 0 the coupling constant, ψk the fermion field composing the Fermi surface, and Ψi the heavy
impurity field, and λc the Gell-Mann matrices (c = 1, . . . , n2 − 1) of SU(n) group. At the tree level, the
scattering amplitude is apparently given by
M
(0)
kl,ij = G
n2−1∑
c=1
(λc)kl (λ
c)ij . (4.4.65)
At the one-loop level, the scattering amplitude is given by
M
(1)
kl,ij = G
2ρ0
n
2
n2−1∑
c=1
(λc)kl (λ
c)ij
∫
0
dE
E − iε , (4.4.66)
with ρ0 the state number density at the Fermi surface and E the intermediate energy in the particle and
hole loops, which is measured from the Fermi surface, as shown in the diagrams in Fig. 21. Notice that
the non-Abelian property of λc leaves the (λc)kl(λ
c)ij type-dependence in Eq. (4.4.66). First we find that
the M
(1)
kl,ij has a logarithmic divergence in the infrared energy region (E ' 0).34 Second, by comparing
Eqs. (4.4.65) and (4.4.66), we also find that the M
(1)
kl,ij can be larger than M
(0)
kl,ij for any small coupling
G due to the logarithmic divergence. The enhancement of the loop contributions indicate inevitably
that the system should be governed by the non-perturbative dynamics for any small coupling. This is
called the Kondo effect.35 In the above analysis, we can confirm that the four conditions (i)-(iv) play the
essential role (see e.g. Ref. [296]).
In Ref. [100], the D¯ (B) meson is regarded as the heavy impurity particle in nuclear matter, and the
scattering amplitude between the impurity (Φ) and the nucleon (ψ) is investigated at one-loop level. As
for the condition (iv), the non-Abelian property of the interaction is played not by spin-exchange but by
isospin-exchange, because the D¯ (B) meson is spin zero and isospin one half. The interaction Lagrangian
is given by the vector-current type
Lint = −GB
2
n2−1∑
a=1
(ψ¯γµλ
aψ)
(
−(i∂µΦ†)λaΦ + Φ†λai∂µΦ
)
, (4.4.67)
with λa (a = 1, . . . , n2 − 1) being the Gell-Mann matrices for SU(n) symmetry in general (n = 2 for
isospin). Here we assume that the coupling constant GB is positive to impose the condition that the
34It should be noted that the existence of the infrared divergence is generated through the dynamics. This is qualitatively
different from the intrinsic ultraviolet divergence due to the four point interaction in Eq. (4.4.64).
35The typical scale of the infrared energy relevant to the Kondo effect is called the Kondo scale, which is regarded to be
the same as the Kondo temperature TK. This quantity is evaluated by the renormalization group analysis [296].
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isospin-singlet channel is attractive. This assumption would be reasonable when we consider the pi, ρ
meson-exchange interaction between a D¯ meson and a nucleon.36 Then, the scattering amplitude of the D¯
meson and the nucleon was calculated at one-loop level, and it was obtained that there is a logarithmic
enhancement in the infrared momentum scale from the loop (D¯-nucleon and D¯-hole) effect. This is
called the isospin Kondo effect. The enhanced scattering amplitude affects transportation properties of
a nucleon.
The result that the one-loop contribution becomes divergent indicates that the second order pertur-
bation becomes larger than the first order, hence the perturbative expansion should break down at the
infrared momentum scale. Hence, to obtain the ground state, we need the non-perturbative approach
beyond the perturbative one. There are several theoretical methods to analyze such non-perturbative
dynamics [292–294]. Among them, the mean-field approach is useful as an intuitive understanding. This
method is applied to analyze a D¯ (B) meson bound in the discrete energy levels in an atomic nucleus,
which exhibits the isospin Kondo effect [295]. Here, to simplify the model as far as possible, it is supposed
that there is only the single valence orbital with energy  for nucleons, whose degenerate states are labeled
by k = 1, · · · , N , and the Hamiltonian
H =
N∑
k=1
∑
σ=↑,↓
ckσ
†ckσ + g
N∑
k,k′=1
(
ck′↓†ck↑ T+ + ck′↑†ck↓ T− + (ck′↑†ck↑−ck′↓†ck↓)T3
)
, (4.4.68)
is introduced. Here c
(†)
kσ is the annihilation (creation) operator for a nucleon with the orbital state k and
the isospin σ =↑, ↓, and T+, T− and T3 are raising, lowering operators and the third component of the
Pauli matrices for the isospin of the bound D¯ (B) meson. The sign of the coupling constant is supposed
to be positive, g > 0, to give an attraction in the isospin singlet channel. Though this is a very simple
model, it is essentially important to satisfy the conditions (i)-(iv) for the Kondo effect.
As for Eq. (4.4.68), we notice that the simple mean-field approximation would not be useful because
it may be smoothed out by the isospin-fluctuation due to the isospin-exchange interaction. As a trick,
we extend the Fock space spanned by the impurity isospin. We introduce the quasi-fermion fields f↑,↓
corresponding to the isospin up and down of the D¯ (B) meson, and rewrite the isospin operator for the
impurity particle as
T+ = f↑†f↓, T− = f↓†f↑, T3 =
1
2
(
f↑†f↑ − f↓†f↓
)
, (4.4.69)
provided that the constraint condition, ∑
σ=↑,↓
fσ
†fσ = 1, (4.4.70)
is imposed because the number of the impurity particle should be one in average. The constraint condition
can be considered in the modified Hamiltonian
H˜ = H + λ
∑
σ=↑,↓
fσ
†fσ − 1
 , (4.4.71)
36See Eq (4.1.4) or Eq. (4.1.7) for contact interaction with SU(4) or SU(8) symmetry and Eq. (4.1.13) for OPEP with
heavy quark symmetry.
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with the Lagrange multiplier λ for Eq. (4.4.68). With the help of the new operators f↑,↓, the three-point
interaction in Eq. (4.4.68) is changed to the four-point interaction, and it becomes possible to apply the
mean-field approximation by picking up two operators (ex. fσ
†ckσ) from the four operators. We define
the mean-field (energy gap),
∆ = −g
∑
k,σ
〈fσ†ckσ〉, (4.4.72)
as the mixing of the nucleon and the impurity particle. The price for the simplification is that the Fock
space is extended by the introduction of f↑,↓. As a result, it turns out that the energy of the system
obtained by the mean-field approximation can be comparable with the exact solution. The approximate
solution becomes much close to the exact one, when the quantum fluctuation around the mean-field is
also taken into account by the random-phase approximation. The mean-field approximation as well as
the random-phase approximation would be applicable to realistic model setting for a D¯ (B) meson in an
atomic nucleus.37
Spin-isospin correlated nuclear matter Concerning D¯(∗) meson, we have discussed the generation
of attractive force induced by the D¯N -D¯∗N mixing [98, 190, 192, 211]. This is the mixing effect by the
two-body scattering supported by the accompanying nucleon [246, 254]. We note that there is apparently
no D¯-D¯∗ mixing in vacuum. However, when finite spin-isospin correlation exists in nuclear matter, the
D¯-D¯∗ mixing as a single-body scattering can happen in nuclear matter [299]. It is known that such
spin-isospin correlated nuclear matter is realized in the pion condensate [300, 301]. Let us summarize the
results about the D¯(∗) meson mass spectrum in the spin-isospin correlated nuclear matter in Ref. [299].
The state with the spin-isospin correlation can be expressed by
〈Aia〉 = α δia (Pattern I), or 〈Aia〉 = α δi3δa3 (Pattern II), (4.4.73)
with the pion axial-vector current Aµ, i = x, y, z the space direction and a = 1, 2, 3 the isospin direction.
α measures the magnitude of the pion condensate. Inserting those configurations into Eq. (2.3.104), we
obtain the mass spectrum of D¯(∗) meson in the spin-isospin correlated nuclear matter. In Pattern I,
the SU(2)l spin symmetry and the SU(2)I isospin symmetry are coupled each other in the spin-isospin
correlated nuclear matter. As a result, the symmetry is broken to the diagonal SU(2)diag symmetry. In
Pattern II, the spin-isospin correlated nuclear matter is invariant under U(1)l × U(1)I × Z2 symmetry,
where U(1)l and U(1)I are spin and isospin symmetries, and Z2 is the simultaneous transformation by
U(1)l and U(1)I .
First of all, we notice that the D¯ and D¯∗ mesons in normal nuclear matter have totally eight degree
of freedom due to spin 1/2 and isospin 1/2 of the light quark component (q) and spin 1/2 of the heavy
antiquark component (Q¯). Those eight states are degenerate in the heavy quark limit. Because the heavy
quark spin is irrelevant to the dynamics in this limit, the number of the relevant degrees of freedoms
are four from the q. However, the mass degeneracy of those four states is resolved in the spin-isospin
correlated nuclear matter.
In Pattern I, the light component q becomes a triplet representation (3q) or a singlet representation
(1q) of SU(2)diag. When the heavy antiquark is added, the former becomes 3q × 2Q¯ = 2qQ¯ + 4qQ¯, and
37Recently, the mean-field approximation in a field-theoretic way is applied to the QCD Kondo effect in light-flavor
quark matter with heavy quark distributed as impurity particles, where the non-Abelian interaction is given by the color
exchange [298].
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Figure 22: The mass spectrum of D¯(∗) meson in pion condensate with pattern I (left) and II (right) [299].
In the left, the solid curve indicates 4qQ¯ state, and the dashed two curves indicate the mixed state of 2qQ¯
and 2′
qQ¯
. In the right, four curves indicate the mixing of 1qQ¯ and 1
′
qQ¯
for two curves, and the mixing of
3qQ¯ and 3
′
qQ¯
for two curves.
the latter becomes 1q × 2Q¯ = 2′qQ¯. Thus, in the heavy quark limit, there are six degenerate states from
2qQ¯ and 4qQ¯, and there are two degenerate states from 2
′
qQ¯
.
In Pattern II, there are two different charges, (+,+) and (+,−), in correspondence to U(1)l ×U(1)I
symmetry. Notice that (−,−) is equivalent to (+,+) and that (−,+) is equivalent to (+,−) because
there is Z2 symmetry. Therefore, as for the light quark component, there is a doublet state (2q) as well as
another doublet state (2′q). When the heavy antiquark is added, the former becomes 2q×2Q¯ = 1qQ¯+3qQ¯
and the latter becomes 2′q × 2Q¯ = 1′qQ¯ + 3′qQ¯. Thus, in the heavy quark limit, there are four degenerate
states from 1qQ¯ and 3qQ¯, and there are another four degenerate states from 1
′
qQ¯
and 3′
qQ¯
.
The obtained mass spectrum of the D¯(∗) in the spin-isospin correlated nuclear matter is shown in
Fig. 22. In reality, we have to consider the breaking of the heavy quark symmetry at finite charm quark
mass, namely the mass difference between a D¯ meson and a D¯∗ meson. In Pattern I, accordingly, the
degeneracy of 2qQ¯ and 4qQ¯ becomes resolved, and the masses of 2qQ¯ and 4qQ¯ becomes different. Among
them, 2qQ¯ and 2
′
qQ¯
are mixed each other. In Pattern II, the degeneracy of 1qQ¯ and 3qQ¯ becomes resolved,
and the degeneracy of 1′
qQ¯
and 3′
qQ¯
becomes resolved also. Then, 1qQ¯ and 1
′
qQ¯
are mixed, and 3qQ¯ are 3
′
qQ¯
are mixed also. In this case, due to U(1)J ×U(1)I symmetry and Z2 symmetry, the
{
(0,+), (0,−)
}
state
exists as the degenerate one in correspondence to the D¯ meson, and the
{
(0,+), (0,−)
}
,
{
(+,+), (−,−)
}
and
{
(+,−), (−,+)
}
states exist as the degenerate ones in correspondence to the D¯∗ meson. Among
them, two
{
(0,+), (0,−)
}
states are mixed each other.
As more general form, we may consider the following spin-isospin correlation
〈Aia〉 =
∑
j=1,2,3
αjδ
ijδaj (Pattern III). (4.4.74)
In this case, there are four doublets whose masses are all different.
As for other exotic nuclear matter, the D¯(∗) meson mass spectrum in the Skyrmion matter and the
chiral density waves were studied [284, 285].
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5 Heavy baryons
5.1 Early studies on ΛcN interaction and Λc nuclei
Historically, a Λc nucleus is the first charm nucleus which was studied for the first time as the nucleus with
charm flavor in 1970s. At that time, SU(4) flavor symmetry was applied as a straightforward extension
from SU(3) flavor symmetry in hypernuclei with strangeness, and many bound states including excited
states in Λc nuclei were discussed.
An early idea can be found in Refs. [302–304]. In Ref. [304], it was already pointed out that the pion
exchange potential accompanying the ΛcN -ΣcN mixing gives the attraction for Λc in nucleus. This is an
analogue from the ΛN -ΣN mixing in hypernuclei [305, 306]. The binding energy of the most stable state
of Λc in nuclear matter is about 28 MeV by assuming the mean-field potential of Λ hypernuclear matter
with free Fermi gas approximation [307]. As a small system, the binding energy of a Λc in He nucleus
was obtained as about 8 MeV by supposing a mean-field given from Λ hypernuclei study. A ΛcΛ¯c bound
state with binding energy 4.1 MeV was also discussed [308].
Based on SU(4) flavor symmetry, Λc and Σc bound states were discussed for He, C, O, Ni and Pb
nuclei [309]. The interaction between a Λc and a nucleon was provided by a sum of the meson exchange
potentials with scalar and vector mesons at long-middle distance (r > rc) and the hard core potential
at short distance (r < rc) with the core radius rc = 0.552 fm. This interaction is the same as that
in Ref. [308]. The shell model calculation was performed by using the Hartree type potential without
spin-orbital potential, and the bound states of Λc, Σc, Ξc, Ξ
∗
c baryons were investigated. It turned out
that the binding energy in He nucleus is about 15 MeV for S-wave and 1 MeV for P-wave, and the binding
energy in Pb nucleus is about 60 MeV for S-wave.
More detailed structures were analyzed based on the modern nuclear potentials in Refs. [310–312]. In
Ref. [310], based on SU(4) flavor symmetry, the authors used the ΛcN potential of a Gaussian type used
in ΛN potential. They found that the binding energy was about 3.1 MeV for the bound ΛcN system.
Cluster structures of Λc nuclei were also investigated by regarding
8Be nucleus as αα cluster. They used
the folding potential, and obtained the binding energy from 1.47 MeV to 12.28 MeV. They also showed
that the rotation band appears in the energy spectrum. Furthermore, in Refs. [311, 312], the authors
made an extension of the Nijmegen one-boson-exchange potential from SU(3) flavor symmetry to SU(4)
flavor symmetry for charm, as well as to SU(5) flavor symmetry for bottom, along the line in Ref. [309]. It
has the competition between the attraction by σ meson exchange and the repulsion by ω meson exchange.
In comparison to the ΛN potential, the Λc/Λb potential has the property that the P-wave attraction is
enhanced rather than the S-wave attraction because the Majorana type force from K, K∗ meson exchange
is removed in the Λc/Λb case.
38 The D, D∗ meson exchange was considered to be unimportant because of
their large masses. This property leads to the non-locality (momentum-dependence) in the single particle
potential of the Λc/Λb baryon in nucleus. The extended Nijmegen potential in this way was applied to
calculate the binding energy of Λc in α, and it was found that Λc is barely bound, while there is a bound
state with the binding energy 3.1 MeV for Λb. The authors investigated the binding energy of Λc in
nuclear matter (' 20 MeV) by the Brueckner (G-matrix) approach.
Some comments are in order for the results in Refs. [310–312]. Although the attraction of Λc (Λb)
is weaker than Λ, the Λc (Λb) bound state can appear by means of the suppressed kinematic energy
38It is known that the K (K∗) meson exchange in the ΛN interaction gives a sizable attraction (repulsion) in even (odd)
angular momentum due to the Majorana type character.
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due to the heavy mass. As for the nuclear matter calculation, though the depth of the effective Λc (Λb)
potential in the G-matrix calculation is about 2/3 of that of the effective Λ potential, the number of
the bound states increases than that in Λ hypernuclei. As the partial wave components, the P-wave
components of Λc (Λb) in nuclear matter are increased due to the P-wave attraction rather than Λ in
nuclear matter. For example, the most attractive channel in Λ hypernuclei is given by 3S1+
3D1. This
is also the case for Λc nuclei. In addition to this channel, however,
3P2+
3F2 shows also a comparable
magnitude in Λc nuclei. This property is interesting as the nuclear many-body dynamics, because it may
enable us to probe higher partial wave contributions by injecting Λc (Λb) as an impurity. The application
of the mean-field to the finite nuclei was considered in Ref. [312]. For example, the authors obtained the
binding energy of Λc (Λb) about 23 MeV (32 MeV) in Pb nucleus.
The few-body calculation was performed for Λc in
3He and 4He nuclei as well as in 5Li nucleus by
assuming a separable type potential [313]. The binding energy of about 10 MeV was obtained as most.
Afterwards, the study of Λc in nuclear matter was developed by considering the effect of the quark
degrees of freedom [314, 315]. On the reference of the phenomenological nuclear potential (Nijmegen,
AV18) [169, 316], the type of the ΛcN potential was classified by the spin and isospin structures, 1,
~σi ·~σj , ~τi ·~τj and (~σi ·~σi)(~τi ·~τj). The coupling constants in those terms were changed according to the
scaling by a quark wave function in a quark model, and the ΛcN potential was obtained. Intuitively, the
vertex strength becomes smaller, because the number of light quarks becomes fewer than light baryons.
The charm dibaryon Ξ′cN , ΞccN states were investigated, and it was found that the binding energy of
Ξ′cN is about 10 MeV at most, and the binding energy of ΞccN is a few or a few hundred MeV. We
note, however, that values of the binding energies are different for individual model settings. In fact, no
bound state was found in some cases. The authors investigated ΣcN (I = 3/2, 1/2) also. Furthermore,
multi-charm dibaryons, ΞΞcc, Ξ
′
cΞ
′
c, Ξ
′
cΞcc and ΞccΞcc, were investigated, and bound states with a few
hundred MeV were obtained for some potential models. One of the reasons for those deep bound states
is of heavy masses of the constituent baryons, and another is a weakness of the core repulsion.
5.2 Recent works on ΛcN interaction
So far, a ΛcN potential have been constructed starting from the phenomenological nucleon-nucleon
or hyperon-nucleon potentials. However, because a nucleon as well as a hyperon are regarded as the
“light” baryons, its naive extension to heavy baryons does not reflect the heavy quark symmetry which is
crucially important (Sect. 2.2.2). In Refs. [102, 317], the ΛcN potential is developed based on the effective
Lagrangian respecting the heavy quark symmetry. Remember that, in hyperon-nucleon potential, the
mixing between ΛN and ΣN channels provides the strong attraction [305, 306]. In analogy, we may think
that the mixing between ΛcN and ΣcN may give the strong attraction as well. However, the situation
is more complicated in a charm sector. According to the heavy quark symmetry, a heavy-quark spin
partner of Σc is Σ
∗
c with spin-parity J
P = 3/2+ and isospin I = 1, and the mass splitting between Σc
and Σ∗c is quite small as 65 MeV. Hence, in addition to the ΛcN -ΣcN mixing, the mixing between Σc
and Σ∗c provides a strongly attractive contribution.39 Therefore, it becomes important to investigate the
ΛcN interaction through the three-channel coupling of ΛcN -ΣcN -Σ
∗
cN .
Let us remember that, based on the approximate degeneracy of Σc and Σ
∗
c , we introduced the effective
fieldsB6 andB
∗
6µ corresponding toB6 = (Q{qq}I=1,jP=1+)I(JP )=1(1/2+) andB6µ = (Q{qq}I=1,jP=1+)I(JP )=1(3/2+)µ,
39This is analogous situation to the D¯(∗)N potential , for which the mixing between D¯N and D¯∗N plays the important
role [98, 193] (cf. Sect. 4).
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Table 8: Various coupled channels for a given quantum number JP [102, 317].
JP channels
0+ ΛQN(
1S0) ΣQN(
1S0) Σ
∗
QN(
5D0)
1+ ΛQN(
3S1) ΣQN(
3S1) Σ
∗
QN(
3S1) ΛQN(
3D1) ΣQN(
3D1) Σ
∗
QN(
3D1) Σ
∗
QN(
5D1)
with the polarization vector µ, and consider their linear combination as a super-field (2.3.116) in the heavy
quark limit (cf. Sect. 2.3.2). Though Σc and Σ
∗
c approach the HQS doublet as degenerate states in the
heavy quark limit, Λc approaches the HQS singlet with no state to be paired. Hence we have to define the
effective field B3¯ which is independent of B6 and B
∗
6µ. The components in the ΛcN -ΣcN -Σ
∗
cN system
are classified according to the internal spin and the angular momentum. Examples for JP = 0+ and 1+
are summarized in Table 8 [102, 317].
In Refs. [102, 317], the potential between a charm baryon and a nucleon with channel coupling ΛcN -
ΣcN -Σ
∗
cN is given by σ, pi, ω and ρ exchanges. It is shown that there are bound states with J
P = 0+, 1+
and binding energies are from a few MeV to a hundred MeV, depending on the model parameters such
as coupling constants and momentum cutoff parameters. Interestingly, the difference between the masses
of the JP = 0+, 1+ states is about 10 MeV, which is quite smaller than the other scales. This property is
understood from the heavy quark symmetry. When the ΛcN is regarded as a Qqq-N system, the brown
muck qq-N should have spin 1/2 because the spin of qq in Λc must be zero. When qq-N is combined with
the heavy quark Q with spin 1/2, the compound states having spin either 0 and 1 become degenerate
because the spin direction of the heavy quark is irrelevant to the total energy. It is also important to note
the three-channel coupling, ΛcN -ΣcN -Σ
∗
cN , plays the significant role for providing a strong attraction.
For example, when we consider only the ΛcN channel, we find that the binding energy becomes smaller
or the bound state vanishes. In fact, the strong attraction is provided by the D-wave mixing given by the
pion exchange potential accompanying a tensor force (e.g. Σ∗QN(
5D0) for J
P = 0+ in Table 8), provided
that its fraction in the wave function is about a few percents.40
As another approach, based on the quark model, the ΛcN interaction is calculated [315, 318]. In
Ref. [318], the possibility of ΛcN bound states is discussed by the chiral constituent quark model,
41 and
it is found, however, that there is no bound state both for 3S1 and
1S0. In Ref. [315], the ΛcN potential
as well as the ΣcN are investigated. It turned out again that there is no bound state in ΛcN thought
the potential is attractive. On the other hand, there is a resonance, not a bound state, in ΣcN(
3S1).
Recently, the ΛcN potential with
1S0 channel is investigated by lattice QCD simulation by HAL QCD
collaboration [319].42 It is found that there is an attraction at low scattering energy and a repulsion at high
scattering energy (Fig. 23). As a tendency, the ΛcN attraction is slightly weaker than the ΛN attraction.
From the behavior of the phase shift, it turned out that the ΛcN attraction is not strong enough to
form a bound state, though Λc can be bound in nuclear matter due to the (positive) scattering length.
43
Numerically, the scattering length of ΛcN is aΛcN = 0.43(13) fm (mpi = 700 MeV) and aΛcN = 0.29(11)
fm (mpi = 570 MeV). In those cases, using Eq. (4.1.24) by replacing a D meson mass mD to the mass
mΛc of Λc baryon, we obtain the Λc mass shifts, which are ∆mΛc = −26 MeV (mpi = 700 MeV) and
40It is shown also that, in D¯N -D¯∗N systems, the pion exchange potential accompanying a tensor force plays the significant
role for an attraction [98] (cf. Sec. 4).
41See Ref. [212] for recent review about baryon-baryon interaction based on the quark model.
42See Refs. [4, 5] for more information about the potential calculation used in HAL QCD collaboration.
43Note the difference of the definition of the sign of the scattering length in Eq. (4.1.24).
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Figure 23: The phase shifts of the scattering of ΛN and ΛcN for mpi = 700 MeV (left) and mpi = 570
MeV (right) from HAL QCD collaboration [319].
∆mΛc = −18 MeV (mpi = 570 MeV) in normal nuclear matter. Those numbers are comparable with the
binding energy of Λ hyperon in nuclear matter. Its scattering length is aΛN = 0.83(27) fm (mpi = 700
MeV) and aΛN = 0.39(17) fm (mpi = 570 MeV). Correspondingly, in a similar way to Λc, we obtain the
mass shift is ∆mΛ = −67 MeV (mpi = 700 MeV), ∆mΛ = −32 MeV (mpi = 570 MeV) in normal nuclear
matter.44 At present, it is of course difficult to regard those numbers as the realistic numbers comparable
with experimental values due to the large mass of a pion. For example, the scattering length of ΛN is
smaller than the empirical values [321].
5.3 Few-body systems
Few-body systems with charm baryons are analogues of few-body hypernuclear systems. In analogy to
ΛNN -ΣNN systems, the possibility of the bound states of ΛcNN -ΣcNN systems are studied based on
the baryon-baryon interaction from the chiral quark model [322]. There, the Λc-Σc conversions are con-
sidered like the Λ-Σ conversions in hypernuclei. Moreover, in Ref. [139], the ΛcN potential is constructed
including the quark-exchange potential instead of the vector meson exchange at short distance by consid-
ering the heavy quark symmetry in analogous way with Ref. [102]. Then, the three-body ΛcNN system
is investigated by a few-body calculation. In this work, Σc and Σ
∗
c degrees of freedom is integrated, and
the effective ΛcN potential is constructed. The results of the few-body calculation are shown in Fig. 24.
Total isospin I is given by NN because Λc is isospin-singlet. Here the authors assumed that all partial
waves are S-wave. For the total isospin I = 0, the NN is isospin-singlet and hence it is spin-triplet due
to the Pauli exclusion principle. As a result, the heavy quark spin structure of ΛcNN is assigned to be
the HQS doublet. For the total isospin I = 1, the NN is isospin-triplet and spin-singlet. The heavy
quark spin structure of ΛcNN is assigned to be the HQS singlet. Such structures of the HQS multiplets
are clearly seen for JP = 1/2+ and 3/2+ (HQS doublet) for ΛcNN(I = 0) and J
P = 1/2+ (HQS singlet)
in ΛcNN(I = 1) as shown in Fig. 24.
5.4 Nuclear matter
The property of a Λc in nuclear matter is discussed by the relativistic mean-field theory [323–327]. As in
the conventional mean-field theory [235, 236], we consider that σ, ω and ρ mesons make a mean-field, and
44In literature, it is considered that the binding energy of Λ in nuclear matter is about 28 MeV, which is about 2/3 of a
nucleon [320].
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Figure 24: Energy levels of ΛcNN bound states [139].
a nucleon as well as a Λc baryon are coupled to the mean-field. The couplings are denoted by gσN , gωN ,
gρN for a nucleon and gσΛc , gωΛc for a Λc baryon. Notice that Λc does not couple to ρ meson because of
the isospin symmetry. In the mean field theory, the baryon mass in nuclear matter is given by
M∗N = MN − gσN 〈σ〉, (5.4.1)
M∗Λc = MΛc − gσΛc〈σ〉, (5.4.2)
with the expectation value of the σ field 〈σ〉, hence the partial restoration of the broken chiral symmetry
is included in the dynamics [324–327]. The estimate of the coupling strength between the baryon and
the meson is analyzed by the quark-meson coupling model. In this model, the coupling strength is
determined by (i) the quark-meson coupling strength (gqM ) and (ii) the quark wave function inside the
baryon from the quark model (the bag model). The coupling between a Λc baryon and ω meson is given
as gωΛc = 2gωN/3 for the coupling constant gωN for a nucleon, by assuming gωN = 3g
q
ω. The coupling
gσΛc is also obtained as well. Because the σ field has the finite expectation value in the ground state 〈σ〉,
the mass of Λc is sensitive to the partial restoration of the broken chiral symmetry in nuclear matter.
Under the model setting, the authors obtained the binding energy 5.2 MeV for a Λc in Pb nucleus by
performing the self-consistent calculation. The smallness of this number comes from the electric Coulomb
repulsion. In fact, for Λb (electric charge zero), they obtained the binding energy 27 MeV, which is as
the same order as the binding energy of a Λ hyperon.45
Similarly, in Ref. [323], they considered the mean-field U = gσΛc〈σ〉 + gωΛc〈ω0〉 with gωΛc = 2gωN3
for a Λc nucleus, and investigated the energy spectrum of the Λc nucleus by changing the U parameter
(U = −10, −20, −30, −40 MeV).46 As a result, they obtained the Λc bound state in Pb nucleus for
|U | > 20 MeV.
45Although the binding energies of the most stable states for Λb and Λ in nucleus are almost the same, the number of
excited states of the Λb nucleus is larger than that of the Λ nucleus.
46Those numbers are comparable with the potential depth of a Λ hyperon, namely about 30 MeV.
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The QCD sum rule is also useful theoretical tools to investigate the Λc bound state in nuclear matter
(cf. Sect. 2.4.4). In Ref. [328], considering the leading order for the change of the chiral condensate and
the gluon condensate in nuclear matter, the authors found that the in-medium masses are M∗Λc = 2.335
GeV and M∗Λb = 5.678 GeV, namely the mass shifts are ∆MΛc = M
∗
Λc
− MΛc = 51 MeV, ∆MΛb =
M∗Λb −MΛb = 60 MeV. On the other hand, the mass shifts of Σc and Σb baryons in nuclear matter are
∆MΣc = −123 MeV and ∆mΣb = −375 MeV, respectively [329]. Moreover, in Ref. [330], the authors
obtained very large mass shifts of Ξcc, Ωcc, Ξbb and Ωbb baryons as ∆MΞcc = −1.11 GeV, ∆MΩcc = −0.33
GeV, ∆MΞbb = −3.37 GeV and ∆MΩbb = −1.05 GeV, respectively. Such large value, but with negative
sign, for ∆MΛc is obtained also in Ref. [331].
We comment on the possible isospin Kondo effect for charm/bottom baryons in nucleus. As discussed
in Sect. 4, the isospin of a heavy hadron as a heavy impurity particle causes the Kondo effect, namely the
logarithmic enhancement of the effective interaction at low energy scattering, which is induced essentially
by the non-Abelian (isospin-exchange) type interaction. Thus it can affect on various properties of the
heavy hadrons in nuclear matter. The Kondo effect can exist, not only for a D¯ meson, but also for a Σc
baryon as well as for a Σ∗c baryon, because those baryons have the isospin-exchange interaction with a
nucleon [295]. It can affect the energy spectrum of Σc as well as Σ
∗
c in a nucleus. Further studies along
this line are an interesting subject.
6 Summary and future prospects
The investigation of hadronic many-body systems containing different flavors opens a new gate for study-
ing various aspects of QCD such as hadron-hadron interactions, modifications of the QCD vacuum in the
medium and so forth.
The frontier of nuclear and hadron physics reaches “heavy-flavor nuclei” containing heavy quarks,
namely charm and bottom quarks. A characteristic feature of heavy quarks is that their masses are much
larger than ΛQCD. The heavy masses induce the suppression of the kinetic energy and the emergence
of the heavy quark symmetry. The heavy quark spin symmetry due to the suppression of the spin-flip
process of the heavy quark separates the heavy quark spin and the light degrees of freedom. These
features of heavy quarks produce a new type of nuclear systems, e.g. states with the approximate spin
degeneracy due to the heavy quark symmetry and the characteristic patterns of decay branching ratios.
However, the different mass thresholds due to the 1/mQ correction may make it difficult to identify the
partner in the doublet of the heavy quark spin symmetry. Nevertheless, such spin structure is one of the
new subject not only in view of nuclear and hadron physics but also in view of QCD, which has not been
observed in the light flavor sectors.
In this review, we have emphasized the importance of “symmetries” and the “finite size” of the
heavy-flavor nuclei. The important symmetries are chiral symmetry and heavy quark symmetry. Both
symmetries are simultaneously manifested in the heavy-flavor nuclei; the chiral symmetry is realized in
the light flavor sectors of QCD, while the heavy quark symmetry emerges in the heavy flavor sectors.
The interplay of two symmetries is a unique feature of systems with the heavy and light flavors. It plays
a crucial role in the hadron spectra and the hadron-hadron interactions of the heavy-flavor nuclei.
To make a connection between theories and experiments, the investigation of “finite” systems is
important while the infinite system is generally easy to treat. For light nuclei, we have the Gaussian
expansion method to solve few-body systems rigorously. For heavy nuclei, we have an approach based
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on the optical potential, which can be constructed from the self-energy of the heavy hadron in nuclear
matter. In addition to the strong interaction, the Coulomb interaction is also important in the finite
systems. These studies should be helpful to understand the hadron many-body systems theoretically and
experimentally.
In this review, we have focused on the properties of heavy hadrons; quarkonia (Q¯Q), heavy-light
mesons (q¯Q and qQ¯) and baryons (qqQ), in the nuclear medium. For each heavy hadron, we discuss the
two-body interaction with a nucleon, the few-body systems, and the properties in nuclear matter.
Heavy hadron-nucleon interactions have been investigated by various approaches. In particular the
quarkonium-nucleon interaction has the unique nature which is given by the gluon exchange because
the qq¯ exchange is suppressed due to the OZI rule. The quarkonium-nucleon interaction is described by
the QCD van der Waals potential as a perturbative interaction at short distance and the multi-gluon
exchange as a nonperturbative interaction at long distance. The prediction of the interaction in this
picture is quantitatively confirmed by the first principle lattice QCD simulations. The interaction turns
out to be weakly attractive, while it is not enough to produce a two-body quarkonium-nucleon bound
state.
On the other hand, the interactions of DN , D¯N , ΛcN and ΣcN have been constructed by considering
chiral and heavy quark symmetries. In the light quark sector, the low-energy pion-nucleon interaction
is constrained by chiral symmetry. The Yukawa and Weinberg-Tomozawa interactions are the basic
ingredients to develop the interaction of heavy hadrons with a suitable generalization. The heavy quark
symmetry requires coupled channels in the heavy hadronic systems. The DN , D¯N and ΣcN interactions
are considered together with the D∗N , D¯∗N and Σ∗cN interactions, respectively, because D∗, D¯∗ and
Σ∗c are the heavy-quark spin partners of D, D¯ and Σc in the heavy quark limit. The channel mixing
is enhanced in the bottom sector where the mass splitting of the spin partners is further reduced in
comparison with the charm sector.
For the interactions of heavy-light mesons, the difference between D and D¯ mesons in nuclear medium
has been remarked. The DN system is able to couple with the channels of the meson-heavy baryons and
the excited heavy baryons, while the D¯N system is not allowed to couple with other channels at lower
energies. Hence the D¯N bound state is stable against strong decays. The magnitude of the interactions
is also different. For the DN potential, many models predict a strong attraction, and find quasi-bound
states of the DN two-body system with the large binding energy such as Λc(2595). On the other hand,
the D¯N interactions are obtained as the weak attraction or repulsion. The bound states of the D¯N two-
body system are produced for the models including D¯N − D¯∗N coupled channels respecting the heavy
quark spin symmetry. For heavy baryon interactions, the ΛcN − ΣcN coupling is also non-negligible. It
is the analogous to the ΛN − ΣN coupling in the hyperon-nucleon interaction. The coupled channels of
ΛcN − ΣcN − Σ∗cN give the attractive force which produces the two-body bound states.
The attractive interactions help to bind the heavy hadrons both in few-body nuclear systems and
in nuclear matter. For quarkonia, the weak attraction between a quarkonium and a nucleon makes it
possible for the quarkonium to be bound by a nucleus. The properties of the quarkonium in nuclear
matter are studied by various approaches. An interesting feature is that it gives us opportunities to
investigate the modification of the gluon condensate which is linked to the QCD vacuum.
In the few-body nuclear systems with heavy hadrons, (quasi-)bound states are obtained when the
attractive two-body interactions are utilized. It is found that the properties of the few-body systems
with heavy hadrons are similar to the strangeness nuclear systems, namely K¯ nuclei and hypernuclei. In
nuclear matter, various phenomena have been discussed as the medium effect for the heavy mesons and
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baryons. The medium effect modifies the mass (or in general the spectral function) of heavy hadrons, as
a consequence of the many-body effect. In addition to them, the coexistent heavy-light flavor provides
interesting aspects, the chiral symmetry restoration invited by the light degrees of freedom and the Kondo
effect given by the large mass of a heavy quark.
Heavy quarks in nuclei bring us ideas related to the various phenomena and new approaches to
understand QCD.
Based on the above summary of this review, we now remark on future prospects, from the viewpoints
of theoretical approaches, and the connections to other systems and experiments.
1. Theoretical approaches.— The theoretical ideas to analyze the nuclear and hadronic systems have
been developed day by day. Here we list several of new methods and ideas which will help us to understand
properties of the heavy-flavor nuclei in the future.
• Lattice QCD
lattice QCD simulation is the powerful method to obtain hadron spectra and hadron-hadron inter-
actions from the first-principles, QCD. It is useful for approaching an interaction which is difficult
to be determined by experiments. This is of particular importance for providing the basic inputs to
the heavy-flavor nuclei. There are several well-established methods to investigate the interactions:
the Lu¨scher’s finite volume method [332–335] and the HAL QCD method [4, 5, 336–338]. The
interaction is derived by the energy shift of the two-body system in the Lu¨scher’s method, and by
the Nambu-Bethe-Salpeter wave functions in the HAL QCD method. Recently the lattice calcula-
tion is applied not only to two-body interactions but also to few-body interactions being important
in the many-body systems such as the heavy-flavor nuclei [337, 339]. However the many lattice
computations have associated with the unphysically large quark masses. The lattice calculation
performing at the physical point is one of the important challenges in progress [340, 341].
• Gauge/gravity correspondence
The gauge/gravity correspondence (holography) provides a method to approach strongly coupled
gauge theories at large-Nc [342]. This method is based on the idea of the duality of the strongly
coupled gauge theory and the weakly coupled gravity theory. The original idea of the holography,
AdS/CFT correspondence [342], is limited to a system possessing the supersymmetry (SUSY).
However the treatment to break SUSY has been developed as the compactification which introduces
the breaking scale [343–345]. The holographic approaches have been applied to the investigation
of the hadron physics such as hadron spectra [344–349], hadron-hadron interactions [350], atomic
nuclei [351, 352] and quark-gluon plasma [353, 354]. It has also been attempted to investigate the
heavy flavor physics [349, 355, 356]. In the top-down approaches, however, the presence of the
heavy quark symmetry in the holographic model is not clear [357], because the pseudoscalar and
vector mesons belong always to the same multiplet in the gauge theory possessing the SUSY. In
fact the D3-D7 model predicts the degeneracy of these mesons regardless of flavors. Even when
the supersymmetry is broken by the compactification, this symmetry recovers in the UV limit
corresponding to the heavy quark mass limit [348].
The phenomenological models of QCD inspired by the gauge/gravity correspondence have also been
developed. The models being the bottom-up approach are called AdS/QCD [349, 358–360]. This
approach is applied to the description of the hadron spectroscopy including heavy hadrons [361, 362].
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However understanding the connections between QCD and AdS/QCD, and the string theory and
AdS/QCD remains an open issue.
The description of QCD including the heavy hadron dynamics is a challenging subject in the
holographic approach.
• Methods of many-body systems with finite baryon number
Computing methods for solving many-body systems with finite baryon number have been developed
in various fields. Those methods are useful to study nuclei composed of nucleons. In addition, the
many-body calculations are also utilized to analyze the strangeness nuclear systems containing
impurities, which are linked to the heavy-flavor nuclei. Here a part of the methods applied to the
strangeness nuclear systems is summarized.
Nuclear shell model and Hartree-Fock method are well-known approaches based on a mean-field
where the many-body system is reduced to a single-particle motion in a field given by effects of
the other particles. Nuclear shell model is inspired by the shell structure of electrons in atoms.
The single-particle motion in the mean-field potential with the spin-orbit force achieves success in
explaining the magic number of atomic nuclei. The shell model calculation for hypernuclei has been
discussed in Refs. [363–367]. Another widely used method to solve a many-body quantum system
is the Hartree-Fock method. The mean-field potential and the wave function of the single-particle
are obtained by solving the Hartree-Fock equation self-consistently [368–371].
Another important aspect of the nuclear structures is the clustering phenomena [372]. Antisym-
metrized molecular dynamics (AMD) is the model being able to describe properties both of cluster
structure wave functions and independent-particle motion in a mean field [373, 374]. Recently AMD
is applied to the hypernuclei [375, 376].
• Compositeness
Compositeness characterizes the structure of stable bound states close to the thresholds. As origi-
nally introduced by Weinberg [377, 378]. the composite/elementary nature of hadrons is estimated
from the field renormalization constant [379–384]. Recently the idea of the compositeness has been
extended to the quasi-bound states [222, 385]. Since a lot of exotic states have been found as the
quasi-bound states near the thresholds in the heavy flavor regions, the compositeness is helpful
to discuss the structure of them. For the heavy-flavor nuclei, comparison of the compositeness in
vacuum and nuclear medium would give us the information on the modification of properties of the
heavy hadrons in environmental changes.
2. Connections to other systems.— The physics of heavy-flavor nuclei is broadly connected to other
nuclear and hadronic systems. The connections encourage us to understand the relations between the
high-energy quark-gluon dynamics and the low-energy hadron and nuclear dynamics. We summarize
current status of the neighboring fields which are helpful to study the heavy-flavor nuclei.
• Quarkonia and XY Z resonances
As summarized in this review, the quarkonium-hadron interaction is dominated by the gluonic
degrees of freedom. While the results of different approaches agree with each other that the
quarkonium-nucleon interaction is weakly attractive, there are still nontrivial issues to be clari-
fied in the future. For instance, a recent lattice QCD calculation of Zc(3900) in Ref. [386] indicates
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the importance of the couplings of piJ/ψ− D¯D∗ and ρηc− D¯D∗. These couplings are considered to
be suppressed in phenomenological models, because it is accompanied by the heavy meson exchange
interaction. The couplings of a quarkonium and a pair of heavy-light mesons are also important in
the mass shift of quarkonia [387–389].
The excited charmonia are also interesting objects to be studied. The hadronic loop of the meson-
antimeson affects the properties of quarkonia, in particular those close to thresholds. Moreover,
there are many candidates of the exotic states, called XY Z resonances, which are considered to have
non-conventional structures such as the compact multi-quark states, hadronic molecules and hybrid
states with gluonic degrees of freedom [21]. It is an interesting open problem to understand the
properties of the quarkonia close to thresholds and the XY Z resonances having an exotic structure,
both in vacuum and in the nuclear medium.
• Nuclear systems with impurities
There have been discussions about nuclei with impurity particles. The study of the composite sys-
tems is a challenging topic to analyze both nuclear structures and the modification of the properties
of the impurities in nuclear medium. The impurity particles are not affected by the Pauli-blocking
from the nucleons. Therefore the impurity is allowed to enter the deep inside of the nucleus, and
expected to be the probe to study the region which cannot be accessed by nucleons. In addi-
tion, the impurities would induce the shrinkage effect and change the deformation structure of
nuclei [6, 7, 370]. On the other hand, properties of the impurity itself would also be changed in
the nuclear medium [15]. As an example of mutual change of both nuclear medium and impurities,
we have discussed the heavy quark symmetry leading to the recombination of the spin correlations
inside the nuclear matter. For example, the heavy quark symmetry gives the recombination of the
spin correlations inside the nuclear matter.
• From strangeness to heavy flavor
The quark mass is one of the fundamental parameters in QCD. To compare the charm/bottom
nuclear physics with the strangeness nuclear physics gives us a chance to study the role of flavors
in nuclei in terms of QCD. The strangeness nuclear systems have been investigated as the nuclear
system with impurity particles with strangeness, e.g. kaons and hyperons [6]. The heavy hadron
nuclear physics can be situated as an extension from strangeness to heavy flavors. The properties
of the heavy-flavor nuclei should be different from the strangeness nuclei due to the properties
of the heavy quarks, i.e. heavy mass and heavy quark symmetry, as discussed in this review.
The internal excitation pattern and interactions of heavy hadrons are different from those in light
hadrons. For example, the excitation pattern of charm/bottom baryons may be comparable with
the strange baryons, as the reduction of the spin-spin interaction is known already in the strangeness
sector [138].
• Quark-gluon plasma (QGP)
The investigation of QGP is one of the challenging subjects in hot and dense QCD. The QGP is the
different phase from the hadronic matter, and is considered to be realized in the early universe and
in the relativistic heavy ion collisions (HIC). The heavy quarks and quarkonia produced in HIC are
used as hard probes to understand the microscopic dynamics of QGP [390–392]. QGP gives us an
opportunity to investigate the heavy quark (hadron) dynamics in systems with high temperature
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or high density. Recently the Langevin dynamics, a classical description of the Brownian motion,
of a heavy quark in QGP has been investigated in Refs. [393, 394].
3. Experiments.— The interesting physics of heavy-flavor nuclei should eventually be examined in
actual experiments. For this purpose, it is necessary to consider how to produce the heavy particles. We
summarize discussions of the production of the heavy hadrons and heavy-flavor nuclei in the experiments,
together with possible facilities.
• Hadron beams
The charm production by the pion beam on a proton target, pi−p → D∗−Λ+c , are studied in
Refs. [395, 396]. The cross section of the process is obtained by using two different theoretical
frameworks, the effective Lagrangian method and the Regge method. The coupling constants of the
vertices of the charmed meson and baryon are assumed to be the same as those for the strangeness
sector. The obtained total cross section of the charm production is about 103 − 106 smaller than
that of the strangeness production. The hidden-charm baryon production near threshold via the
pion beam is studied in Ref. [397]. The enhancement of the total cross section of the pi−p→ D−Σ+c
by the N∗cc resonance is discussed. The charm production via the pion beam would be performed
in J-PARC.
In Ref. [398], the formation of the charmed mesic nuclei, D−−11B and D0−11B, in antiproton beam
on a 12C is investigated theoretically. The optical potential for the charmed meson is given by the
self-energy where the extended Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction is employed as the charmed meson-
nucleon interaction in the matter. The results suggest the possible observations of the charmed
mesic nuclei at P¯ANDA in FAIR [399] and J-PARC.
• Relativistic heavy ion collisions
Heavy ion collisions at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
provide a new stage to study the reaction with high multiplicities. Due to the high temperature
and large volume, the abundance of the yields of the produced particles are much larger than those
in e+e− and pp collisions and the fixed target experiments. In addition, the collision source as a
rich baryon number environment makes it possible to produce, not only single hadrons, but also
composite nuclei. For example, there are reports of observation of anti-hypernuclei in RHIC, whose
production is difficult to be realized in other reactions [400]. Recently, productions of exotic hadrons,
containing strangeness, charm and bottom quarks, from relativistic heavy ion collisions have been
studied in theories based on the statistical model and the coalescence model [401, 402]. Importantly,
the yields of the exotic hadrons depend on the internal configurations of composite particles, namely
compact mutli-quarks or extended hadron molecules. Those approaches are applied to productions
of charm/bottom nucleus with small baryon numbers.
• Photoproduction
The heavy hadron productions in the photon-induced processes have been discussed in the litera-
tures. The productions of hidden-charm baryon resonances, N∗cc and Λ∗cc, including the pentaquarks
P+c (4380) and P
+
c (4450) have been investigated in Refs. [403–405]. The effective Lagrangian ap-
proach is used in these analyses. The photoproductions for the hadronic states with heavy flavor
are expected to be performed at Jefferson Lab.
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• Neutrino-nucleus reaction
The baryon production via the neutrino-nucleus reaction has been studied for light flavor sec-
tors [406, 407]. The weak interaction also makes it possible to produce the heavy hadrons in the
neutrino-nucleon reactions such as νN → lX where l and X stand for a lepton and a produced heavy
baryon resonance, respectively. The heavy hadron production via the neutrino-nucleus reaction is
utilized to produce the heavy-flavor nuclei.
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A Matrix elements of the few-body calculations
In this Appendix, we give the matrix elements which are helpful to solve the eigenvalue problem of the
few-body calculations with the Gaussian expansion method shown in Sect. 2.4.1.
For the norm, the general form of the (i, j) component of the spatial part without coefficients is
obtained by
Nij =
∫
d3r
∫
d3Rrν1Rν2 exp (−β1r2 − β2R2 + γ ~r · ~R)
×
[
Yl1(rˆ)⊗ Yl2(Rˆ)
]
LM
[
Yl3(rˆ)⊗ Yl4(Rˆ)
]
L′M ′
=
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ ∞
0
dRrν1+2Rν2+2 exp (−β1r2 − β2R2)4pi
√
pi
2γrR
∞∑
λ=0
Iλ+1/2(γrR)
×
〈[
Yl1(rˆ)⊗ Yl2(Rˆ)
]
LM
∣∣∣Y ∗λ (rˆ) · Yλ(Rˆ) ∣∣∣[Yl3(rˆ)⊗ Yl4(Rˆ)]
L′M ′
〉
=
∑
λ,n
pi
2
1
n!
(ν2 + λ+ 1)!!(ν1 + λ+ 2n+ 1)!!
(2(λ+ n) + 1)!!
((ν2 − λ)/2)!
((ν2 − λ)/2− n)!
×
(
γ√
2β′12β2
)λ+2n
1
(2β′1)(ν1+3)/2(2β2)(ν2+3)/2
× δLL′δMM ′ (−1)
L′+l3+l2
4pi
{
l1 l2 L
l4 l3 λ
}
× (2λ+ 1)
√
(2l3 + 1)(2l4 + 1) ( l3 0 λ 0|l1 0 )( l4 0 λ 0|l2 0 ) , (A.0.1)
where β′1 ≡ β1−γ2/4β2. The values of ν1, ν2, β1, β2 and γ depend on the component (i, j). The coefficient
such as the normalization factor is omitted. The summation of λ is restricted by the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients as |l1− l3| ≤ λ ≤ l1 + l3 and |l2− l4| ≤ λ ≤ l2 + l4. The summation of n is 0 ≤ n ≤ (ν2−λ)/2.
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The kinetic term is reduced to(
∂2
∂r2
− l(l + 1)
r2
)
rl+1 exp
(
− r
2
2b2i
)
Yl(rˆ) =
(
r2
b4i
− 2l + 3
b2i
)
rl+1 exp
(
− r
2
2b2i
)
Yl(rˆ) . (A.0.2)
Therefore, the matrix element of the kinetic term is obtained in the same manner as the norm.
The matrix element of a product of angular momentum operators ~O (L)a · ~O (S)a V (r) with the orbital
(spin) operator ~O (L)a ( ~O (S)a ) and the potential function V (r) is given by〈
ΦiJ(LS)
∣∣∣ ~O (L)a · ~O (S)a V (r) ∣∣∣ΦjJ(L′S′)〉
=
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ ∞
0
dRrν1+2Rν2+2 exp (−β1r2 − β2R2)4pi
√
pi
2γrR
∞∑
λ=0
Iλ+1/2(γrR)
× (−1)L′+J+S
{
L′ a L
S J S′
}〈[
Yl1(rˆ)⊗ Yl2(Rˆ)
]
LM
∥∥∥Y ∗λ (rˆ) · Yλ(Rˆ)V (r)O (L)a ∥∥∥ [Yl3(rˆ)⊗ Yl4(Rˆ)]
L′M ′
〉
×
〈[
[S1, S2]S12 , S3
]
S
∥∥∥O (S)a ∥∥∥ [[S′1, S′2]S′12 , S′3]S′〉 . (A.0.3)
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